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YOU GET MORE AT RAYCOM!
SONY

AIR -7 £229.95
PRO -80 £299.95
7600A £109.00
7600 DS £149.00
2001D £299.95
SW1S SPECIAL £209.95
AN -1 antenna £49.95
AN -3 antenna £44.95

RAYCOM is an approved SONY short-wave centre and is
able to offer a complete sales and after sales service.

SCANNERS
CHOOSE A FREE ANTENNA!
AR900 handheld £235.00
60-90/118-174/406-496/830-950MHz

AOR 2002 base £469.00
25-550/800-1300MHz, 20 memories

AOR 3000 base £749.00
0-1-2036MHz, 400 mems, LSB/USB/CW/WFM/NFM/AM

STANDARD AX700 base £499.00
50-905MHz, 99 memories inc. FREE PSU

CHALLENGER 8J200 handheld
26-30/60-88/115-174/210-260/410-520MHz

COBRA SR925 base
29-54/118-174/406-512 inc. FREE PSU

YUPITERU MVT-5000 handheld
25-550/800-1300MHz

£199.00

£159.99

£299.99

CHOOSE A FREE ANTENNA! Either a free broadband
mag-mount with BNC adaptor or a free Skyscan mast -
mount scanner antenna covering 60-525MHz with your
scanner - just call with your credit card number for same
day shipment. Offer valid while stocks last.

ACCESSORIES
ROYAL 1300 discone 25-1300MHz £59.50
ROYAL 700 discone 70-700MHz £19.95
SKYSCAN colinear 60-525MHz £14.95
BB145S broadband mag-mount £14.95
Sandpiper mobile colinear 50-600MHz £17.95
Gutter mount for S0239 fitting £7.95
VHF/UHF Frequency Guide £5.95
VHF/UHF Airband Guide £5.95
Flight Routings Guide to Airline Flights £4.00
HAS -1 mast mount antenna switch £49.95

BEARCAT SCANNERS
UBC 50XL 66-88/136-174/406-512MHz £99.95
10 memories, channel review, including FREE charger worth £4.95

BC 55XLT 29-54/136-174/406-512MHz £99.95
10 memories, channel review, including FREE charger worth £4.95

BC 70XLT 66-88/136-174/406-512MHz £149.99
20 memories, full frequency display, with FREE car charger kit worth £4.50

BC 100XLT 29-54/118-174/406-512MHz £199.99

UBC 100XLT 66-88/118-174/406-512MHz £199.99
100 memories, airband, search, including FREE car charger kit worth £4.50

100 memories, airband, search including FREE car charger kit worth £4.50

UBC 200XLT 66-88/118-174/406-512/806-956MHz £229.99

200 memories, top of the range, including FREE car charger kit worth £4.50

SPECIAL SPECIAL OFFER!!! In the
continuing tradition of offering the best
package deals on the market we are
offering the choice of either a FREE
BB145S broadband mag-mount antenna
or a FREE SkyScan mast -mounted
wideband scanner antenna covering 60-
525MHz. Each is worth £14.95 and is
yours free when you order your scanner.

_ Offer valid while stocks last.100/200XLT 7OXLT

ICOM IC -R7000

Listen to weather, fire, coastguard, TV, air -
band and many, many more. Wide fre-
quency coverage provides you with all the
channels you need to become a VHF and
UHF listener. Frequency coverage is guar-
anteed from 25 to 1300MHz, but may ex-
tend on individual units to 2GHz! Features
include:
0 USB, LSB, FM, FM -N, AM
0 99 memory channels, keypad entry
0 optional infra -red remote control
0 variable speed scan and delay
0 optional voice synthesizer
0 six tuning steps
0 sensitivity < 0.3µV for 10dB SINAD

Save £1 23! Raycom price £925
Including Royal 1300 discone worth
£59.501

CHARGE IT!
Why not take advantage of the
RAYCOM credit card and spread the
payment for that scanner you've always
wanted. Example: Yaesu FRG9600
MKV package £70 deposit and £27 per
month (APR 32.9%). Call fora quote and
written details! Licensed credit broker.

YAESU FRG9600

9600 standard 60-905MHz £469.00
9600 Mkll 60-950MHz £499.00
9600 Mkll pack 60-950MHz £545.00
9600 MkV 0.2-950MHz £625.00
9600 MkV pack 0.2-950MHz £699.00
Standard to Mkll U/G £40.00
Standard to MkV U/G £149.00
Mkll to MkV U/G £129.00
Packs include PSU and ROYAL 1300!

RAYCOM COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LIMITED, INTERNATIONAL HOUSE, 963 WOLVERHAMPTON RD, OLDBURY, WEST MIDLANDS 869 4RJ. TEL 021-544-6767, Fax 021-544-7124, Telex 336483 IDENTI G.

RAYCOM gives you more BUYING POWER

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED. BC,
ACCESS, DINERS INSTANT CREDIT UP TO
£1 000 (SUBJECT TO STATUS) WITH
RAYCOM CREDIT CARD (APR 32.9%). IN-
TEREST FREE CREDIT ON CERTAIN ITEMS
AT MAP. CALL FOR MORE DETAILS.

ORDERING INFORMATION

WE STOCK ICOM, YAESU, BEARCAT, MFJ,
BUTTERNUT, CUSHCRAFT, AEA, TONNA,
NAVICO, TEN-TEC AND WEL/ AMONG
MANY OTHERS. CALL FOR FULL UST.

TEL: 021-544-6767
PHONE BEFORE IPM FOR NEXT DAY
DELIVERY BY COURIER (E15.00) OR 2PM

FOR DELIVERY BY POST (E10.00).

PLEASE ALLOW TIME FOR CHEQUES TO
CLEAR. MANY OTHER ITEMS IN STOCK.

PLEASE CALL FOR MORE INFO AND FOR
EXTRA SPECIAL DEALS!

INFOLINE 0836771500 5-9pm (weekdays)

OPENING HOURS 9-5.30 MON TO SAT.
LATE NIGHT FRIDAY TIL 7 PM. 73 DE RAY
CAVIL JIM =MP AND JULIAN.
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Letter Of The Month
The reply by A Skaife of York to a

reader's quite sensible suggestion in
this column of HRT February 1990) is
the most offputting I have ever seen
from one radio enthusiast to another.

My introduction to amateur radio
was, as has been the case no doubt
with numerous amateurs (most won't
admit it) through CB, albeit short-lived.
I lasted three months, and then some
of the more discerning ex-CBers
introduced me to 11 meters and I
became a member of a local
sidebander's club which gave me the
number Kilo Victor 38. We operated
QRP in the main, talking locally to our
friends/club members between
26.500MHz and 27.500MHz. How
nice it was to leave the radio on,
listening to a QSO instead of suffering
the tirade of bad language, abuse and
embarrassment which had been the
case on CB FM. We certainly never
encroached onto the amateur bands.
Eventually I and many many others of
the Kilo Victor group took and passed
the RAE, most of whom are now GOs.

However, one or two of the club
have tried and tried to pass the RAE
and unfortunately for academic
reasons they keep failing the second
paper. I really feel for them, because
they are very good radio operators, and
have worked stations all over the world
on 11 meters, but would dearly like to
obtain an amateur licence. Nothing
wrong with my roots, old man, not
when I look at the number of "fellow
amateurs" in this area who started on

CB, moved on to eleven meters, and
eventually sat the RAE and became A
licensees.

To me 11 metres was somewhat of
a joy while it lasted, certainly much
better than 2m, which in my opinion is
used more like a glorified telephone
system.

Incidentally, A Scaife, I failed the
second paper first time and may I say
that as a somewhat "thick" self-
employed professional photographer, I

would class the second paper as
anything but a "simple test", but then
again we are not all electronics or radio
technicians, are we?

I do not wish to enter into the
controversy of novice licenses, but
drastic responses to sensible
suggestions do nothing to promote
interest in amateur radio. This
particular ex-CBer is now a fervent
user of CW on the HF bands.
-D L Gorden, ex -Kilo Victor 38, and
proud of it, South Wirral.

This is but one response to Tony
Skaife's reply to Whiskey Sierra, which
gave rise to even more flying fur than
the Darwin Six. Mr. Skaife justifies his
to international diplomacy partly by the
anti -social operating practices of some
CBers and ex-CBers (which have, we
gather, hit central Yorkshire harder
than most) and partly (I'm reading
between the lines here) by the fact that
the Yorkies took their bit with fire and
the sword back in the 9th century and
the rest of the UK is still reeling from

the shock, so why change tactics?
Anyway, he is now doing his bit

for amateur radio by writing up some
constructional articles.

I have never been involved with CB
but I DID join the hobby press at the
time when CBers were fighting for
legalisation in the UK. This was at a
time when 2m, especially in London,
suffered badly from the anti -social
licensed and unlicensed "abusers".

The CBers won their band, found
that it was too limited, and so they
turned to amateur radio. The rest is
history. It is a shame that many of
them were driven "underground" onto
11m just to get a taste of real radio; if
the Novice Licence fulfils its function,
aspiring operators won't be tempted to
move outside the lines this way.

Since the end of the World Wars,
amateur radio has gradually lost the
attention of the UK government, which
no longer "needs" it to train up radio
operators. There are no signs that they
"need" it again, to train up commercial
technicians, and the Novice Licence is
one symptom of this.

But CB got the attention of
thousands of new proto-amateurs at a
time when radio was not attracting
much new blood.

The trouble with new blood, as
one wag said, is that you have to clean
it off the carpet... and dredge up some
dust and dead moths in the process,
no doubt. But the end result should be
a brighter carpet. If we keep on about
good operating practices, and keep the
doors open, everyone will benefit in the
long run.

Catch 22 In Greece
I am a British citizen living and

working in Greece since 1977. After
toying with the idea of applying for an
amateur radio license for several years,
I finally decided to do so last autumn,
only to find out that I would have to
pass an examination in fundamental
electronics, since Greek law does not
recognise my engineering degree in
electronics.

After I agreed to undergo this test,
I was told that I would also have to
take a morse code test (sending and
receiving 40 characters a minute),
although I only wanted to operate
packet radio on the 2m band. After
two weeks of hard training, I am proud

to say I can receive and send 50
characters a minute. So you can
imagine my surprise (and disgust)
when I went to hand in my application
only to to be told that because I am a
British citizen I am not allowed an
amateur licence in Greece.

I tried several approaches (such as
reminding them that Greece is a
member of the EEC and as such must
comply with the community's
communications laws) but with no
result.

I am in dispair. Am I doomed never
to have an amateur radio license as
long as I live in Greece?
- Memnon Emmanuel, Thessaloniki,
Greece.

Greece does not cooperate in the
matter of reciprocal licensing. We
checked with the RSGB to see if there
were any loopholes for somebody in
your position, both their verdict is 'no
chance', unless you can persuade
someone, personally, that your position
is different. "We advise travellers to
Greece to leave their radios at home
and just go and get a sun tan," said the
man at the RSGB. Italy, as well, is
usually a hopeless case, although
"more from inefficiency than lack of
cooperation."

It does seem particularly futile to
ban somebody living in Greece, who
has passed the necessary tests, from
holding a Greek licence, just because
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We regret that Ham Radio Today cannot
reply to queries individually. Every month
we publish a section of the most
interesting. We will endeavour to answer
straightforward queries about the back
issues index if readers enclose an SAE and
much patience. It helps if letters and back
issue enquiries arrive on separate sheets of
paper, although the same envelope can be
used.

he holds a British passport. You could
try writing to somebody more senior in
the relevant ministry, stating your case,
or getting a friend, relation or senior
colleague who perhaps knows how the
government departments work to write
to them arguing your case and
vouching for your long period of
residency. But it may simply that, while
you hold a British passport, they will
not allow you to hold a Greek licence.

Continental Convoying
Later this year I intend to be a

driver in a two -car convoy through the
countries listed below in a space of
eight weeks. The countries are France,
Yugoslavia, Turkey, Hungary, East
Germany, Switzerland, Austria,
Rumania, Czechoslovakia, West
Germany, Italy, Bulgaria, USSR, Poland
and Luxembourg.

I would be extremely grateful if
you could advise me of a legal type
walkie-talkie/radio system (for all the
countries and its likely cost, that we
could use to facilitate communications
between the two cars while on the
road. I envisage that a range of half a
mile would be more than adequate.

Could you also inform me whether
we would need some form of licence?

Any advice you can give me would
be very much appreciated, to help with
my once -in -a -lifetime holiday.
- Andrew Mills, Doncaster.

I would guess from this letter that
Andrew is neither an amateur nor a
CBer. I have made some enquiries, and

No - I didn't realise you had to apply for a
Reciprocal Licence before you arrived.

the answer is a little more encouraging
than the one given to Memnon
Emmanual in Thessaloniki, but not
much.

The only reasonably sure way he
has of discovering whether he can
legally use a two-way radio in these
countries, and what the licensing
conditions are, is to contact each
embassy in the UK separately with the
question, and also to ask the DTI if
they can suggest a plan of action.

If he was a licenced amateur, of
course, he would be able to arrange
reciprocal licensing for all or most of
these countries with the assistance of
the RSGB.

Even so, two-way radio on the
raod is no substitute for a few sessions
with a map and a prearranged point of
contact. Some acquaintances of ours
set out for Europe, admittedly only
with low power rigs (no suitable mobile
linear to hand, apparently), lost each

£10 FOR THE LETTER OF THE MONTH

You've got a gripe about the bandplans, or your're sick of being
wiped out by next door's microwave. Or maybe you've been bowled
over by the excellent service from your local radio shop.

Whatever you've got to say about amateur radio say it here in
the letters column and you could win yourself £10 for writing the
letter of the month.

Sent your epistles to: Letters Column, Ham Radio Today, ASP Ltd,
Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST.

other before they reached Dover and
didn't meet again till they got to
Austria. One mutually -agreed phone
contact in the UK would have worked
wonders.

And leave the attention free
QSOs with the locals. Much more
interesting than "turn left at
Dusseldorf..."

Covers Story
On receiving my February 1990

copy of HRT, I was pleasantly surprised
to find that it had got thicker!!

A quick scan through it, but I
could see no obvious editions. Until I

got to the "Free Issues" subscription
end page. I turned it, and lo and behold
-- "Free Issues - I turned it - "Free
Issues" - I turned it - "Free Issues"
- SIX end pages and six covers!
Surely this must be a record? At least a
collector's item. But I'd rather see more
articles than covers, please!

Yours sincerely for a great mag.
- David P. Bull G6PJE, Wisbech,
Cambs

So would we! Next time they do this,
perhaps we can get them to print some
tech tips on the extra covers. The
trouble is, they don't tell us! You could
be right about a collector's item,
though: We have a disappointingly
large number of twos, threes, and
fours, but so far you are the only
reported six.
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Gift Ideas Floated
Grundig has produced a series of marine leisure radios called

Grundig Yacht Boys (not to be confused with yacht buoys. You can
throw a 70cm handheld, but not, presumably, float a marine
shortwaver).

The Studio Line Yacht Boy 225, 14 by 9 by 3cm receives long
wave, medium wave, FM and nine shortwave bands, with pushbutton
selectors and led indicators. Boxed in a hard carrying case with
lightweight stereo headphones, a shortwave guide and retracting pencil
of jotting down preferred stations, Grundig recommends the 225 as
a gift for £59.95.

The portable Tacht Boys 220 and 230 with headphones, soft carry
case and battery or mains operation are designed for home or travel
use. The 230, 10.9 by 18 by 3.5 cm has the usual broadcast bands plus
13 shortwave bands, last station and volume memory, world timer with
time scanning, lcd information panel, digital quarz clock, sleep timer
and summer/standard time changeover. The 230 costs £69 and also
has a snooze alarm.

The 220, 14 by 9 by 3.5 cm weighs 340g, has 9 shortwave bands
and a swivel mounted support for easy positioning. It costs £49.95.

Finally, the Satellit 500 International for land and sea can store
up to 42 user programmed stations, has a multi-functon lcd display,
rotatable or lockable telescopic aerial and has a reception frequency
range of 1.6 to 30MHz. It includes headphones, dual time zone
timer/clock and dual station time switch, a threaded socket for on-
board mounting and weather -protective cover. It costs £299.95.

See all these Grundigs at Grundig dealers in the UK.

Doncaster Rally
The Doncaster Rally and

District Raynet group will be
holding a radio rally and
electronics fair at Bircotes
Sports Centre, near Bawtry, on
28 May 1990. Further details
and booking forms for stall -
holding are available from P.
Smith, 23 Florence Ave.,
Baldby, Doncaster. Tel. 0302
857526.

A Match for VHF
Empcom Systems Ltd, has

produced a VHF antenna
tuning unit (am) for the amateur
radio market. The rationale
behind Empcom's VTZ-45 is to
allow VHF users the same
accuracy for impedance match-
ing as that enjoyed by HF users,
where the match provided by
the antenna system and coax in
use is less than 100% perfect.

Aimed at providing a good
compromise between perfec-
tion and operator convenience
in a station -end atu, the
VTZ-145 is designed, say the
company, to optimise eirp and
received signals, improve the
system vswr and avoid auto-
matic power reduction/shut-
down, operate fixed or mobile
(good for field days), using 70
ohm antennas and feeder with

50 ohm equipment, HF
antenna and rhombics, long-
wire experimentation, and
loading up concealed or con-
ventional car antennas, any-
where, in fact, that a good VHF
match cannot be taken for
granted.

The atu handles up to
500W CW/1000W SSB, 0.25dB
through loss, 30 to 100 ohm
input impendance, 20 to 300
ohm output impedance, and
covers a ± 10% frequency
range. The standard connector
is S0239 - other types may be
ordered.

The VTZ-145 for 2 metres
costs £37.95 all inclusive.
Versions for 4, 6 and 10m are
planned shortly. Contact
Empcom Systems Ltd., 7
Robins Close, Waterlooville,
Portsmouth P07 8HF.

Booking In
We have had a flyer from the Out of Print Book Service,

a business which tracks down out of print books to order. We
haven't used them ourselves (preferring to rely on serendipity
and Oxfam Shops) but they quote well-known publishers
Thorsons and W H Allen as referees. For some mysterious
reason, South Wales seems to be a Mecca for old book
collectors (collectors of old books).

More information from Out of Print Book Service, 13
Pantbach Road, Birchgrove, Cardiff CF4 1TU. Tel: 0222
627703.

Activating Hebrides
Alan G1EUU and Colin

GUME will be operating from
the Inner and Outer Hebrides
during May and June 1990 as
GM1WAB/M. The itinery is
roughly as follows:

Sat 26 May Grantham to
Androssan May 27 Arran,
Gigha, arriving late at Islay
May 28 Islay, Jura, Luing May
29 Mull, maybe Iona (probably
not mobile), South Uist, May
30 South Uist, Benbecula,
North Uist, Baleshare,
Grimsay, Bernae May 31 Skye,
Harris Friday June 1 Harris,
Lewis, Gt. Bornae Sat/Sun 2/3
June activate NB, NC, ND,
NH, NJ, NO, NT, NS, NX, NY
on 144.440 and 50.200 MHz.
70cm by arrangement on 144
MHz. QSL via G1EUU, 68
Aire Rd., Grantham NG31 7QP
with SAE.

Reductile
Receiver
Icom UK were taking

orders for their new com-
munications receiver, the IC -
R1, at the London Amateur
Radio Show on 9/10 March.
One of the smallest communi-
cations receivers yet produced,
the 49 by 102.5 by 35mm, 280
gm scanner fits into a pocket
and cover 2 to 905 MHz, with
100 memory channels. It fea-
tures several different scan and
clock functions, choice of key-
board or manual tuning, and
electronic keyboard lock to pre-
vent accidental tuning changes.
More information from Icom
UK at Unit 9, Sea St., Herne
Bay, Kent CT6 8LD or from
Arrow Radio, 5 The Street,
Hatfield Peveral, Chelms-
ford, Essex CM3 2EJ, who
provided this information.
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Books for Sony and VHF
User Steve Whitt has written a book, Getting the Best from

your Sony ICF-2001D, dedicated to a receiver which is arguably
the most popular world -band receiver of all time. The book
covers all aspects of operation, modification and repair of the
ICF2001D and its American versions the ICF2010.

The book also looks in detail at the weaknesses of the
20011D and offers practical improvements which have been
tried and tested by users. All are low-cost and offer performance
benefits, and it is made clear whether or not internal mods are
needed.

A general introduction to communications receivers is
included, along with chapters on hotrodding the 2001D, hints
and tips and questions and answers. There is a bibliography
or articles and index of useful addresses. The book also presents
the rarely -seen Sony specifications for the receiver.

The 32 -page illustrated book is available from the author
for the following rates: UK £4; Europe and Eire £5 or 131RCs;
Rest of world (surface mail) £5 or 13 IRCs, Rest of world
(airmail) £6 or 15 IRCs, post paid for single copies. Write for
details if ordering larger quantities. All payments in pounds
sterling, in cash or reputable draft, made out to S. Whitt.
Contact Steve Whitt, 21 Cauldwell Ave., Ipswich IN 4EM,
UK.

Another book now in publication is An Introduction to
VHF/UHF for Radio Amateurs by Ian Poole, well-known
author of many magazine articles and last year's An
Introduction to Amateur Radio. The book is aimed mainly
at the newcomer and outlines the essentials of VHF/UHF
operation; it can also function as a reference work for more
experienced operators. The nine chapters cover propagation,
aerials, transmitters and receivers, bands and bandplans,
DXing, mobile and repeater operation, data modes, scanners
and an appendix of abbreviations and codes.

An introduction to VHF/UHF for Radio Amateurs costs
£3.50 from Bernard Babani (publishers) Ltd, The
Grampians, Shepherds Bush Rd., London W6 7NF.

Border Awards
Back
Oswestry DARC have

revised their Border Awards in
the light of "new trends in
contacts made after 1st Jan
1990".

The HF Award include
counties on the Welsh/English
border. Amateurs and swls on
1.8 MHz to 30 MHz, work/hear
a club member, or club callsign
G4TTZO, or any club special
event station, plus (UK/Eire)
three stations in each border
county or (Overseas ops) two
stations in each border county.
Border counties are Cheshire,
Clwyd, Gloucestershire,
Gwent, Powys, Hereford -and -
Worcester, Shropshire.

The VHF/UHF Award in -

eludes counties bordering
Shropshire. Amateurs and swls
on 50 MHz and above, work/
hear a club member or club
callsign GIORA or any club
special event station, plus ten
stations in Shropshire and five
stations in each bordering
county, all on a single band and
mode (total 36 stations).
Counties are Cheshire, Bleyd,
Hereford -and -Worcester,
Staffordshire, Powys, Shrop-
shire.

To apply for either certifi-
cate, write to the Awards
manager, PO Box 73, Oswes-
try, Shropshire SY11 1ZZ
with date, time, frequency,
mode, certified correct by two
other ops/swls, with £1.75 or ten
IRCs per award.

Maplin Miracle

Maplin Electronics gave
away their biggest ever prize, a
Vauxhall Astra GTE 16V, on St
Valentine's Day. Winners
Robert and Pat Vieira of Chig-
well, Essex, bought a hand-
held digital meter back in Nov-
ember 1989, and registered for
the draw. By a labyrinthine
twist of fate, Pat Vieira had
written off her Porsche 924 a
few weeks ealier, so it is con-
fidently predicted that she will
be driving the Vauxhall.

Robert G8 AJF is among
other things a keen radio
amateur and electronics
hobbyist who buys his kits and
test equipment from Maplin.

Recent additions to
Maplin's lists include "Pro-
fessional Monitor Head-
phones" with double HF and

LF drivers, and enclosed,
washable earpads, designed for
high quality stereo listening, at
£49.95 Vat inclusive.

Of special interest to
amateurs whose partners keep
complaining about the noise
made by their morse QSOs,
QRM, SSB reception, squelch,
etc.: several new guitar amps,
including a high -quality 15W
for £54.95, a new IOW practice
amp design for £44.95 and 75W
stage amp with master volume
and bright switches for £169.95.
Also for stage use, a 40W bass
amp for £119.95. For the less
rebellious, a belt -portable
practice amp with headphone
socket costs £9.95.

Maplin Electronics, PO
Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6
8LR. Tel. 0702 552911, or
catalogue from larger news-
agents.

Lead Battery Monitor
A company called Smart Power has launched a product

which will be of interest to amateurs who rely on lead acid
batteries for power in situations where they cannot be readily
recharged.

The Smart Power device is a digital monitor and readout
which connects to the top of the battery and continuously com-
putes the percentage power left in the battery and the hours of
use remaining. The large -figure lcd display can be mounted
up to 50 feet from the batteries.

Smart Power can be used to monitor a single battery or
a group of batteries connected in serial or parallel. There is
an option to have two 25A load shedding switches, which can
be used to automatically turn off less important loads as the
battery reduces in capacity.

The device is designed for use with vented lead acid
batteries with terminal voltages 12 or 24V, and is said to give
an accuracy of better than 5% . It can also be used wth sealed
lead acid batteries, with lower accuracy. Versions for sealed
batteries, and also for 6V and 48V batteries are planned for the
future.

For more information contact Smart Power UK Ltd.,
Gordon Rd., Curdridge, Hants SO3 2BE. Tel. 0489 784219.
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Paper Round
Here we have Break-

through, Jan 1990, from the
Aberdeen ARS. Articles
include Simple DC supplies,
Radio masts and plumbing per-
mission in Scotland, Repeater
Jamming and misuse, QRP
notebook, local events. Editor
Stewart Cooper thanks us for
our comments about editorial
contract, and I can reliably
report, after another good look,
that there is . . . no address
inside, but copy goes to
GM4AFF QTHR, so presum-
ably enquiries do also. Classy
A5 production, 2Opp.

Bandspread, Special
London Amateur Radio Show
Edition, March 1990, is
produced by the Southgate
AFC. Articles include
Checklogging for AFS, field
day report, introduction to the
committee for new members,
club news, and how to turn
down a request for a day off. A
12pp A4, Editors Les Fox
GOGLF, 41 Hadley Way,
Winchmore Hill, London N21
1AL. Peter Tuck O8YNC, 30
Brownlow Road, New South-
gate, London N11 2DE.

Airwave 325, Spring 1990,
the Anomalous Magazine of
the Wirral DARC, includes an
introduction to the Club,

Building the BSX2, a literary
discussion of the computing
term "PC" (and others),
including a well-known illust-
ration, a checklist on the club
bulletin board and its functions,
and various other local reports
and information sheets. Enter-
taining and informative. Inf.
probably from Paul Robinson
GOJZP, Chairman, 051 648
5892.

Wirral ARS Newsletter
Feb/Mar 1990. Mainly detailed
club reports, plus technical
hints and article Radio Wave to
Protect the Ozone Layer. Also
information: South American
cactus Cereus Peruvians
thrives on radiation emitted by
vdus, also helps vdu operators
to live happier and fuller lives.
Also poetry. Entertaining and
informative. 8pp A4 dtp and
staple. Editor Brian Jordan
G4EWJ, presumably QTHR.

Vital Spark Feb 90 from
the Hastings ERS. Contains
several short technical hints, I
was a signaller in Dad's Army
(the War, not the tv program),
Balanced emitter transistors
and VHF linear amps (with
diagrams), RF Feedback, club
news and diary. A4, 18pp
stapled, needs new printer
ribbon. Editor Tim Anderson
GOGTF, 2 Burry Rd., St.
Leonards on Sea.

Changes to Callsigns
In consultation with the Radio Society of Great Britain,

the DTI have revealed to the Society their plan to introduce UK
callsigns with the prefix M as soon as either the current class
B (G7) or the current class A (GO) callsigns run out. At present
there is no indication as to when this will happen, other than
that the G callsigns are being used up "rapidly". Any G call -
signs left over when either GO or G7 runs out will remain
unallocated.

The M callsigns are expected to differ further from the
present system, in that the callsign may contain a second prefix
letter to indicate a B or A licence, and a number to indicate
the country of operation.

Under the system, for instance, MK2XYZ might be a B
licensee operating in England, and MD8XYZ might be an A
licensee operating in Guernsey. It is also suggested that MB
may be used for special event stations, and MC for radio club
stations.

The intention is to provide a system which gives a greater
number of potential callsigns.

The DTI has as in many other cases asked for reaction
from the amateur radio community via the RSGB, and
comments can be sent to the Secretary of at the RSGB
headquarters, Lambda House, Cranbourne Road, Potters
Bar, Herts EN6 3JE. It is not surprising that an overhaul is
due after such a long historical period; a callsign is an important
part of an amateur's identity, so contact the RSGB if you want
to put a point.

We must stress that it has not been suggested that any
existing G callsigns should be replaced by M ones.

Novice license callsigns may be prefixed with the number
2 to make them distinctive, which virtually all parties
concerned, including individual amateurs, have expressed as
desirable.

As has been mooted before, radio clubs stations are likely
to be allowed to transmit greetings messages at any time and
not only at special events. This move is designed to give
Novices the opportunity to get on the air as early as possible.
One approach would be to leave club callsigns as they stand,
but to add a further letter to the G prefix only while greetings
messages are being sent and received. A secondary
consideration is that this would allow clubs to demonstrate their
station to the public in many cases without having to apply for
a GB allocation.

Navy Day

The Royal Naval ARS are
holding their 29th annual
mobile rally on Sunday 10 June
at HMS Victory, near Peters -
field in Hampshire.

The rally is billed very
much as a whole -family affair,
with attractions that include toy,
jewellery and plant stalls, child-
ren's rides and amusements,
handcraft demonstrations, vint-
age steam and fire engines,
radio -controlled models, a tv

detector van (on display, we
hope!) and a fly-past by a
vintage Swordfish aircraft from
the RN Historic Flight. There
will - of course - also be
amateur radio trade stands and
demonstrations to keep you
occupied while the family are
enjoying themselves. Talk -in on
2m and 70cm, free parking and
children, refreshments avail-
able throughout the day, adult
admission £1.

C. Harper G4UJR
QTHR for more information.
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Navico Packet
Navico, the marine radio

manufacturers who also pro-
duce the British -made 2m
transceiver AMR1000/s, have
carried out a series of tests to
show that the AMR1000 is fully
compatible with all the com-
mercially available packet radio
equipment in the UK. TNCs
and multimodes tested include
the Paccomm Tiny 2, Micro -
power 2, TNC200, TNC220
and TNC320, Kantronics
KAM, KPC4, KPC2 and
KPC2400, and AEA PK80 and
PK232. All connections to the
tncs can be made via the
microphone connector on the
front panel.

Receive and transmit
audio levels at the mic
connector function indepen-
dently of the set's main volume
control, so the only adjustment
needed will be to the the
squelch control. Headphones
or another suitable audio load
placed in the EXT socket will
mute the loudspeaker if
desired.

Tests were carried out with
the assistance of leading packet
radio retailer Siskin Elec-
tronics.

For more information
contact Navico Ltd., Star
Lane, Margate, Kent CT9
4NP. Tel. 0843 290290.

Guides on the Air
A station was set up by the

Isle of Man Scout and Guide
Association for Thinking Day
on the Air 1990 at Ardwhallen,
Baldwin, IOM, callsign GB4
MGR, on the HF bands. Local
DoE communcations skills
adviser Denys Hall GD4OEL
assisted. Guides visiting
Ardwhallen on a Guide
Holiday on the theme of
communications, as well as
other Scout and Guide visitors,
could go on the air for two
minutes to pass greetings
messages to Scout and Guide
stations in 30 countries. The
station was also visited by
Kathleen Berry, the Island
Commissioner for Guides, who
also passed on a greetings
message to a Guide station in
Kidderminster. The two-day
event was a success despite bad
weather in the UK and else-
where.

GB4MGR would like to
thank IOM Civil Defence
Corps and the IOM Post Office
for help with furniture and
postage, Nevada of Portsmouth
for the 10m vertical which got
through to Brazil, Scott Kewley
GDOLQL for assisting with the
station, swls Steve Crowe and
Martin Campbell for help with
erecting the mast, and guides
and volunteers who helped to
make the day a success.

Eddystone Group, Please
SWL and long-time Eddystone receiver user W E Moore

has obtained permission from the Eddystone factory to use facts
and data from Eddystone manuals in setting up and running
on Eddystone User Group newsletter. Mr Moore intends to
operate the group on a non -profit -making, postage and costs -
only basis, and would like to hear from any Eddystone users
who would be interested in joining in such a group.

Write to W E Moore, 112 Edgeside Lane, Waterford,
Rossendale BB4 9TR. An sae would probably be appreciated.
Get in touch if you can - user groups benefit everyone.

Satellite Software
As mentioned in Introducing Moonbounce in last month's

issue, Amsat UK produces a list of items of satellite tracking
software and similar programs. A price list/order form is
available from Amsat UK for an SAE. For a list or further
information, write to Amsat UK., HQ, 94 Herongate Road,
Wanstead Park, London E12 5EQ.

Cancer Fund
Following selection of his letter as Ham Radio Today's

Letter of the Month in the October 1989 issue of Ham Radio
Today, Ian Oliver of the CB -orientated Monitoring Service of
Great Britain (not to be confused with any similarly -named
organisation) chose a current appeal in favour of the Middlesex
Hospital, London as the recipient of the £10 awarded to LOM
writers.

The organisation running this appeal, the Sportsmans Aid
Society, have written to express their thanks to Ian Oliver and
Ham Radio Today, and also to draw everyone's attention to the
units they are opening for teenage cancer victims.

The first unit opens at the Middlesex in the autumn of 1990,
followed by a unit at St Bartholomews'; units in other parts of
the country are being planned. Donations towards these units
can be sent to the Sportsmans Aid Society, Kirkman House,
Kirkman Place, 54a Tottenham Court Road, London W1P
9RF.

Greenweld New
Address

Greenweld Engineering's
1990 Spring Supplement is now
out. It has 32 pages of products
and offers, including a free
15W miniature soldering iron

when you order over £20 -worth
of goods. Greenweld have also
increased their warehouse
space and changed their
address, which is Greenweld
Electronics Ltd., 27 Park
Road, Southampton SOl
3TB. Tel. 0703 236363.
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 Amateur Bands
160m -10m.

 General Coverage
Receiver.

 105db Dynamic
Range.

 100W Output
(40w A.M.

 32 Memories.
 Electronic Keyer.
 CW Semi/Full

Break-in.
 HM36 Microphone.

The ICOM IC -751A was created for the ham operator who demands
high performance whether entering contests, chasing DX or just simply
enjoying the shortwave bands. It is an all mode solid state transceiver
with a host of features designed for the crowded HF bands of today.

Additional features include 9MHz notch filter,
adjustable AGC, noise blanker, RIT and XIT. A receiver pre -amp and
attentuator provides additional control when required. The FL32
9MHz/500Hz CW filter is fitted as standard with CW sidetone on Rx and
TX modes. On SSB the new FL80 2.4Khz high shape factor filter is fitted.

The transmitter is rated for full 100% duty cycle with a high
performance compressor for better audio clarity. With 32 memory
channels and twin VFO's, scanning of frequency and memories is
possible from the transceiver or the HM36 microphone supplied.

The IC -751A is supplied for 12v operation but can be used with either
internal or external A.C. power supply. It is fully compatible with ICOM
auto units such as the IC-2KL linear amplifier and the AT500/100 antenna
tuners.

Options available:- PS35 internal AC power supply, PS15 external
AC power supply, EX310 voice synthesizer, SM8 desk microphone
and SP3 external loudspeaker.

Icom (UK) Ltd.
Dept HRT. Sea Street. Herne Bay. Kent CT6 8LD. Tel: 0227 363859. 24 Hour.
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Count on us!

IC -726 HF/50MHz ALL MODE TRANSCEIVER
HOT ACTION ON THE HF AND 50MHz BANDS
Now that the HF and 50MHz bands enter a period of intensity, conditions for long
distance communcations have never been better.

TRANSMIT Rx

ICOM AF SOL INC 9- RF PWR

PHONES
INC

NB PRE Au.

The new ICOM IC -726 is a
compact, easy to use transceiver which
covers the amateur bands from 1.8 to
50MHz. It can be used in your home,
car and in portable locations on SSB,
CW, AM and FM modes.

With minimal switches and controls
enjoy uncomplicated operating for
beginners or veterans alike. And
ICOM have incorporated their superior
DDS (Direct Digital Synthesizer) system,
a feature that enhances PLL lock up
times. The same feature is built into
ICOM's state-of-the-art
advanced H.F. Transceiver.

IC -781

allifl I 6.1

cmn nVFOA r

SS&

C W/ N

AM/FM

Other features include a general
coverage receiver, dual VFO's, band
stacking registers, attenuator, pre -
amp, noise blanker, RIT, memories
and much more. R.F. output is 100W
on the H.F. band and lOW on 50MHz
band from separate antenna sockets.

An optional AH-3 H.F. Automatic
Tuner will allow you to operate on the
H.F. bands in any location. Just push
the tuner switch on the IC -726 and the
tuner automatically adjusts for a
minimum VSWR. The tuner can match
a 12M longwire across the 160-10M
bands. Use the weather resistant AH-3

in your car (with AH-2b mount and
whip) boat, at home or in the field.

Options and Accessories:
AN -3 H.F. Automatic tuner
AT -150 A.F. Automatic matching

tuner
PS -S5 AC power supply
CR-64 High stability crystal
FL -100 CW narrow filter 500Hz
FL -1O1 CW narrow filter 250Hz
SM6/SM8 Desk microphones
SP7 External loudspeaker

Dept HRT, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD. Tel: 0227 363859. 24 Hour. Fax: 0227 360155.
Visa & Masftetectis: Telephone orders taken by mail order, instant credit & interest -free HP.
Despatch on same day whenever possible. CI]
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Feel like having a packet QSO with an
astronaut on the USA space shuttle?
WA4SIR is planning to be operational
on 2m on shuttle flight STS -35,
planned lift off on the 9th May -
almost as you are reading this, in fact.
A window -mounted aerial and lap-
top terminal is the expected set-up,
with a tnc using modified software
with a 'robot' mode.

This will be an updated version of
the SAR EX (Shuttle Amateur Radio
EX periment) robot, which is, in
effect, an automatic QSO machine.
When you connect to the robot, it

and FM speech channel by simply
using the microphone and speaker
connections - no internal rig modifi-
cations required.

The future of digital communica-
tions is unfolding at a rapid rate,
Henry Spencer of the University of
Toronto tells us ". . . digital
modulation techniques have vast
advantages over Morse when it
comes to punching signals through
noise and congestion. If you want an
example, consider the Telebit Trail-
blazer modem, which can push
14K bits/s of clean error -corrected

Bulletin boards in the sky and digipeaters in orbit are
what G4HCL sees when he looks up.

gives you a serial number, and as
soon as you acknowledge the number
the robot disconnects and puts the
QSO into its log. Up to nine simul-
taneous connects are possible, and
as long as the robot hears you, your
information is placed in a second log.

As well as this, a tnc beacon with
the destination field of QST> is
carried. This can store up to seven
frames of up to 255 characters each,
and is intended to be used as a
general message beacon to greet us
lesser mortals on the ground. Let your
local scout group know and maybe
we'll get some more youngsters
interested in amateur radio. At the
time of writing it has been reported
that this flight will not be within range
of our UK readers, but future flights
are planned with the same equip-
ment. Thanks to Richard G 3RWL for
this information.

Rapid Data
High speed packet is now be-

coming quite popular, with several
stations using 9600 baud and others
experimenting with other ways of
getting high message rates across a
noisy channel. The mass production
of 9600 baud fax modem ics is one
potentially interesting way of running
high speed packet data over a stand -

data through a few kilohertz of
bandwidth on a good phone line, and
5-6K b/s through lines to South
America and India that are almost
unusable for anything else. 14K b/s,
with something like Lempel-Ziv
compression, is two typewritten
pages of text per second, or about
35000 wpm. Take the 5-6kb/s rate
for a very noisy channel, cut it by 10
for a few hundred Hz bandwidth, and
it's still 1250 wpm. That's absolutely
clean data, zero errors. Admittedly,
this is a high-tech example with some
serious digital signal processing
hardware involved . . . but you can
buy the phone -line version over the
counter for about £1,000, and cutting
the bandwidth by that factor of ten
should cut the processing require-
ments the same way. When even
Morse is ruled out by noise and
congestion, good new digital is still
going strong."

Detelf DK 4EK tells us that recent
experiments have successfully been
completed with a transmit power
level of only 100W, coupled with
digital modulation schemes, to
accomplish moonbounce communi-
cation with receive signal strengths
of such a low level that a normal rig
hears only noise. Could this be the
communication mode of the future!

Digipeaters in Space
We may need to wait for a while

until we get a moon based digipeater
(yes, a moon based amateur
transponder has been proposed) or
an astronaut QSO, but right now
we've a choice of orbiting digipeaters
and even a flying bbs. The Lusat
Oscar -19 Microsat and Amsat
Oscar -16 digipeaters are currently
enabled, and even when these are at
the horizon around lOW and an
Oscar -13 style 10 to 13dBi gain aerial
are all that's needed for access.
Remember you'll need a 1200 baud
psk modem on your tnc rather than
the usual internal fsk modem, and
your downlink receiver used in SSB
mode. The current frequencies used
are:

Already several European ama-
teurs have successfully used LO -19 to
connect to each other, using its
digipeater id of Lusat-1.

If you'd like to decode the packet
telemetry from the Microsats, then
sending a R EQD IR request (check the
Help file on your local bbs for this) to
the GB7NEW mailbox for one or more
of the following files will bring them
to you through the bbs network:

MICROSAT.TLM: Documentation file
giving details of decoding and he
frequencies of each satellite's
telemetry

DOVE.TLM: Dove Telemetry
WEBER TLM: Webersat Telemetry
PACSAT.TLM: Pacsat Telemetry
LUSAT.TLM: Lusat Telemetry

On the orbiting bbs side, JK1VXJ
reports that the Fuji -Oscar -20
satellite is working well. This has a
packet mailbox on mode JD with now
a full 1 Mbyte of memory available,
although this is causing an additional
battery current drain. One problem is
users who have not sent a 'Dis-
connect' message to the bbs before
they lose it over the horizon. After 16
users are registered as connected,
no-one else can get in. The message
is, before LOS (Loss Of Signal).

Packet Group News South
On a more down-to-earth level,

Vince G 1FBH has been in touch to
keep us up to date with the latest
happenings in the South West area of
the UK. He tells us the South Hams
Group intend to have a network of 4m
nodes to supplement their existing
2m and 70cm network, the nodes in
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AO -16 Downlink 437.025 437.050
Uplink 145.90 145.92 145.94 145.96

L 0 -19 Downlink 437.150 437.125
Uplink 145.84 145.86 145.88 145.90

question being CORN4 at Redruth,
TAMAR4 at Plymouth, and GB7KB-
4/SDN4 at Kingsbridge, all operating
on the common frequency of
70.4875. SDN4 was in fact due to be
installed during the weekend of the
'big blow' back in January, so this had
to be put off for a while.

All the tncs used at the SDN
(South Devon Nodes) units are
GOBSX Mk2s, and the group is

mourning the loss of Pieter GOBSX,
who is moving QTH. As well as being
the Sysop of PLYBBS in Plymouth, he
is the designer of the BSX Mk1 and
Mk2 tncs which have helped many
amateurs get on to packet by building
their own tncs with the pcb that he
produced and distributed. Pieter is
taking up a new position in Sheffield,
and we at HRT wish him.

Finally, Vince reports that mem-
bers of the Brixham Radio Club intend
to set up a chain of weather stations
on AX25 that can be accessed by
end users in the area. This involves a
main computer at Brixham College of
Further Education gathering in the

data from remote weather stations,
and the South Hams Packet Group
were pleased to be able to supply a
couple of S/H tncs for this project.

Packet Beginners' Guides
A common question asked is

'How do I get started?'. 1988's HRT
Beginner's Guide to Packet Radio
carried over four issues hs proved to
be very popular, with many requests
for back copies, and the South Hams
packet guide, Your Gateway to a Basic
Understanding of AX25 Packet Radio
is reportedly selling well at the
current price of £4.50 plus £1.50 pip
(available from G1FBH QTHR or from
Siskin Electronics who stock it).

End of Message - CTRL -Z
Remember how we told you

about Dosgate, the pc packet radio
gateway? Mike G7DRG plans to set
his PC running the multi-user Xenix (a
version of Unix) up with Dosgate for
the use of amateurs in his local area
of Swindon. He tells us he's currently
working on writing the code, but

when it's up and running, DTI regula-
tions permitting, local packeteers
should have access to a powerful
operating system. You can get the
latest from Mike himself via a

message to G7DRG @ GB7SDN, and
if you've had experience of putting
Xenix/Unix on to AX25 packet I know
he'd like to hear about it.

Finally, the latest eprom -based
software for TNC-2 clones is now
available from Pac-Comm, in the
shape of version 3.0 (1.1.6.C1 to be
precise). As well as improving the
clock operation, this actually keeps
time now instead of running slow,
and better PMS editing functions give
the facility of forwarding personal
messages between individual tncs as
well as the usual auto -downloading
from network bbss. The contact man
is Phil Bridges at Siskin Electronics
(0703 207155).

Until next month, happy packet-
ing, do keep the messages and news
coming, every packet message
received gets a reply. Packet club
newsletters are always appreciated,
and can be sent to me via the HRT
editorial address, but please note my
callbook address isn't correct. 73s for
now from Chris G4HCL @ GB7XJZ.

The New
Cirkit

Summer
Catalogue

 100s new products
 £10 worth discount vouchers
 Latest books
II Low cost multimeters
 184 pages
 Only £1.60 available from larger
newsagents or directly from Cirkit

VISA

Cirkit Distribution Ltd.
Park Lane, Broxboume, Herts EN10 7N0
Telephone (0992) 444111
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Frequency
Readout Add on
Cirkit feature in their regular
components and kits catalogue a low
cost frequency meter intended for
use as the frequency readout in a
broadcast AM/FM receiver. The fre-

quency meter can also be applied to
amateur radio receivers, and Cirkit
have agreed to make it available as a
kit, as well as ready built, for Ham
Radio Today readers. The central

This -frequency meter module can function as an add-
on readout or a piece of test equipment. Andrew

Armstrong G3YZW tries it out.

FC177 frequency readout module is
available separately for homebrewers
who want to make up their own board
and gather components from their
own sources.

This frequency meter is suitable
as an add-on unit for HF and
broadcast VHF receivers, as well as
a piece of test equipment in its own
right. It is based on the standard
frequency readout module, type
FC177, which has a liquid crystal
display mounted on one side of a thin
double -sided printed circuit board,
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Fig. 1. The circuit diagram of the DFM7.

NOTE:
IC1 - 7806 IC5 = 741500
IC2 = SP8629 01.3 = BF241
IC3 = 74LS90 04 = 6C239
IC4 = 74LS14 FC1 = FC177
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and a surface -mount frequency
counter chip on the opposite side.
The module itself has a maximum
frequency range of 5MHz, and
displays five digits. It is because the
display only extends to five digits that
the module is unfortunately NOT
suitable for use with a 2m receiver.

The frequency meter module has
program inputs which set frequency
offsets to take account of the inter-
mediate frequency of a receiver, as
well as pins to switch on annuncia-
tors showing FM, SW, MW and MHz
or kHz. The AM mode has six avail-
able offset frequencies, the SW mode
has four, and FM has sixteen, so this
should cope with almost any
receiver's IF offset.

The built-in illumination of the
liquid crystal readout makes the
display readable under all lighting
conditions, which is helpful for
mobile equipment.

Additional Functions
The FC177 can also, of course,

display the input frequency directly.
What it cannot do is respond directly
to HR and VHF signals. To make a
frequency meter capable of respond-
ing to such signals, prescalers are
required, and in order to select the
correct annunciator and offset for a
given application, some reaonable
means of energising the correct
combination of programming pins is
needed.

Finally, of course, a power supply
is necessary. The kit project here
includes all these items, with a 7806
regulator providing power for the
whole project, transistor input
buffers to permit measurement of
low signal levels, a straight -through
ttl buffered signal path for low
frequencies, a divide -by -ten input
using a 74LS90 for HF signals and a
divide by 100 input for VHF measure-
ments. The SP8629 divide -by -100
chip is specifically designed for use
as a prescaler. The circuit diagram is
shown in Fig. 1. and the block
diagram of the frequency meter
module is shown in Fig. 2. The
programming of annunciators, IF

offsets, etc. is handled in this kit by a
diode matrix, with its inputs selected
by a movable plug-in link of the type
used to select interrupt vectors and
the like in a computer. A switch can
easily be substituted for the links if
the IF offsets need to be switched for
different receiver ranges, and so on.

Fig. 2. The block diagram of the FC177.

DISPLAY D2 nSELECT
030

IF OFFSET
SELECT

D1 0

nrino0 o0.. 0.

INPUT 0-1. GATE 111111.

AM/FM 0
S10
S20
S3
S40

DECODER

L0

BCD TO 7 SEGMENT
DECODER

LCD

LATCH

6.5536MHz
T

RESET 0

HOLD IN 0

OSC

COUNTER

IF OFFSET
ROM

DIVIDER CONTROL
50H

HOLD0 OUT

Circuit Description
Each input is buffered by an

inverting transistor stage designed
for maximum gain. This will clip on
any significant signal level, providing
a signal suitable for digital circuits.
The two lower frequency inputs are
then fed via ttl Schmitt triggers to
provide a really clean signal. The
divide -by -100 input does not use a ttl
circuit, because ttl-type devices are
too slow, but the input of the SP8629
is designed to accept analogue type
signals.

The circuit typically needs only a
few mV to count at most frequencies,
and should respond to 20mV under all
circumstances.

The outputs of the buffered,
divide -by -10, and divide -by -100 input
stages are gated together so that the
selected input is fed to the counter
module. The active input is selected
by a movable link which only applies
power to the chosen stages. This
reduces the total power consump-
tion.

A further reduction is possible by
using the Hold input. When this is
pulled to logic 1, the module finishes
the measurement, holds the number
on display, and switches its Hold
output to logic 0. This switches off
the power to the prescaler circuitry
via Q4, further reducing the power

consumption. This could be put to
good use in battery powered equip-
ment, by generating an external
sample signal and taking a frequency
reading (say) every second.

Observant people may have
noticed that a 6V regulator is used,
though ttl works on 5V. This is
because the voltage drop in Q4 is
enough to reduce the power supply to
4.5V for the ttl, which is approxi-
mately the lowest voltage on which
ttl is specified to work. The use of a
5V regulator would take the ttl out of
specification, and some units would
not work.

Assembly
As shown in the photograph, the

ready made frequency meter module
is mounted on the front of the
prescaler module with right angled
brackets, and connected by a right
angled connector. Needless to say,
the prescaler/power supply should be
built and tested before the display is
connected. The first job is to insert
and solder pieces of tinned copper
wire (clipped resistor legs will do) or
pins to make the required links
between top and bottom of the
board. Note that what appears to be
the front lie nearest to the display)
row of diode matrix holes is in fact a
set of pads to be linked top and
bottom of the pcb.
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Fig. 3. The Component overlay.
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Then the resistors should be
inserted, followed by the other
components, in the positions shown
on the overlay (Fig. 3).

It is best to bolt down the
regulator before soldering its pins, to
avoid straining the soldered joints. Do
not insert any other ics until the
power supply has been checked.

The first test to carry out is to

apply power, +8 to +15Vdc, to the
OV and +V terminals of PL3, and
check that there is a 6V output on the
other pin of PL3. Assuming that this
all works correctly, the next job is to
insert the diodes in the programming
matrix to set the correct if offset(s).
Following this, insert the ics, fit the
frequency counter module, and test
the complete unit.

AM/FM

S4

S3

S2

S1

5

SELECTOR
LINK

?kill! IP?: O 0

b

1 o

0

+VE

9

Fig. 4. Programming the
diode matrix: one solution.

SETTINGS FROM RIGHT TO LEFT

1. FM -- 10.7MHz
2. SW - 455kHz
3. MW - 455kHz
4. FREQUENCY COUNTER

USING DIRECT INPUT - 0-3999.9kHz
5. EVENT COUNTER - 8

Fig. 5. The pcb mask. The ready-made
board is available from Cirkit.
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Diode Matrix Programming
The layout of the diode matrix is

shown in Fig. 4, which also shows an
example of how it might be program-
med. The inputs of the frequency
meter module include pulldown resis-
tors, so the diode matrix is wired to
pull up the required inputs for any
function.

Table 1 shows the full range of
offsets and display annunciators

available, and the corresponding
input requirements for the frequency
meter module. The diode matrix
programming requirements can be
determined from this table in
conjunction with Fig. 4.

When an if offset is programmed,
the display will not show 0 with zero
input. For negative if offsets the
display will show 40000 minus the if
offset selected, so a MW offset of
455kHz will show:

4000.0 - 455.0 = 3545.0kHz

On vhf, a positive offset will
show the if offset, for example
10.7MHz, and, of course, in the
frequency counter mode the display
will show 0.0kHz with no input.

The diode matrix selector link at
the edge of the board also selects the
active prescaler or input buffer, as
shown in the circuit diagram. There is
one link position for each prescaler,
which means in effect one link per
frequency range. Because the display
has only five digits it is unsuitable for
use in a vhf receiver (except FM
broadcast, for which this mode was
intended), but the other two inputs
will be suitable for hf use.

Application
There are three obvious ways in

which the frequency meter may be
useful. With no if offset, it could form
the readout of a direct conversion
receiver. The buffered input, origin-
ally intended for medium wave, would
be suitable for 160 and 80m bands
with a resolution of 100Hz, and the
divide -by -10 input would be suitable
for all bands up to 6m, with a
resolution of 1kHz.

Superhet 160m and 80m recei-
vers with an if offset of around
455kHz could use the buffered input
to achieve 100Hz resolution, though
the divide -by -10 input would be
needed for higher frequency bands.

The frequency meter module also
has three display select inputs,
whose functions are shown in Table
2. It is likely, however, that for
amateur radio use the "normal dis-
play" mode, in which none of these
inputs are connected, will be most
appropriate.

Coupling to the local oscillator
should be via a very low value
capacitor, or just a piece of wire fixed
near the output. If the frequency
meter is a long way from the oscil-



lator, then screened lead may be
necessary, but if it is nearby then a
screen may be needed between the
frequency counter and the rf circuitry.
Some experiment may be needed,
but no serious problem is to be
anticipated.

Results
The sample module supplied by

Cirkit for evaluation worked well,
responding to low level signals easily.
With appropriate diode programming,
and 10cm of wire on the input as an
aerial, it responded to my 2m portable
transmitter, displaying the frequency
to five digits. The least significant
digit read one count low, but this

Parts List
RESISTORS
R1, 5,10,15,16,
19 10k
R2,11
R3,12
R4,8,13
R6
R7
R9
R14
R17,18
820,21

CAPACITORS
C1,2,9,16,
18,20
C3,5,14
C4
C6,13,19
C7
C8,10,12,21
C11
C15
C17

27k
470R
1008
27k
4708
100k
1k8
6k8
4k7

100n ceramic
10u radial electrolytic
10u bead tant
22n ceramic
10p ceramic
ln ceramic
10n ceramic
100p ceramic
22n ceramic

SEMICONDUCTORS
Q1,2,3 BF241
Q4
'Cl
IC3
IC4
IC5

BC239
7806
74LS90
74LS14
74LS00

OTHERS
FC177 Frequency counter module.
L1 1mH 8RB
L2 1mH 7BS
PL1 5 x 2 pin header
PL2 5 way 0.1in pin header
PL3 3 way 0.1in pin header
PL4 3 x 2 pin header
Diodes for programming, as required, all

1N4148 or equivalent.
3 off 14 way ic sockets
1 off 8 way ic socket
10 way 0.1in board edge mounting socket
6 way Olin board edge mounting socket

Table 1: Display Format of FC177

DISPLAY MODE

(RANGE)

EXAMPLE OF

DIGITAL DISPLAY

SELECT INPUT IF OFFSET

VALUES

UNIT

AM -FM Si S2 S3 S4

MW

(0.0-3999.91 321222.2
KHZ

H L L L L -455

KHz

H L HL L -260

H L L HL -450

H L H 1-1 L -261

H L L L H -468

H L HL H -470

SW

100.000-39.9991 211555 '

H H L L L -0.455

MHzH H H L L -0.468

H HL HL -2.0

H H H H L -10.7

rk.i

J UU .3:4,:-4, :-.!J Z 92 88 ""',

L L L L L +10.7

MHz

L H L L L +10.63

L L HL L -10.7

L I-1 I -I L L +10.66

L L L H L +10.74

L H L H L +10.77

L L H H L -10.63

L

H H H L -10.65

L L L L H -10.66

L H L L H -10.67

L L H L H -10.68

L H I -I L H -10.71

L L L H H -10.74

L H L H H -10.75

L L H H H -10.77

L H H H H 10.78

FREQUENCY

10.0-3999.91

COUNTER

Elg 1222 2
KHZ

.

H
L L H H KHz

COUNTER'

(0-3999 9) .1080,0 "1 H

L HHH -

'Display shows of input only.

could be corrected by adjusting the
trimmer on the module (C3).

A kit for this project, comprising
the FC177 frequency meter module
and all board mounting components,
is available from Cirkit, Park Lane,
Broxbourne, Herts EN10 7NQ for
£42.63 inc VAT and postage
(40-17704), or ready made for
£49.85 inclusive (order number
40-17701). The FC177 module, for
those who want to provide their own

board and other components, costs
£25.74 inclusive 139-17700). For
credit card orders telephone 0992
444111.

The kit comes with instructions
and a data sheet clearly printed on
white paper in A5 format. My only
slight criticism is that the print on the
circuit diagram is rather small - but
HRT readers, of course, have the
benefit of our own version in Fig. 1 of
this article.

Table 2: Display Format Selection
("I:=open or Vss; "H"-VDDI

SELECT terminals Display digits Display contents

D, D2 D3

L L L 5 -digit Normal display

H L L (1) 0 display for the 2nd to 5th digits for AM or SW.
121 2nd digit displays 1,3,5,7 and 9 with the last digit displaying

0 for FM.

L H L The last digit displays 0.

L H H
4 -digit

Normal display

H L H

(1) The last digit displays 0 for AM
12) The last digit displays 1,3,5, or 9 for FM.
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More people came on Saturday

Southgate ARC have been telling the world about the
new London Radio Show for a year. HRT's roving

reporters went to see.

Since the days of the 'Ally Pally Rally' at
Alexandra Palace, Londoners have often
had to travel out of the greater city area
to enjoy the atmosphere, bargain hunting
expeditions, and the face to face chats
with QS° partners traditionally asso-
ciated with amateur radio rallies. The
recent London Amateur Radio Show has
just changed that, with an inaugural two
day event at the Picketts Lock Sports
Centre in the Lea Valley Leisure Park.

Talk -in
On both days the talk -in station,

GB4LON, operating on 156.55 and
433.55 did a truly excellent and very pro-
fessional job in guiding motorists to and
from the show, and it was later revealed
that the original Ally Pally talk -in group
were to be thanked for this. Because of
the apparent lack of direction signs to the
event II only saw one, just before the
actual venue entrance although 50 were
reportedly erected), talk -in was certainly
necessary if you didn't have and A -Z guide
with you, due to the somewhat out-of-
the-way location of the sports centre in
the middle of the park, which is itself long
and winding and hardly visible from the
road.

A good deal of open-air parking
space was available within a couple of
minutes' walk from the front door, with an
adjacent overflow car park in use when
things became heavy (I remember one

city 'mobile rally' in a sports complex with
only a multi-storey available for car
parking - not the thing for HF mobile
whip users!)

Inside
After paying the reasonable £1.00

entrance fee, you were presented with
two very well laid -out halls full of traders,
with a further balcony housing other
traders and various special interest
groups such as the BARTG, Air Training
Corps, ISWL, RNARS and Amsat UK, with
a (complimentary) RAIBC stand sensibly
being given a ground floor location,
showing good planning by the organisers.
A total of 92 organisations and traders
exhibited, with goods ranging from black
boxes to sometimes overpriced 'junk' as
well as a good many bargains if you knew
what to look for. The local Southgate
Radio Club, who were providing most of
the on -the -spot organisational power, had
a bring and buy stand (why do we never
see one at the NEC?) which on the Satur-
day often seemed to be the most popular
stand at the show. For many bargain
hunters this is the indisputable highlight
of any rally trip.

corn UK, who were the only major
distributor at the show, displayed for the
first time their brand new IC -RI and IC -
R100 receivers, these having been
advertised in advance of the show lyou
could order one there but not take one

demonstrates

Dennis Goodwin
of lcom de

the new IC -R100 to Sheila GSIYA.

away with you') However we at ASP had
got there first with exclusive reviews of
both of their receivers in the latest issue
of our unique 'Scanners International'
supplement.

Room to Walk
Possibly rather surprisingly for an

event in London, there was plenty of room
to walk around, and at no time on the
Friday or Saturday did we find the need to
look over anyone's shoulders at any of the
'goodies' adorning the many stands.
Homebrewers could choose from several
component stands, and both Malsor Kits
and Kanga Products were there with their
popular kits. As well as this, Kanga had a
nice pile of ex-PMR rigs behind the
counter for sale, just right for 2m packet
at a sensible cost. One other trader was
in fact trying to sell Pye Cambridges
(rather old rigs with a valve PA and driver)
at a fiver a time (at the end of the show
the pile was still high) and at least one
other trader (well known to some!) was
selling the usual 'non -workers' - in other
words cheap goods, but don't try coming
back if it doesn't work after you've got
home. The moral is always: know what to
look for!

Catering
A cafe selling sandwiches, cakes and

drinks catered for the hungry visitor, an
adjacent bar being very handy for passen-
gers washing down their lunch in convival
company, and upstairs overlooking bar
catered for the slightly hungrier. A short
walk out of the halls also lead to a carvery
in the 'Golf Bar', serving a truely excellent
roast lunch in quieter surroundings which
years truly and parner certainly enjoyed.

As the visitors thinned out on the
Saturday afternoon, a certain amount of
good-humoured merriment went on
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On the Saturday afternoon, I couldn't
help noticing the large numbers of boxed
visitor's show guides still in evidence at
the entrance. Along with the much
smaller number of visitors on the Friday,
this made me think 'Were they expecting
rather more people to attend?' The show
was actually being run by a commercial
group rather than a radio club or society,
despite the sterling assistance of the
Southgate ARC, in contrast to the
Leicester Exhibition or the NEC con-
vention. However, the organisers, who
were Steve Blayer G4UKR, Brenda

Godfrey G4VXL, Ron Lindsay G3KTZ and
Steve White G3ZVW, seemed pleased
with the event with a promise of another
show, same time, same place, next year.

Better Next Year?
In all, the show is in a good location

for the Londoner, but I feel that others
travelling further afield may have had
trouble with the location, especially with
the often standstill evening rush-hour
traffic that I experienced for several miles
on the Friday. However this was made
worse by roadworks, and by next year, a
direct road to the North Circular should be
ready to make getting in there a little
easier. Lots of rigs on show, lots of
goodies, but you've got to know what
you're buying!

Mike Hayden of Waters and Stanton
receiving a custard pie!

amongst the traders, the end result being
Mike Hayden of Waters and Stanton on
the receiving end of a custard pie - not
unconnected with his prior -to -opening
antics of Icom stand -decoration with
'Silly String'. Who says that amateur radio
traders only smile when they're selling
things?

Heather
Rodmell of Heatherlite

demonstrates
their mobile mic.

Kanga Products were selling ex-PMR
rigs as well as kits.

DATONG
ELECTRONICS LIMITED

For products you can rely upon
to give amazing results

For information on Active Antennas, RF Amplifiers, Converters,
Audio Filters, the Morse Tutor and Speech Processors
send or telephone for a free catalogue and selective data sheets
as required.

All our products are designed and made in Britain.
Orders can be despatched within 48 hours subject to availability.

VISA - VISA AND ACCESS WELCOME - 1E1

331N) ) ) )

Clayton Wood Close
West Park
Leeds LS16 60E
Tel: 0532 744822
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Heathkit HW-9 CW QRP
Transceiver

Kit building is a good way to get a high -value rig and
learn in the process, as Chris Lorek G4HCL finds

out.

Ever since I first became interested in
amateur radio, Heathkit equipment held
an almost magical fascination for me, and
the idea of being able to say 'I built it
myself'. However, over the years, even
through studying electronics and an
eventual career in radio equipment
design, I never once got the chance to
actually build my own Heathkit rig. Not
until a few weeks ago.

People relax in different ways; some
make models, others go down to the pub,
your truly reads lots of technical books,
writes technical articles and the odd book
or two, and gives lectures! However when
the opportunity came to take some 'time
off' to relax by building a Heathkit HW-9
QRP transceiver, I seized it willingly and
had a marvellous time.

Homebrew Advantages
The first advantage in building your

own rig is often the cost -saving compared
to a ready -assembled set, but many
people are put off by the question of the

set's re -sale value. With Heathkit gear,
you get a professional -looking and prof-
essionally rated piece of equipment of a
known design and origin, that certainly
does fetch a decent price when the day
comes to sell it on, complete with
thorough technical documentation.

Secondly, the self -training aspect of
building it yourself can be a great boon to
those starting out in the hobby, learning
to identify resistors, capacitors and the
like, together with the skills of good
soldering practice that will stand the
newcomer in good stead over the years.
Finally, the aspect of aligning the set of
optimum performance shows the
constructor exactly how tuned circuits
and so on operate, and gives real hands-
on experience of what is rapidly becoming
a 'black box' hobby in some fields.

The HW-9
The HW-9 is a CW QRP (low power)

transceiver kit, the completed set
operating from an external 12V DC power

supply. It gives around 4W output on the
80m, 40m, 20m and 15m bands under
vfo control. The kit costs £249.95 all in,
including the power supply. An accessory
band pack at £44.95 adds the 10m band
plus the WARC bands of 30m, 17m and
12m, and can be added later at any time
after the kit has been built, allowing the
newcomer or budget -conscious amateur
to spread the cost over a period in line
with needs and interests. Just under
£250 for a multi -band transceiver can't be
bad.

Heathkit have had a QRP CW rig in
their range for some time, showing its
popularity. It started many years ago with
the HW-7, a three band (40m, 20m and
15m) rig which had a direct conversion
receiver and a simple transmitter, with
crystal or vfo frequency control. Next
came the HW-8, which added wide and
narrow audio filtering together with better
performance. Finally, the current HW-9
came along, offering a superheterodyne
receiver with a four pole crystal filter,

rit
(receiver incremental tuning), and solid
state transmit/receive switching.

The set measures a compact 108mm
(H) x 235mm (W)x 216mm (D) and
weighs a light 2.1kg, making it suitable
even for holiday or business trips to
exercise a 'rare' prefix.

Unpacking
Within a day of being told the kit was

on its way, a large well -wrapped parcel
came to my door, which I commenced
unpacking with glee. After removing the
manual and assembly details, the first
thing I noticed Was a conspicuous label
warning me not to unpack anything else
until the instructions called for them. This
in my opinion is a very sensible measure
to make sure that all the small bits and
pieces are identified as required and,
possibly more important, that they don't
get lost in all the packing.

The supplied manual certainly
deserves praise. As well as being an
assembly and technical manual it
contains a complete guide to soldering,
electronic construction techniques,
component identification and all the
necessary information. A comprehensive
technical description of the set's
operation is given, together with
complete circuit and layout diagrams. The
final section in the manual gives a well -
written guide to fault finding if your
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The illustrated
pcb and
manual.

The difficult
bit - the ufo
capacitor
assembly.

The
completed
Tx/Rx board.

The slow bit
- wiring the
Tx/Rx board.

newly -constructed rig doesn't work first
time - an essential experience for the
new electronics constructor - together
with checks and areas to investigate, and
Maplin, the UK suppliers of the Heathkit
range, even have a 'Get You Working'
service at a reasonable rate to fix the
completed set if you get completely
stuck.

Getting Started
Assembling the set is done in several

stages: first the oscillator pcb, then the
more complex Tx/Rx pcb, followed by the
chassis mounted components. The two
pcbs are then actually fitted to the chassis
and the panel controls and sockets
connected, followed by the alignment of
the tuned circuits.

The 100 -odd page manual gives
excellent step-by-step information on all
this, and the accompanying fold -out
pictorial guide shows you where each
component goes, again stage by stage
with many pages having the relevant
components highlighted at each stage. A
checklist arrangement is used, where you
place a tick against each component or
construction step as you go along. As well
as serving as an 'idiot's guide' this really
does allow you to put the part -finished
project to one side, to carry on the next
day, and be assured of starting off at the
exact point you left it. Full marks.
Heathkit!

The Oscillator Board
This consists of the crystal oscillators

and accompanying tuned circuits,
together with the vfo circuitry. As the
simpler of the two pcbs it was the first to
be detailed in the step-by-step instruc-
tions. The majority of the components
here were 'taped', ie components with
radial leads arranged as a taped 'ladder'.
These were arranged in the exact order of
assembly, together with a life-size
diagram with all the components
identified so you can literally Sellotape the
component 'ladder' onto this. The
resulting assembly is a piece of cake,
Heathkit even provide the solder. I wish
all kits were this straightforward.

I must admit to having a slight
problem though with the identification of
some of the ceramic capacitors that
weren't taped, seeing 'n470' marked on
a capacitor together with just a plain '6'
made me think it was an n470 capacitor
(0.47nF for those who still live in the old
days) rather than the 6p0 capacitor rt
really was. I attribute this to the American
way of marking values. However,
reference to the clear instructions
resolved the dilemma, and after a few
days the oscillator board was finished
followed by a check for dry solder joints,
solder bridges, wires not cropped and the
like, all these checks being detailed on the
check list.
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The Tx/Rx Board
This was rather more complex than

the oscillator board, but again the
instructions made the assembly job very
simple, even when the time came for
winding the small number of ferrite cored
toroids required. The board mounted
components were more tightly packed,
but again experience from the simpler
oscillator board helped to tackle them.
This board took me rather longer to finish,

The simpler
(oscillator) board
wired in.

Final alignment.

Everything in place.

and check the soldering, and then the
board put aside and the chassis mounted
component assembly started.

The Chassis
Here's where my lack of mechanical

knowledge required me to pay very close
attention to the pictorial instructions.
Putting the vfo capacitor assembly
together with all the friction drives and
the like being a novel experience. Heathkit
provide a plastic nut -driver tool, which

made assembly a lot easier. I found all the
screw fixing descriptions and other
dimensions were given in American
imperial form, ie inches and so on, and
being used to metric types (together with
the vast majority of UK youngsters who
could be starting out in amateur radio, and
will probably not know how to identify a
6-32 x 1/4 sheet metal screw) I had to think
a little, but this is a very minor criticism
indeed. This part of the construction took
me the longest.

Alignment
Now for the test: does it work? To

align the circuits, a sensitive multimeter
and a frequency counter are required,
together with the usual requirements of
a 12V power supply, loudspeaker or head-
phones, and CW key that would be
needed in use on -air. First of all, the
manual goes through a resistance check
list before power is applied, and here's
where I found my first problem. I must
admit this was completely my fault, a tiny
solder bridge which I hadn't seen during
the visual check, across a couple of close
spaced leads on a coil on the oscillator
board. This was quickly rectified, and
fortunately I found no further errors, so
now onto the 'tuning up' process.

This was very straightforward,
Heathkit even providing the double -ended
plastic trimming tools required. The
bandpass filter adjustments were a simple
'tune for maximum meter reading' affair,
and the bfo frequency was quickly set
with a frequency counter. Then came the
vfo adjustment. Here the manual told me
to set the vfo scale to exactly 250, tune
the vfo coil adjuster for a frequency of
5.7493MHz, and then set the scale to
exactly 0 and tune a trimmer capacitor on
the side of the main vfo variable capacitor
for a frequency of 5.9993MHz. The
second adjustment affects the first, so a
few re -tunes and re -adjustments were
needed to get both spot on, but eventually
I got there.

A few straightforward potentiometer
adjustments and an RF power check into
a dummy load, the alignment was finally
complete. The result: a complete and
working radio, first time!

Performance
Although this isn't a full technical

review of the final product, many readers
will be interested to know what to expect
from the set, so a few words about this
will not go amiss. The transceiver covers
the bottom 250kHz of each of the
amateur bands, placing you in the usual
CW sub -sections of the international
voluntary band plan. Tested on 20m, I
found the set gave 3.8W output, with a
0.45µV sensitivity for a 12dB sinad signal.
This means that you should easily be able
to hear those who can hear you, and QRP
enthusiasts will be quick to tell you that
4W output is only a few S -points down on
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Manufacturers'
Specifications

HEATH COMPANY
IMPOON HARBOR MICHIGAN 49022
MOM. NW -N

the usual 100W signal found on the
bands, in fact special QRP frequencies are
used for low power operation, to provide
a 'common' channel among enthusiasts.

I found the vfo quite stable, and
although the knob wasn't quite the heavy
flywheel type found on £2000 -plus
radios it was quite adequate, a couple of
finger holes being provided to allow a fast
QSY when needed. The narrow CW audio
filter was very effective indeed, with
absolutely no trace of the hollow ringing
found on some sets. In use, I normally
tuned around using the 'wide' position
then, when I had homed in on a signal I
wished to copy, switching in the narrow
filter cleaned the background mush up
very nicely. For the technically minded,
the crystal filter selectivity as measured
with my cavity tuned signal generator
was 800Hz ( - 6dB), with skirt,
selectivities of 3.5kHz (-20dB), 5.05kHz
- 40dB) and 7.2kHz (- 60dB). Although

understandably not up to the
specification of multi -thousand -pound
sets, this should be quite satisfactory for
a set of this type. The receiver image
rejection measured on 20m was good at

HPaIhkll
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A sample step-by-step page from the
manual. There are also detailed
illustrations.

73dB, and for those interested in the
measured transmit harmonic levels these
are given at the end of the Manufacturers
Specification section.

Overall Appraisal
The question many readers will be

asking is 'How long would it take to
build?' This really depends on your
previous experience, but by following the
instructions carefully and on looking back
at my (methodically documented!)
timings, I would say that by setting aside
one hour every day for construction, it
should take the average person, who is
capable of following instructions al
though not necessarily an experienced
constructor, around a month in total.

The end result is a radio that in my
mind is very good value for money, gives
you the sheer pride of being able to say 'I
made it myself' as well as giving you a
good chance of being able to repair it
yourself should it go wrong in the future.
But most of all it can give a newcomer to
home construction an excellent start in

TRANSMITTER
RF Power Output:
CW, 4W all bands expect 10m which
gives 3W

TX Freq Offset:
700Hz higher on all bands

Harmonic Radiation:
- 35dB minimum, at rated output

Spurious Radiation:
- 40dB minimum, at rated output

Tx/Rx Operation:
CW, Full break-in

CW Sidetone:
700Hz to speaker or headphones, level
internally adjustable.

GENERAL:
Frequency Coverage:

3. 5MHz -3. 75MHz
7.0MHz-7.25MHz

14.0MHz-14.25MHz
21.0MHz-21.25MHz
OPTIONAL ACCESSORY PACK
ADDS:
10.0MHz-10.25MHz
18.0MHz 18.25MHz
24. 75MHz -25.0MHz
28.0MHz 28.25MHz

Frequency Stability:
Typically less than 500Hz/hour after a
30 min warm-up period.
Typically less than 150Hz/hour after a
90 min warm-up period.

Power Requirement:
11-16V DC at 1 Amp (12.6V nominal)

Rear Panel Connections:
DC Power, Speaker, Headphones,
Aerial, CW Key, Ground.

Operating Temp. Range:
0 deg C to 40 deg C.

getting to know components, their
function, and typical electronic
construction and alignment methods,
with a satisfying end result. In a

forthcoming HRT issue we'll be featuring
another Heathkit model, this time the
SB1000 1kW linear amplifier for those
who'd like to yet back to building their
own 'afterburner'. Wait and see how we
get on with that!

Our thanks go to Maplin Electronics
plc, who are the UK Heathkit distributors,
for providing the review kit.

RECEIVER
Sensitivity:
Less than 0.5µV for 10dB S + N/N. Less
than 0.2µV for a readable signal.

Selectivity - CW Audio Filter.
Narrow 250Hz max at 6dB
Wide 1kHz max at 6dB

Passband Centre Freq:
700Hz

Audio Output:
1 Watt into 8 ohm load

Dynamic Range:
85dB, measured in narrow filter mode

Image Rejection:
60dB minimum

RIT Range:
+/- 1kHz

Measured Tx Harmonic Levels

2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th
80m - 46dBc - 66dBc - 75dBc < - 85dBc < - 85dBc < - 85dBc < - 85dBc
40m - 45dBc - 63dBc - 72dBc - 83dBc < - 85dBc < - 85dBc < - 85dBc
20m - 42dBc - 62dBc - 59dBc - 62dBc < - 85dBc < - 85dBc < - 85dBc
15m - 46dBc - 66dBc - 62dBc - 78dBc - 82dBc < - 85dBc < - 85dBc 23
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MESSAGE
Hal Lund ZS6WB In South
Africa
1989 Six metre DX in review -

The beginning of the February 1989
seasonal openings provided day after
day of excellent propagation to
Europe, concentrated on the United
Kingdom and nearby countries. From
mid -March European openings
became fewer, and rarer areas were
only occasionally heard. V ElYX
provided the first breakthrough to
North America on 24th March, S79M
on March 27, and 5N0 on 1 April.

The first few days of April

hours off' the back of his beam' and
though he was heard working dozens
of west coast US stations, none of
them was heard in South Africa.

DX Outlook for 1990
Although the progress of the

Cycle appears to have slowed down
dramatically, the Feb to May period
should provide some excellent DX
opportunities for Southern African
operators.

We can anticipate frequent good
openings into Southern Africa from
Europe. Openings to Europe should
begin around mid -February and

Ken Ellis presents more reports from Six.

brought openings to KH6, YC2EMK
and ZD8MB plus a few European
stations, mostly in France. From mid -

April JA openings began and JAs
were worked from all ZS divisions.
From mid June to late July there was
a break in European openings.

Late July and early August
brought a few G/PA openings, but
from late August propagation was
limited to the Mediterranean area
with the exception of a one hour
opening on 29 August JA.

During September and October
there were frequent Mediterranean
openings with occasional brief
extensions to GPA and others.
TA4/G3SDL was heard almost daily
during his stay in Turkey and provided
a new country to many ZS operators.

From early November conditions
deteriorated to Europe. EA8/G3JVL
was QSOd, and on 15 and 21

November W6JKV/CT3 was worked.
The 21st opening was especially
interesting in that 'JIM was S9 for two

continue through March. Many new
countries, especially in Europe, are
expected to be on this year.

QSL
3DAOAU: Harry Stickley POB99,

Amsterdam 2375, Rep. of South
Africa; 9Q5EE: Sig Segner WA9INK,
1595 Ashland Ave, 407 Des Plaines,
IL60016 USA; EL2FO: Alan Simpson,
US Embassy, ATO Box 39, New York
09155 USA; FC1EAN/7X: Jean -
Michel Suire, 3 Route de L:Hic,
F-86170 Cisse, France; TA4/G3SDL:
Dave Court, 98 Andover Road,
Orpington, Ken BR6 8BN, England;
ZS3KC: Jack Anderson, PO Box
1232, Swakopmund 900, SWA/
Namibia.

Rare Squares on Six
JG77 ZS9A and ZS9H (Walvis

Bay) ZS3KG and ZC3AC are now on
six; KG11-ZS4AAB; KG30-Scotty
ZP8DP in Maseru: ZS4PV;
KG32-ZS4NS KG 38 -Larry A22BW in

Frankistown; KG 53 ZR6CBK near
Amsterdam; KG 56 ZS6LUX in
Tzaneen (VG TEP location.); KH52
ZS3J 0 now very active on six.

Other DX News
Brian 9J 2B0 is expected soon on

six. The UK Six Metre Group is
sending a beacon to Lusaka to
operate continuously with the call
sign 9J 2SIX. Hats off to Dave Court
TA4/G3SDL for his excellent
DXpedition to Turkey, which provided
many Southern African DXers with a
rare new country. Most European
DXpeditions seem to be mounted
either during June and July in the
peak of the European Sporadic -E
season, or during June and July in the
peak of the European Sporadic -E
Season, or otherwise during their
November/December F2 Europe -to -
North -America season peak; in either
case it happens while our
propagation is very poor. We hope
that others will plan operations near
the equinox when other areas will
have an equal chance of making a
contact. Mike Vestal VS6WV (ex
SVOFE) reports that the VS6SIX
beacon still operates continuously on
50.075

ZS Beacon Status
ZS1STB50.904 25 Watts continuous
operation.
ZS2S IX -50.005 25 Watts cont-
inuous operation.
ZS3VHF-50.018 50 Watts cont-
inuous operation.
ZS4SA-50.073 20 Watts beam north
daily 1130-2130 utc.
ZS6IN/B 50.050 10 Watts cont-
inuous operation.
ZS6PW 50.027 1100-2000 beaming
north.

1990 TEP Season Opens
"The Spring Equinox TEP 1990

season opened early this year. Geoff
GJ4ICD, Jersey, was the first to
report the opening this year. On
3/2/1990 at 1500z ZS6XJ called
reporting his signals S9+. ZS6WB
worked S8, climbing to S9+. ZR6A
and ZS3E were both S9+. ZS3E
beacon was heard until 1900z.
Further openings to Jersey on
3rd,4th,8th,10th, 11th,13th and 14th
February. Stations worked include
ZS6WB, XJ, BMS and LN. G4JCC
Hayling Island had openings on 8 to
11 February. At Folkestone nothing
was heard until Feb 19."
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LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD.-Th
There is a branch near you

VHF/UHF Tri-band multi -mode
The new Kenwood TS -790E VHF/UHF all mode tri-band transceiver is designed for the dedicated VHF/ UHF
enthusiast who appreciates real quality and performance. The TS -790E gives all mode operation on
144/430/1296 (option) bands with many enhanced features such as automatic uplink/downlink tracking,
dual receive, automatic mode selection, automatic repeater offset, VFO or "channelised" tuning, direct
keyboard frequency entry, 59 memory channels (10 channels for separate transmit and receive
frequencies), multiple scanning and multiple scan stop modes.
Automatic Lock Tuning (ALT) on 1296 eliminates frequency drift on the incoming signal.
Power output is 45 watts on 144. 40 watts on 430, and 10 watts on 1296 (option module).

* High stability VFO. The dual digital VFOs feature rock
stable TCXO (temperature compensated crystal oscillator)
circuitry, with frequency stability of + / - 3ppm.
* Operates on 13.8 VDC Perfect for those hill top and
DX-peditions.
* Mode switches confirm USB, LSB. CW, or FM
selection in morse code.
* Dual Watch. Allows reception of two bands at the same
time.
* Direct keyboard frequency entry.
* 59 multi -function memory channels. Store
frequency, mode, offsets, and "Quick -Step" functions. Ten
channels store split frequency information as well.
* Memory scroll function. This allows you to check
memory contents without changing the VFO frequency.
* Multiple scanning functions. Memory channel lock
out is also provided.
* ALT - Automatic Lock Tuning - on 1296 eliminates
drift.
* 500Hz CW filter built in.

* Packet Radio port.
* Every other desirable feature is provided. 10dB RF
attenuator. Noise Blanker. IF shift for SSB/CW. Selectable
AGC. All mode squelch. RF power output control. Speech
processor. Dual muting. Frequency lock. RIT. And more...

* Voice syntheslsor option.
* Computer control option.
Accessories available
* PS -31 matching power supply. * SP -31 external
speaker. * UT -10 1296 MHz module. * IF -232C
computer interface. * Wide range of matching micro-
phones and headphones.

TS -790E £1,495
PS -31 £.186
SP -31 £63
UT -10 £379
VS -2 £32
IF232C £69

Shops in GLASGOW Telephone 041-945 2626. DARLINGTON Telephone 0325 486121. CAMBRIDGE Telephone 0223 311230.

S. WALES (BARRY) Telephone 0446 721304. LONDON Telephone 081-429 3256. BOURNEMOUTH Telephone 0202 577760
All branches ate closed all clay Monday
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Practicalities
I was recently chatting to a friend of
mine whose father was licenced in
the early 1920s about the changes
which have taken place in amateur
radio since then, even since the
1960s. It is much easier to obtain a
licence now, ready built equipment is
available off the shelf, computers are
used in a large number of stations,
and the complexity of the majority of
equipment is far beyond what people
would have thought possible even 20
years ago. Despite this, amateur radio
still attracts a large number of people
who enjoy experimenting and build-
ing something out of nothing, or

There are a number of ways of
arranging this. The most obvious way
is to have a diode in series with the
supply. It would conduct when the
supply was wired up the right way
round. If the supply was reversed,
then the diode would be reversed
biased and the unit would be pro-
tected. This method has the draw-
back that the diode will introduce a
voltage drop of at least 0.6 volts if it
is a standard silicon type. It is possible
to reduce this by using a special
Schottky barrier type diode but they
are fairly expensive and still introduce
a small drop.

Ian Poole G3YWX looks at another set of practical
propositions.

enjoy playing around with the latest
in technology. This all goes to prove
that the spirit of amateur radio is still
very much alive.

Well, this month for those who
do enjoy a bit of construction or
experimenting, there is a selection of
ideas: protection or "idiot" diodes; a
note on screening; an easy way of
obtaining FM from a crystal oscillator,
and a method of designing your own
active bandpass filters.

Idiot Diodes
Nowadays there is a growing

tendency for equipment to be run
from a nominal 12 volt supply. This is
very convenient as it is not only an
easy voltage to use for many semi-
conductor circuits, but it also allows
equipment to be powered up directly
from a car battery.

When connecting equipment up
to batteries or supplies there is
always the possibility that the wires
will be connected on the wrong way
round. This could obviously be disast-
rous and quite expensive if it is done
to one's latest piece of electronic
wizardry. To stop the effect being too
disastrous most manufacturers in-
corporate some form of protection.

The most commonly used
method is shown in Fig.2. Here the
diode is reversed biased under normal
conditions and has no effect on the
circuit. However, if the supply is
connected up the wrong way round
then the diode will conduct and blow
the fuse. For obvious reasons this
diode gets the name "idiot diode".

If this method is used there are a
couple of warnings. The first is that
the diode should be capable of carry-
ing a large enough surge current to
blow the fuse. The second is that
under no circumstances should the
fuse be replaced for one of a larger
rating, or just replaced with a wire
link. If this is done and the supply
leads are connected round the wrong
way it may cause the idiot diode itself
to blow.

In spite of its apparent crudeness
the idea is quite simple and effective.
For the cost of a few pence it protects

PROTECTION
DIODE

SUPPLY CIRCUITRY

One way of adding reverse polarity protection.

PROTECTION
FUSE

SUPPLY CIRCUITRY

PROTECTION
DIODE

The more usual way of adding reverse polarity protection.
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against a very costly error being
made. In view of this it is worth
putting on any equipment which
does not already have it.

Earthing in Painted Cases
One type of problem which

seems to crop up quite regularly is
earthing within units. It may be that
an RF connector is not making good
contact with the panel on which it is
mounted, possibly two panels are not
making good contact and the screen-
ing is very poor, or maybe a board is
not making good contact with the
chassis. Sometimes these problems
can make themselves known in fairly
obvious ways, but at other times they
can prove very difficult to track down.
Although this type of problem can be
caused in a number of ways one of
the most common on newly made
home-brew equipment is paint on the
metal surfaces.

It may seem obvious to say that
if any contact is required the paint on
the surfaces should be removed. It
should be scraped away from under
screw heads or around any RF con-
nectors. In fact any RF connectors
need only have the paint removed on
the inside of the case underneath the
nut used to tighten it onto the panel.
If this is done carefully it should not
detract from the looks of the unit and
only result in an improved perform-
ance.

FM Without a Varactor
The heart of many VHF trans-

mitters consists of a low frequency
crystal oscillator which is multiplied
up many times to give the right
frequency. If this has to be frequency
modulated this is obviously best done

is quite simple. The audio signal
changes the operating point of the
oscillator transistor. This in turn will
change the frequency of oscillation
very slightly.

Using this method it is quite
possible to produce more than
enough deviation on an 8 or 12MHz
oscillator for multiplication to 2

metres. Even though it may not seem
to be the most elegant method of
obtaining FM it has the advantage
that it is very simple to update an
existing oscillator to give FM. This
can, of course, be very useful when
modifying old AM PMR equipment, or
just experimenting to see what can
be done.

R

C2

SUPPLY

C1 R1 C3

INPUT 0-11---NW-e-il

R

R3

R5 C4

IC

Circuit of the active bandpass filter.

OV

C5

II -0 OUTPUT

at the oscillator frequency ie, before
the frequency is multiplied by the
same amount as the signal. So if
150Hz deviation is obtained at 8MHz,
then once the signal has been multi-
plied by 18 to put it on 144MHz the
deviation would be increased to
2.7kHz.

There are, of course, several ways
in which the signal can be frequency
modulated. One of the most popular
and probably most successful is to
insert a phase modulation just after
the oscilator. This will also require an
integrator to be placed in the audio
path so that frequency modulation is
obtained and not phase modulation.
Another way is to include a varactor
diode across the crystal and apply
some audio to the diode. A third and
very simple way is to simply apply
some audio to the base of the
oscillator transistor as shown in
Fig.3.

For way in which this idea works

Active Audio Bandpass
Filters
Audio filters can come in very

useful for a number of jobs around the
shack. They can be used as part of a
tone burst detector, for CW filters, as
well as several other applications.

The bandpass filters at radio
frequencies, coils of various forms
are generally used. However, when
filters are required for audio fre-
quencies the coils become large and
bulky and the formers are not always
easy to obtain. Fortunately it is not
necessary to use coils when working
with frequencies below about 50kHz
or so as it is possible to make an
active filter. These consist of an
amplifier together with a handful of
resistors and capacitors.

The basic circuit for an active
filter is shown in Fig.4. An operational
amplifier has been shown as it has a
very high input impedance and a low
output impedance. This means that
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Frequency response of the bandpass filter.
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the amplifier will not noticeably load
the filter network and the circuit will
give results which are almost identi-
cal to the calculated ones. This is a
great benefit because it simplifies the
equations and reduces the time used
up in experimenting and trying to
optimise the filter.

The circuit has been arranged so
that it can be operated from a single
supply, with the resistors R4 and R5
setting the operating point for the
amplifier. The value of these resistors
will not be at all critical provided they
are equal - a suitable value could be
10k ohms. The capacitor C4 across
R5 is again not critical and can be
around 10µF, or whatever is available
around the shack. The input and
output capacitors should be suffi-
ciently large so that they do not have
any significant impedance at the
operating frequency. If C1 is 10nF and
C5 is 10µF this should be sufficient
for most applications above 500Hz.

In these equations G = the inband
gain, Q is the quality factor of the
filter and is the same as the Q of any
other tuned circuit and fo is the
centre frequency as shown in Fig.5.

As this filter only uses a single op
amp it is best not to be too ambitious
keeping the Q less than 10 and gain
to small values. For example it is quite
acceptable to have unity gain with
the circuit. In fact if the filter is to be
switched in and out of circuit in a
receiver this is just what is required.
If better skirt performance is required
then it is possible to cascade two or
more stages.

When calculating the filter values
it is best to choose a convenient
capacitor value as a start. Then
having set the values for G, Q and fo,

OFFSET NULL E

INV INPUT [

NON-INV INPUT [

V-

] NOT CONNECTED

] V+

J OUTPUT

] OFFSET NULL

Pin outs of a 741 opamp suitable for the bandpass filter.

Finally the values of the filter
components can be determined from
the equations below:

C = C2 = C3
R1 =

27r fo C G

R=
(2Q2 -G) 20 fo C

R = Q
7r fo C

Diagrammatic representation of a HEMT structure.

SILICON DOPED Al Ga As

UNDOPED
Ga As

the resistor values can be worked out
If these values do not turn out to be
suitable then a new starting point can
be chosen and the calculations re-
peated until suitable values are
obtained.

Final Comments
Well that's about it for this

month. But before I do finish, you may
be interested to be reminded that my
book Practical Ideas for Radio
Amateurs is available and it contains
many of the ideas which have
appeared in this series over the years
together with some more as well. It
is available from Argus Books, Argus
House, Boundary Way, Hemel
Hempstead HP2 7ST, £5.95 plus 60
pence postage and packing if it is
obtained direct from the publisher.
Alternatively if it is obtained via a
bookshop the number is ISBN
0-85242-927-7.
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Subscribe
now
here's 3 good
reasons why!
ETI
Published Monthly - SUBSCRIPTION PRICE £19.20*
ETI is Britain's leading magazine for the electronics enthusiast and is renowned for its ability to keep
pace with the leading edge of technology.

It has built its reputation with quality DIY projects giving detailed technical explanations, tutorial
features on the world of electronics, and general featu!s covering current affairs in science and
technology.

A single source guide to electronics today - and tomorrow.

HAM RADIO TODAY
Published Monthly - SUBSCRIPTION PRICE £18.00*
HAM RADIO TODAY caters for both the experienced user and newcomer to amateur radio. With
generally informative features, the latest news and practical projects, this magazine covers all the
aspects of this growing field: an invaluable complement for any licenced radio amateur worldwide.

CITIZENS' BAND
Published Monthly - SUBSCRIPTION PRICE £18.00*
CITIZEN'S BAND is the only British CB magazine and covers a wide range of topics of interest to the
newcomer and the experienced user. In each issue the latest equipment is reviewed, useful practical
projects are detailed and all the national and international band news is featured.
Of particular interest to overseas readers are the QSL pages, articles on shortwave listening, and
reports on UHF CB.

'Refers to subscriptions send post free to UK addresses. Overseas rates on application.

r 1
Please commence my subscription to

1 with the issue. I enclose a cheque/money order for
I made payable to ARGUS SPECIALIST PUBLICATIONS

or debit £ from my Access Mastercard/Barclaycard Visa No.
Valid from to

Name

Address

Poscode
Signature
Cut out and send this form with your remittance to:

I The Subscription Manager, Argus Specialist Publications, Argus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP2 7ST HRT/7
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There is more than one way of going mobile, as Susan
deMuth discovers when she meets Vico Norengo

GOECE

Vico Norengo's "long wheel base
cruiser" is a homebrewer's dream,
assembled from scrap and bits of his
kitchen, and GOECF reckons he is the
only Ham Radio station in the world
to be based on board a bicycle. Vico
receives up to 400 QSL cards a week
from as far away as Indonesia and
Bear Island begging for pictures of his
mobile operation, an ingenious push-
bike with a solar -powered transmitter
strapped to the front and an aerial at
the back, calling the world on his
travels around London.

Italian -born
GOECF and his equally eccentric

vehicle attract a great deal of interest.
Vico is regularly stopped by passers-
by and tourists, and on the London to
Brighton run, which he completed in

seven hours (including transmitting
stops), he was interviewed by three
European television crews.

A Near Tragedy
GOECF's story has its roots in a

near tragedy: three years ago,
following a serious motorbike
accident, 59 -year -old ex -chef Vico
was told by doctors that he would
never walk again. It was while he was
confined to a wheelchair that he got
started in amateur radio. "I can talk to
hundreds of people all over the world
in one evening," he explains. "It's
better than television. You learn about
different ways of life. I can call
Russians, Chinese or Indians, and you
often hear the news as it happens. I
heard about last year's earthquake in
Italy hours before the radio or tv news

Vico GOECF in his
shack. The steering
wheel for the rotatable
quad is just by his right
hand.

spoke of it. In the
aftermath of Hurricane
Hugo the only news
coming out was from
radio hams."

Vico started with a
morse operation based
in the bedroom he
shares with wife Vera.
A classic mistake for
those who want to
continue with amateur
radio and the rest of
their lives. As he
recalls, "We nearly got
a divorce over it!" "He'd
keep me awake all night

with that awful tap -tapping", says
Vera. "He didn't need any sleep
because he didn't take any excercise,
but I was working."

GOECF then moved out to the
garden shed, and radio shack was
born. Vera was happy and Vico began
to develop his activities spending
most of his time constructing
gadgets and the huge 2-ele 3 -band
quad antenna, made from metal
scrap, that towers above the
neighbouring trees in the leafy
suburb. Fortunately for Vico his son-
in-law was able and willing to put up
the antenna, which is rotated by a
steering wheel inside the shack, on
the roof. Vico, still in his wheelchair,
now experienced the delights of voice
radio worldwide.

The quad antenna puts Vico onto
10m, 15m and 20m, and his main
home -based rig is a Yaesu FT1012 HR
transceiver, on which he works
mainly CW and SSB. The quad is sup-
plemented with a multiband dipole
(also home-made, of course) which
does not have the range or
directionality of the rotatable quad,
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but is useful in getting onto the 'other'
bands.

He also runs a Trio TS8O1, a
KW202 and KW404, and an old-style
military 123. He has shelves of test
gear to keep a check on his signal
and, of course, because he likes to
build, maintain and repair as much of
his own equipment as he can.

A Different Polarity!
"It is very exciting," he smiles.

"One day I was talking to a chap on
Bear Island when his shed was
attacked by Polar Bears, and there I
was sitting at home in Wembley,
drinking a cup of tea!"

Determined to regain the use of
his legs, he decided that cycling was
the best way to build up the damaged
muscles. "Of course I didn't like to go
on the road again," he recalls. "I had
to build a bike I felt safe on,
comfortable and near the ground -
not so far to fall off!"

The result was his long wheeled
cruiser made out of parts bought
from a scrapyard and plundered from
his house - the seat was once a
kitchen chair until he sawed the legs
off. With its psychedelic wheels, it
can hardly go unnoticed, which is as
Vico intended: "So the drivers they
notice me and take care not to run me
down!"

It was only a mat-
ter of time before his
two new interests be-
came one and GOECF
Mobile was born. All
the equipment was,
naturally, custom built
by Vico for the bike. A
magnetic -loop antenna
was made from a water
pipe, a Heathkit HW8
transceiver specially
adapted to fit under the
handlebars and the
morse-key is strapped
handily to his leg. Con-
servationist concerns
led to the ingenious
addition of solar panels
to the front of the bike.

The two foot -square
2V panels provide a

I )

total of 400mA to keep the 12V
battery topped up. Most of the time,
the feeble British sunshine is enough
to keep him talking, and this also
means that he can transmit as long as
the sun is shining without needing to
recharge his batteries. "Of course, in
Britain you cannot rely on the
sunshine," he said when we met,
gazing ruefully at the blank white sky.
"But it doesn't matter, I just cut my
chat short."

The HW8 (a close cousin of the
current HW9, for which see page 00
of this month's issue) gives 3W of
output, and Vico works mainly morse
on 80m, 40m, 20m and 15m. Over-
seas amateurs have commented on
his strong signal. As an alternative to
his magnetic loop, he uses a stoutly -

built home-made vertical antenna
with a loading coil, as shown in the
photographs. Resistive losses
(caused by skin effect) are kept to a
minimum by the use of very thick
wire on the loading coil and a vertical
element made of copper plumbing
pipe.

Trouble At T'home
Vico's XYL Vera does not

appreciate the ingenuity of this
perambulating radio station. "It's
embarrassing. If I see him coming
down the street I cross over," she
says. She has a certain nostalgia for

the days when Vico used to go off to
work as Chef in a West End hotel
every day. "He had a perfectly normal
green racing bike then, and when he
wanted to chat he'd go off to the Cafe
Italia in Soho like anybody else -
none of this radioing round the world
all day and night."

But this is not the half of it.
"What really annoys me," she
continues, "is the way he just takes
things from the house for his bike or
radio - what about that seat? I've
only got two kitchen chairs now,
nowhere for my daughter to sit when
she visits. Anyway since he went so
funny she doesn't visit much. Who
would? Well, how would you feel if it
was your husband?"

(Beat him at his own game, Mrs N.
- nip round to the local junk shop and
buy a wooden one. It'll cost a couple
of quid and will clean up lovely and he
can't turn it into an aerial - Ed.)

But Vico is unrepentant: 'At least
I'm not under her feet all day like a lot
of retired husbands." He begins to
chuckle and, when Vera leaves the
room to make us coffee, whispers
conspiratorially, "and she doesn't
know about the sheets yet! That'll
make her crazy: I've taken them off to
the radio shack for my latest
experiment - it's another mobile
operation - but this time on board a
sail -powered tricycle!"

GOECF with his
customised
excercise-bike-
curn-mobile-
station. The
12V solar
panels are
mounted low
on the
handlebars,
with the
transceiver
behind them.
Vico carries his
morse key
strapped to his
leg - nothing
wasted here.
Even the seat is
a cannibalised
kitchen chair.
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Stand Your Ground
Part 'I

I

Just over two years ago, on the 16th
October 1987, a hurricane swept through
the southern counties of England leaving
behind millions of uprooted trees, thous-
ands of damaged houses, an electrical
power system in disarray and dozens of
demolished amateur radio aerials.

In the latter case, by far the worst
sufferers were the masts which sup

Having seen many amateur insalla-
tions, however, I am surprised that mast
failures are not more common. Masts are
often lashed to insecure fences, or guyed
with lengths of old coaxial cable, soft
drawn copper wire or even string, without
regard to security, strength or position.

Few amateurs appreciate the force
that wind can apply to an aerial system.

"Up stumps" is line for an international traveller, but
not for your precious antenna mast. In the first of

two articles, Brian Kendall G3GDU keeps his feet on
the ground.

6ft

O
2in

WINDSPEED
100mph

PRESSURE
ON TUBE
= 25Ibs

ported wire aerials. Yet such damage was
unnecessary, for had sufficient thought
been put into the original installations,
they would have survived the once -in -a -
lifetime windspeed that night without
difficulty.

1ft

WINDSPEED
100mph

PRESSURE
= 42Ibs

Fig. 1. Wind pressure on tubing
and flat plate at 100 mph.
See text.

Fig. 2. A suitable
base -plate for a mast.

Even a modest 30 ft pole can be subjected
to a horizontal pressure of 150 lbs when
the windspeed reaches 100 mph.

Any Good Iron
Nevertheless, a two-inch diameter

steel or aluminium mast is quite capable
of surviving winds of 100 or even 150
mph, provided that the pickets are secure,
the guys are correctly positioned and
tensioned, and suitable materials are used
throughout. These can be obtained from
most good ironmongers.

Over the past forty years, I have
always used guyed masts varying from
30 to 60 ft high, yet despite experiencing
windspeeds well in excess of 120 mph
during periods spent living on the west
coast of Scotland and in Cumbria, I have
never had a mast failure.

To gain some idea of the problems of
mast survival, let's take a brief look at the
forces involved.

When a wind blows on a tubular
object such as a mast or aerial element,
the pressure it exerts is equal to 0.0025
times the square of the velocity of the
wind (in miles per hour) multiplied by the
projected surface area. In a circular mast
the latter will be diameter multiplied by
length.

In the case of a flat plate, the
calculation is the same, except that the
factor 0.0025 rises to 0.0042.

From these formulae it will be seen
that, in a 100 mph wind, six feet of two-
inch tubing lie one square foot projected
area) will suffer a pressure of approxi-
mately 25 lbs, while a one square foot flat
plate would suffer 42 lbs (Fig. 1).
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Further, as the pressure increases
with the square of the windspeed, con-
siderable allowance must be made for
gusts which are often 20 to 30% higher
than the steady windspeed. Unpredict-
able turbulence from local terrain, build-
ings, etc., can increase this.

There are, however, limits to the
extent that allowances can be made, and
in general practice 1.3 to 1.5 times the
highest predicted windspeed for the area
is considered to provide a reasonable
margin.

Wind Speeds
Translating this into amateur radio

'EGG' INSULATORS
BREAKING GUYS
INTO NON -RESONANT
LENGTHS

terms, this means that amateurs living in
sheltered inland areas should stress their
masts for windspeeds of around 150mph
while those in coastal or exposed sites,
especially in the west of the country,
should go for 200 mph.

Now, as the base of a mast tends to
be fixed, in simple approximation, it is as
if the full force of the wind is being applied
at the mid point of the mast. This provides
a moment of force at the base equal to the
total wind force multiplied by half the
height. In the case of the thirty foot, two
inch diameter mast, this will be 125 lbs x
15 ft, or 1875 ft/lb of torque which is
tending to blow down the mast. This has
to be counteracted by a similar moment

Fig. 3. Guying a 40 foot mast.
The angle between the guy
wire and the ground should
not substantially exceed 60°.

of force from the guy wires to keep the
mast up. Should there be a headload on
the mast, such as a beam, the wind forces
on this must be allowed for, but in that
case the moment of force is the pressure
multiplied by the height of the mast.

It is clear enough why simple
unguyed masts tend to fail in quite
modest windspeeds.

Supposing that we now guy the
thirty foot mast at its mid point, that guy
will have to exert a pull of 125 lb on the
mast. If the wire were horizontal then the
tension in the wire would also be 125 Ib,
but it is not, as the other end should be
anchored at ground level.

At this point we have to apply some
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GUT WIRE
TURN BUCKLE

PICKET

Fig. 4. Double -picketing for soft ground or where it is not possible to drive
deep pickets.

more school maths. Where the guy wire
is attached to the mast, the force in the
wire may be resolved into two directions:
horizontal and vertical. The vertical force
does not really concern us, for it is tending
to push the mast into the ground. The
horizontal force of the wind must, how-
ever, be balanced by an equivalent force
exerted by the guy.

Resolving the horizontal forces at the
point where the guy is attached:

F = P sin A

where P is the tension within the guy wire
F is the wind force A is the angle
which the guy wire subtends with
the ground.

Returning to our example where the
mast is guyed at the mid point and
assuming that the guy is subtending 45
degrees to the ground:

125 = P sin 45
P = 125/0.7071
P = 176.8 lbs

Had the guy been at an angle of 60
degrees, from the same calculation, it
would be seen that the tension in the guy
would increase to twice the force exerted
by the wind!

This simplistic calculation only refers

to the use of a single guy, facing directly
into the wind. In real life, the windspeed
will vary in direction with the height above
ground. Local wind turbulence will cause
further variations, and allowance must be
made for aerials or other headloads.

Resonances
Allowance must also be made for

resonance effects, for any structure has
a natural frequency of oscillation, and if
the wind gusts hit the mast in a way
which enhances that oscillation the
vibration may well lead to the mast self
destructing. This problem, however, is
rarely serious if it is taken into account at
the start.

In practice there is no need to per-
form calculations when putting up a
modest mast, but the example quoted
does give an idea of the forces involved
and the strength of materials needed for
guys and, perhaps more important, the
force which will be exerted on the guy
pickets. These will have to absorb all the
tension in the guy wires.

However, provided that basic prin-
ciples are followed, a mast will certainly
survive any weather conditions likely to
occur in the United Kingdom, the October
1987 gales not excepted.

The first aspect to consider is the
mast itself.

The Mast
A simple mast may be made either of

steel or alloy tubing. Up to heights of
about fifty feet a diameter of two inches
will do, provided the wall thickness of the
tubing is sufficient to keep the pole rigid.

If more height is needed, two inch
steel may still be satisfactory, but two
inch aluminium will probably not be
strong enough, and a greater diameter
would be advisable. Heights above 75 or
80 feet are really getting outside the
amateur domain and professional advice
should be sought.

All except the shortest masts will
probably be made up from several lengths
of tubing. These should be joined using
commercial couplers such as those made
by Jaybeam.

To prevent the base of the mast
moving or sinking into the ground, it
should be mounted on a spike welded
vertically to the centre of a metal plate
about 12 inches square. To prevent the
plate moving, several holes should be
drilled, through which short spikes can be
driven into the ground (Fig. 21.

Guying
The guy pickets should be arranged

symmetrically around the mast with
wires reaching from each picket to several
points on the mast.

The minimum number of picket
points is three. Fewer would not provide
all round support. There is no advantage
in increasing to four as, in the event of a
failure, there will still not be all round
support, and the mast will fall in the
opposite direction to the failed guy. If,
however, the number is increased to five
or more the mast will stay up even after
a failure, since the adjacent guy will take
the strain relinquished by the broken wire.

As the guy wires are not likely to fail
unless the ground is soft and there is a
high probability of the pickets being
uprooted, there would seem to be little
point installing more than three points. in
any installation supporting wire aerials,
however, one point should be directly
under the line of the aerial. The maximum
distance from the mast should be such
that the guy wire to the top of the mast
does not subtend an angle substantially
more than 60 degrees, beyond which the
forces on the guy wire and picket increase

Fig. 5. A helical picket. This one has done 25 years' service.
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dramatically.
In my experience, there is no need for

the lowest guy to be attached less than
18 feet up the pole from the base, and
further attachments should be at 9- to 12 -
foot intervals. Remembering earlier com-
ments on mast resonances, it would prob-
ably be advisable to alternate the two
intervals up the mast (Fig. 3).

As the purpose of the guy pickets is
to provide firm anchors for the guys and
therefore the security of the whole
system, it follows that careful installation
is extremely important.

The simplest effective picket is a four
or five foot length of angle iron, driven in
at an angle of about thirty degrees to the
vertical like a large tent -peg, until only a
few inches show above the ground. The
inside of the "V" should face the mast so
that it will present maximum resistance
to movement. In very soft ground, or if it
is not possible to drive in a full four -foot
length, double picketing can be used (Fig.
4).

However, I much prefer the helical
picket. This tooks like a large corkscrew
made from half inch bar steel, four feet
long, six inches in diameter, with a loop
at the top (Fig. 51 These pickets are driven
into the ground by inserting a crowbar
through the top loop and just "winding
in". Once in position, they are almost
impossible to dislodge by upwards or
sideways movement, even in soft earth or
sand. When the time for removal comes,
they are just wound out.

A Blacksmith
I do not know of anyone who makes

these pickets, but if you can find a

blacksmith who learned his trade in the
Royal Air Force, he will know exactly what
you want, as they were used for securing
aircraft in windy weather. Three were
sufficient to secure a WW2 heavy bom-
ber! Or take our illustration to a black-
smith and see if he can copy it.

Depending on whether the installa-
tion is temporary (such as a field day) or
permanent, either polypropylene rope or
metal guys may be used for guy wires.

For temporary installations, poly-
propylene rope is the most convenient
material. Rope sizes are quoted by cir-
cumference, so that one inch would
normally be the most convenient. This is
about %in in diameter, and does not
tangle as easily as smaller diameters.

This material is not suitable for
permanent installations as, in time, ultra
violet radiation from the sun causes the
rope to harden and lose its strength.

For permanent installations, I recom-
mend the stranded, galvanised iron wire
available from good ironmongers. This is
strong, can be easily and effectively
whipped and spliced, and is extremely
resistant to corrosion. The latter can be

enhanced if the cable is greased before
installation and from time to time later. I

have several lengths of stranded galvan-
ised iron guy wire which have seen over
twenty five years' use and are still
perfectly good.

The only disadvantage is that iron is
a conductor, and if any wires are resonant
to the frequency of transmission, they will
re -radiate some of the signal and cause a
distortion of the radiation pattern. This
can be avoided if the guys are split into
non -resonant lengths by egg insulators.
Only "egg" insulators should be used; if
any other type is used and fails, the guy
will come apart and the mast may fall.

the mast diameter should be cut centrally
and three 1/2 inch holes close to the edge,
one centrally on one side and two at the
corners of the opposite side (Fig. 6).

"Eyes" can then be passed through
the small holes and guy wires whipped
directly to them.

In this article we have looked at the
wind forces which masts must be de-
signed to resist and the materials needed
for a secure installation.

Next month, we shall be looking at
the techniques of whipping and splicing
guy wires, and different methods of
putting up masts without injury or
damage.

6-9in
SQUARE

O

O

PLATE 3/16in STEEL

Y2in NUT
WELDED ON

Y2in

Fig. 6. Methods of attaching guy wires. (a) general view (only one guy
shown); (b) plate for attaching guy wires; (c) collar to support plate. A hole is
drilled in the collar, over which the half -inch nut is welded. To fix the collar, a
bolt is screwed through the nut and tightened against the pole.

Some amateurs, however, may wish
to make use of resonance effects by
intentionally cutting a section of a guy
wire to resonance and then using it as a
quarter wave vertical or a "sloper".

Galvanised iron guys should be cut to
length and teminated by "eyes" prior to
mast erection, and tensioned after instal-
lation by turnbuckles between mast and
picket. Guy lengths can easily be calcu-
lated by Pythagorus' Theorem.

Mast Attachments
By far the.most effective method of

attaching guys to a mast is to fit a collar
to the mast and, above this, a steel plate
to which the guys are fitted. The steel
plate should be about -Tag in thick and six
inches square. A hole slightly larger than

Table 1

Picket distance in any units for guy
angle of 60 degrees.

Mast
Height

Guy
Distance

10 6
15 9
20 12
25 14
30 17
35 20
40 23
45 25
50 29
55 32
60 35
65 38
70 40
75 48
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S.E.M. QRM Eliminator

GAIN

S.E.M. a 7lt £1,404,4,rm

PHASE A PHASE

Off

3.3 7 14

1.8 .N1 28

QRM gone at the flick of a switch? Out comes the
G4HCL wallet!

We all know the problem: a rare DX
station calling CQ is only just
copyable on 15m, but just as you're
about to call him, next door's
computer fires up and S9 inter-
ference fills your receiver; or a

European station a few kHz away
starts splattering everywhere.
Alternatively, maybe you're a medium
wave DX listener and the neigh-
bouring tv line timebases at night
often leave you wondering whether
it's worth the struggle? Even large
aerial farms in rural locations don't
always escape the ravages of power
line interference from overhead
cables.

Wouldn't it be nice to flick a
switch, twiddle a couple of knobs and
hey presto, instant QRM reduction
and the wanted stations magically
appearing right out of the murk? Well,
many people are sceptical, and yours
truly thought 'The idea may work in
theory', but it was only when I tried

36

the SEM QRM Eliminator in the shack
that I became hooked.

How Does It Work?
To comprehend the operation of

the unit, we'll take a simple example
of the effect of adding out -of -phase
signals. Take two signals, each a sine
wave for simplicity's sake. Now shift
the phase of sine wave B relative to
sinewave A by 180 degrees, and
you'll see that each point along the
time axis has the same magnitude,
but the opposite polarity. We all know
what happens when we add these
two together - they cancel.

So for RF use, you need two
aerials. The first of these will be your
usual communications aerial for
receive and transmit. The second will
be the 'QRM' receiving aerial, for
example and indoor or loft mounted
wire or even the coax leading to a
VHF aerial for local QRM, or an
alternative aerial for longer distance
interference, to pick up maximum
QRM and not too much of the wanted
signal.

This is basically how the SEM
unit works: two 'Phase' controls are
provided so that you can manually
vary the phase difference of the two
incoming signals until they are 180
degrees out of phase, and a 'Gain'
control on the unit allows you to vary
the relative QRM signal level so the
two signals nicely cancel each other.
This is very similar to the phasing
method of SSB signal generation
where a 180 degree phase difference
is used to cancel the unwanted
sideband without any need for
narrow filtering.

QRM is S8, You're S4 and
Fully Readable OM
By now, many readers could well

be thinking of uses for such a device.
Let's say you have a nearby medium
wave broadcast transmitter that
makes listening to 80m rather
difficult due to overloading - just
phase it out. The CBer down the road
on 27MHz vertical polarisation when
you're trying to use 28MHz with your
horizontal beam, no problem. Your
computer used for HF Rtty or Packet
causing noise on 20m, again just turn
a couple of knobs and its gone.

However the most satisfying use
is for those almost 'impossible' A

V A
V

Fig 1 Sine waves in phase.A A
V
AV IF
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locations, such as a local factory with
arc -welding gear, or the power line
down the lane with a persistently
noisy insulator. A keen DXer
workmate of mine suffers from the
latter problem even though he lives in
a rural location with a few
neighbours.

The SEM Remedy
SEM in the Isle of Man have been

in the amateur business for many
years. I remember buying my first 2m
'Sentinel' preamp from them over 15
years ago. A couple of years ago their
Mk I QRM Eliminator made an
appearance, with the latest Mkll

wideband version coming onto the
market just before this was written.

The Mkll QRM Eliminator
operates over the range of
100kHz-60MHz, and has built-in
relay switching so that you can
transmit through it, ie it can be placed
in the common transceive coax line to
your rig. It comes in a black metal
case measuring 150mm (W) by
55mm (H) by 50mm (D), and requires
a 12V DC supply at 150mA to power
the unit's circuitry together with the
internal transmit/receive relays. Four
rotary controls are fitted on the front
panel: Gain, Phase A, and Phase B are
used for interference nulling, and the
Off/Band switch is used to switch the
unit on and off. The Mk I operated on
the amateur bands, but the Mark II,
although being completely different
inside, uses the same case with the

band switching not actually required.
On the rear panel are three

SO -239 coax sockets, for the main
aerial, auxilliary aerial, and the
receiver output lines. Two phono
sockets are fitted, one for the 12V DC
input and the other for a ptt control
input from your transceiver, for when
you're using the unit in the common
receive/transmit line. Inside the unit,
a wide band RF amplifier is used in
conjunction with the gain control to
allow the use of a smaller auxilliary
aerial, such as a 2m colinear or even
just a few metres of wire strung
around the room.

In Use
My radio shack, as well as

housing my transceivers, has six
packet radio tncs and a computer,
and trying to receive HF signals
through the resulting microprocessor
noise if often very difficult! Also
during the current good conditions on

6m with virtually daily openings to
countries around the world, I found I
was often plagued with the various
harmonics of the many oscillators
around, some of these being of S9+,
often making even moderate signal
reception fairly difficult. So in went
the QRM eliminator, the rooftop 6m
beam connected as the main aerial,
and a small indoor wire in the shack
used for the auxilliary aerial. After a
short period of adjustment, what can
I say, S9 plus QRM right down to S1!
I was most impressed! Now to work
some DX.

The LF Bands
The 80m band is another of my

favourites, but at night in my location,
surrounded by houses on a modern
housing estate, the mixture of all the
tv timebase harmonics from both my
own and neighbouring houses is
extremely bad (maybe I should fill in
a tvi complaint form?). As most of

this QRM is vertically polarised, no
doubt using the tv coax feeder braid
as the radiator, I linked the coax inner
and outer from my loft mounted
discone and connected this to the
auxilliary aerial input, the main
horizontally polarised 80m aerial
being used as my transceive aerial.
Here the QRM reduction was just as
impressive if not even more, with an
S9 + 20dB interfering 'buzz'
completely drowning a QSO being
totally reduced to inaudibility, with
perfect copy of the QSO coming
through albeit at a slightly weaker
strength (the auxiliary aerial is no
doubt picking up some wanted signal
as well).

I spent a fair amount of time in
testing the unit under different
applications, each time the result was
a significant improvement in QRM
reduction if not total elimination. I

found it was important to ensure
significantly different aerials were
used, as otherwise the wanted

signals were often reduced as well,
but on HF and even 6m by using
differing polarisations the end result
was a very good reduction.

Conclusions
A dream come true? A most

definite 'Yes'. I was extremely
impressed with the unit's perfor-
mance; its ability to reduce on -
frequency QRM from a level totally
drowning a QSO right down to
inaudibility really does need to be
heard to be believed. As for myself, I
was so pleased with the unit it
became an invaluable addition to my
shack, and when SEM asked for it
back they received a G4HCL cheque
instead, which doesn't happen very
often! What more can I say?

The QRM Eliminator is currently
priced at £85.00 inc. VAT and pip, and
my thanks go to SEM for providing
the review unit.
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YAESU REVCO G. WHIP DRAE STAR MASTERKEY WELZ DATONG I. C. S  NAVICO IcoM

AMATEUR RADIO COMMUNICATIONS LTD.
AUTHORISED ICOM, YAESU AND STANDARD DEALER

STANDARD 528
Direct 138V in for 5 Watts out
VHF 2 5W VHF 2W woth CN8151 N.cact Pack
Dual Chsplays
Power Save luncion
Multiple Mernones
Pronly Channel
Tone Squelch 10[0.0.1
Programmable offsets
Coded paging luncton
Varous Scanning modes
Programmable Step Saes
144.146 VHF 430440 VHF 806975 R% only
Separate Vol and Squelch controls for each band

PRICE £379

25-500 and 850-1300

JUPITER BASE
MVT6000

JUPITER £379
H/HELD Incl. P.S.U.

MVT5000 £299
 External I2V DC
 internal 4v HP7 Bans
 Telescipic Wtr p
 BNC Socket

Amateur Radio
Communications Ltd

38. Dredge Street. Eanestown
Newborn-te-Willores

Merseyscle WA12 9BA
Tel 09252 29981

IC-2SE

RX Coverage
80-180MHz

£275

NOW IN STOCK
The Ultimate in

Pocket Scanners

NEW FAIRHATE
HP -100

i 30 '30C. :x.,,age

. -

£299
Phone for more details

IC -765 FREE SM6
£P.O.A.

ALWAYS A GOOD SELECTION
OF SECOND HAND AND

COMMISSION SALES, PHONE
FOR MORE INFORMATION

HF Log for the Amiga Computer Card
Index/Contest log/dupe sheet. Will hold 4000
entries.

£12 + P&P

Access

Aft
38 Bridge Street, Earlestown, Newton -le -Willows,

Merseyside WA12 9BA. Only 1 mile from Junction 23 - M6
Telephone: N-Ie-W (09252) 29881
OPEN TUES-SAT 10 a.m. - 5 e .m.

INSTANT FINANCE AVAILABLE SUBJECT TO STATUS Prices correct at time of going to Press. E & ED.

MICROWAVE MODULES TONNA JAYBEAM SANDPIPER BNOS AKD CAPCO REVEX
LW; Loas1DARD

LIR A Ej DAVTREND LIMITED
Unit 7a, Fitzherbert Spur, Farlington, Portsmouth P06 ITT
Telephone: (0705) 372004 Fax: (0705) 326307

Introducing the new

I3.8V LINEAR POWER SUPPLIES

Self Resetting OVP
Thermal Trip
Regulation <1%
Ripple and Noise -10mV Pk -Pk

PRICES

incluchng VAT & Carriage)

4 Amp £ 57.39
6 Amp £ 84.99

12 Amp £11310
24 Amp £163 42

For free brochures,
please send SAE

We also design and manufacture custom power
converters for Telecoms. Railway and Industrial

applications.

VHF WAVEMETER
for 2 meters

The DRAE VHF wavemeter is designed for use with amateur band VHF
transceivers. It can be used to check the level of harmonics (up to the
3rd), spurii, and also that the multiplier chains are set to give the correct
multiple.
The wavemeter uses p.c.b. coils (for stability) and hyper -abrupt varicap
diodes to pick out the desired frequency. A schottky (hot carrier) diode
detector rectifies the signal to drive the meter, working efficiently even at
450MHz. A regulated 24 volt is generated from the PP3 battery by a
switching regulator.

Price £35.94
PROFESSIONAL POWER SUPPLIES FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR

RSGB
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S.E.M.
UNIT R, UNION MILLS, ISLE OF MAN

Telephone: (0624) 851277
S.E.M. TRANZMATCH MKIII. The only Aerial Matcher with UNBALANCED and
TRUE BALANCED OUTPUTS. 1 kW 1,8-30 MHz. £149.50 Built-in EZITUNE (see
below), £44.50. Built-in Dummy Load, £9.90. Ex stock.

EZITUNE. Allows you to TUNE UP on receive instead of transmit. FANTASTIC
CONVENIENCE. Stops ORM. Boxed unit. £49.50. PCB and fitting instructions
to fit in any ATU. £49.50.
FREQUENCY CONVERTERS. VHF to HF gives you 118 to 146 MHz on your
HF receiver, Tune Rx, 2-30MHz, £69.50 ex stock.
HF to VHF gives you 100 kHz to 60 MHz on your VHF scanner, £59.50 ex stock.
Plug in aerial lead of any receiver. Tuning from 100MHz up.
2 or 6 -METRE TRANSMATCH. 1kW. will match anything, G2DYM or GSRV?
on VHF. £45.00 ex stock.

DUMMY LOAD. 100 W. THROUGH/LOAD switch, £29.00 ex stock.

VERY WIDE BAND PRE -AMPLIFIERS. 3-500 MHz. Excellent performance. 15
dB Noise figure. Bomb proof overload figures. £37.00 or straight through when
OFF, £42.00 ex stock.
R.F. NOISE BRIDGE. 1-170 MHz. Very useful for aerial work measures resonant
freq. and impedance. £49.50 ex stock.

IAMBIC MORSE KEYER. 8-50 w.p.m. auto squeeze keyer. Ex stock. Ours is
the easiest to use. £49.50. First class twin paddle key, £27.00 ex stock.
TWO -METRE LINEAR/PRE-AMP. Sentinel 40: 14x power gain, e.g. 3 W -40W
(ideal FT290 and Handhelds), £105.00. Sentinel 60:6x power, e.g. 10 W in, 60
W out, £115.00. Sentinel 1001 10 W in. 100 W out, £145.00. All ex stock.

H.F. ABSORPTION WAVEMETER. 15-30 MHz, £39.50 ex stock.
MULTIFILTER. Themost versatile audio filter. BANDPASS Hi Pass, Lo Pass and
two notches. Frequency and Bandwidth adjustable 2.5 kHz -20 Hz, £88.00 ex
stock.

HIGH PASS FILTER/BRAID BREAKER. Cures TVI. £7.95 ex stock.
CO -AX SWITCH. Three-way + earth position. DC -150 MHz, 1kW. £32.00 ex
stock.

12 MONTHS COMPLETE GUARANTEE INCLUDING TRANSISTORS
Prices include VAT and delivery. CWO or phone your CREDITCARD NO. Ring
or write for further data or catalogue. Orders or information requests can be put
on our Ansaphone at cheap rate times. Remember we are as near as your
phone or post box.

PACKET RADIO
FROM THE SPECIALISTS!

Siskin Electronics have a policy of supplying the best range of packet
radio equipment available for the radio enthusiast. We have examined
the products of many manufacturers and are pleased to be able to offer
what must he the widest range of equipment available from just one UK
supplier. All prices include VAT and were valid when going to press.

PACCOMM
HANDIPACKETILe TNC) £199.00
MICROPOWER-2 £149.00
MICROSAT PSK MODEM New! L 189.00
PC -I20 dual port PC specific card L 139.00
PC -320 dual port PC card £ 189.00
TINY -2 with PMS version 3.0 £129.00
TNC-320 dual pon.ln Stock, £179.00
9600 baud modem £ 95.00
REAL TIME CLOCK £29.95

AEA
PK232 best selling multimode.. £289.95
AMT 3 AMTOR/RTTY New, £169.95
PK232.MAILBOX £319.95
PK232 MAILBOX upgrade £POA

KANTRONICS
KPC2 HF/VHF with Wefax £165.00
KPC4 VHF/VHF dual port £242.00
KAM all mode with Wefax £285.00
"Smart Watch" real time clock £ 29.95

UPDATE NEWS
PK-232 & PK-88 enhanced mailbox now
available! PacComm version 3,0 PMS also
now ex -stock, phone for details.

PACKET ACCESSORIES
ATARI Portfolio PC £249.99
ATARI 520STE-i-"HamPack" £289.95
32K 1622561 static ram £ 12.50
Custom made audio leads from £ 11.95
Custom made RS232 leads from L 9.95
In house custom RS232-TNC lead service!
AMSTRAD 464/664/6128 or
PCW 8256/8512/9512 RS232 UF L 69.95
SPECTRUM 48K TNC l/FACE f 14.95

TRANSCEIVERS/RECEIVERS
HF-225 Gen. Coverage Receiver £395.00
Navico AMR 1000 Transceiver £247.00
Navico AMR 1000S Transceiver £299.00
CTE 2M handy incl. TNC lead £169.00

SOFTWARE
(PACKET, A MTOR. RTTY & FAX etc

We supply software for most computers
FREE of charge with all TNC purchases.
(Largest selection in Europe!)

STOP PRESS!
MNP-5 Quad telephone modem ...... £P0A
EURAD SMD commercial TNC £POA
TOR -1 commercial TOR telex unit.£574.95

If it's in stock and it usually is !) we will despatch it to you same day.

NOTE: Prices do not include carriage

Siskin Electronics Ltd
2 South Street,
Hythe, Southampton.
SO4 6E8. Tel: 0703-207155
FAX 0703-847754

S

S

GAREX ELECTRONICS
WEATHER SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

ATARI ANIMATED SYSTEM
Automatic frame capture and animation from Meteosat, also still pictures from
NOAA & other VHF satellites. Complete system from antenna to colour monitor,
including Atari ST1040 computer & software £1,695.00
Atari interface unit + software £458.85

COMMODORE AMIGA
Interface + software for animation & superb high resolution pictures ( 60 pixels X 400
lines) £458.85

PCSAT+
For IBM & clones. expandable system from XT + CGA up to 386 + VGA Interface
and standard software £458.85
Upgrade software for Animation, NOAA, VGA & Paint available.
Complete system: Metosat antenna, preamp, receiver/interface, software & cables
(state which computer) f688.85

COMPACT FRAME STORE SYSTEM
The basic METEOSAT system, no complications, no computer, just a plug in and go
package that can be up and running in 10 minutes. Antenna through the 12' mono
monitor. £995.95

SATELLITE SEPARATES
Meteosat Receiver antenna input, 2 watt audio output £270.25
Meteosat Preamp 15dB gain 0.6dB NF GaAs FET f109.25
NOAA 5 channel VHF Receiver POA
NOAA BASIC Turnstile Antenna £34.95
NOAA BASIC Preamp 3 pole filter, boxed, 14dB gain C24.95

GAREX VHF RECEIVERS
A simple but versatile design capable of covering spot frequencies in the range 25-
200MHz, sensitive double superhet with choice of IF bandwidths from "W -SAT" to
"12.5kHz" PMR. Single channel xtal controlled with multi -channel options.

Prices from £49.95
Mains power supply module 12v regulated 250mA £15.50

GAREX VHF PREAMPLIFIERS
Miniature general purpose only 34 x 9 X 15mm, any frequency in range 40-200MHz,
up to 25dB gain
Stock versions: 6m, 4m, 2m & 137MHz (W -SAT) £11.45
Airband 118-136MHz (reduced gain) £11.45
Other frequencies in the range 40-200MHz to order £13.75
High Performance 2 metre Preamp
3 band-pass stages. 16dB gain, 1dB NF, RF switched (up to 35 watts) with gas -filled
relays, assembled pcb £39.95
Boxed version, with BNC connectors £49.95
Gas -filled relays as used in preamp £4.95

TONE BURST GENERATOR
Miniature (38x18x10mm) xtal controlled 1750Hz f17.95

GAREX DC/DC INVERTERS
A popular line for many years. Economy package: chassis section cut from
commercial R/T gear. re -wired & tidied up to make a free-standing unit, no
expensive cabinet, just basic value for money.
12v DC input. 250v 150mA DC output £10.95
12v DC input, 400v 200mA DC output £11.95
24v versions to order.

4 METRE RX CONVERTER
High quality PMR front end by famous manufacturer, modified by Garex to make 4
Metre converter: 10-11HMz output. Full circuit & connection details

4 METRE 0.5 WATT TX
Tx Low Power driver unit matching above Rx, with modulator, fully aligned
with data £15.95 (or + xtal for 70.45MHz £19.95)

REVCO TABLE MICROPHONES
Very high quality PTT Base Mikes 600 or 2.4k ohm (state which) £55.00

PYE ANTENNA RELAYS
12V operation, handles 50 watts up to 200MHz £1.95; 5 for £7.50

AUDIO BOOSTER
10 watt add-on PA, high quality audio unit by famous R/T maker, useful for noisy
areas. Public Address, boosting audio from hand-helds: new, assembled pcb, full
circuit data £9.95

SCANNER BARGAIN!!!
New cabinet, sub -frame and complete MPU pcb & LCD display, front panel &
keyboard for AOR2002/Regency MX8000 Scanner: (less PLL & Rx) ideal for refurb..
early model upgrade, spares or experiments. Amazing value only £29.95

WRITE ( sae. please) or PHONE for full details.

MAIN DISTRIBUTORS FOR REVCO ELECTRONICS LTD

Prices Include UK P&P and 15% VAT
Ask for details of our Interest Free Credit

GAREX ELECTRONICS
HARROW HOUSE, AKEMAN STREET, TRINO HP23 6AA

TEL: TRINO (044202) 8580P4 and CHEDDINOTON (0296) 668684
Callers by appointment only

CiedCs-i<J,CYCed0
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In the last Listening On . . . we looked
at the broadcasting stations of the
Eastern bloc, and how their pro-
grammes have been changing with
the changing political climate in
Europe. This time, to keep things
balanced, we look at developments in
the Western broadcasting world.

Radio New Zealand has never
been a particularly easy
station for

good signals from sign -on at 1700
GMT until fade-out sometimes as late
as about 2330 GMT. The overall
duration is not known.

Most of the programming is
RNZI's own, although there are some
relays of Radio New Zealand's

IthDIO NEW ZEALAND
SNORT VIM DIVISION

Of THE
NEW /E141AND

BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
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Radio New Zealand International
is now well -heard

in Britain,

thanks to a new 100kW transmitter.

A transmitter reshuffle in New Zealand, and
cutbacks at the Voice of America this month.

the SWL to hear, until recently. Until
February this year, they had been
using two very ancient 7.5kW trans-
mitters left over by the Americans in
World War Two. In February, a brand-
new 100kW transmitter was inaugu-
rated, and the Radio New Zealand
transmission schedule was re-
vamped. The old transmitters have
been closed down, and so the station,
which identifies itself as "Radio New
Zealand International", is now audible
on one frequency only. At the time of
writing this is 17680 kHz, and the
station can be heard with remarkably

National Programme, and most of the
programming is in English, but the
news bulletins in exotic Pacific
languages such as Samoan, Pidgin
and even Hindi, for Indians living in
Fiji. Radio New Zealand Inter-
national's programmes in English
consist of five-minute news sum-
maries on the hour (and these can be
fascinating, giving as much weight to
the elections in Western Somoa as to
those in the USSR!) with live pre-
sentation of music between.

The music policy seems to be left
to the individual presenters - one

recently had several hours of military
brass music, punctuated by the
occasional country and western
song. The rest of the programme is
devoted to New Zealand weather
forecasts, a look at the morning
papers and so on. After only ever
being able to hear Radio Australia
from the Pacific region, it is

Part of the giant curtain antennaarray at the VCA transmitter site atGreenville, North Carolina, USA.

fascinating to hear a different voice
from that part of the world, and with
much good reception.

Another Old Tx
Another station which also used to

boast an extremely ancient transmitter
was Radio Denmark. They used to use a
50kW transmitter, although it was only
ever run at half -power, due to tvi problems
in the very built-up area in which the
transmitter was located, near Copen-
hagen. To overcome these problems, the
Danes have come to an agreement with
their neighbours in Norway, and now
Radio Norway International relays Radio
Denmark exclusively - the old Radio
Denmark transmitter, like those in New
Zealand, has been closed down for good.
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In order to do this, Radio Norway
International has had to change its own
programme schedule considerably, reduc-
ing the programmes from one hour first to
45 minutes and now to just half-hour.
Radio Denmark's programmes start on
the half-hour, following Radio Norway
International's and on the same set of
frequencies. Reception is good, at the
time of writing, at 1730 GMT on 9655
kHz, although Radio Denmark only broad-
casts in Danish. Radio
Norway Inter -

RADIO
DENMARK

national
continues to broadcast

programmes in English on Sundays only.
If you want to hear English -language

programmes on a daily basis from Scan-
dinavia, you have to turn to Radio Sweden
or Radio Finland, both of which have been
mentioned in recent issues of Listening
On . . . In the past, Radio Norway
International used to change frequencies
more often than most other broadcasters,
making some changes every month, so by
the time this appears in print, the
1700/1730 transmission may no longer
by on 9655 kHz.

Voice of America Cuts
The news has not been so good over

at the Voice of America. The surprise
news in February was that due to budget
cuts the VCA was having to cut

broadcasts in six languages - Greek,
Turkish, Uzbek, Swahili, Laotian and
Slovenian - by June this year. The VCA
director, Richard Carlson, was quoted on
Radio Netherland's Media Network
programme as saying that by cutting
these six language services, and reducing
from 43 to 37 languages, 57 jobs would
be cut. Richard Carlson said that even the
VCA's worldwide English -language
service had not escaped the cuts, with a

reduction in the number of
hours broadcast every week.

Other language services such
as Thai and Portuguese has

Radio Denmark now broadcasts
on shortwave exclusively via
Radio Norway International's
transmitters.
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are due to get many more brand-new
500kW transmitters as part of this
process.

Other USA stations on shortwave
include KUSW, WCSN and WSHB. Radio
Station KUSW broadcasts from Salt Lake
City, Utah, and carries mainly "adult -

orientated rock" music, with some
religious programming to bring in the
funds. The Greenpeace environmental
organisation also buys time on KUSW, but
their programmes, when I heard them
some time ago, were quite disappointing,
being little more than an appeal for funds,
rather than concentrating on their causes.
Unfortunately, reception of KUSW has
been poor recently (good propagation is
necessary to hear the signal, as it is
several thousand kms further west than
the more usually -heard east coast
stations), but try 15690 kHz around 2000
GMT.

also been reduced, and still the VCA was
some 7 million dollars short of funds.
Despite this, the US Congress has
required the VCA to start broadcasts in
Tibetan. Mr Carlson also said that he felt
it was important that, even though the
VCA had been forced to reduce the
number of language used, their
programmes should be well heard.
Therefore the VCA transmitter
modernisation programme, started a few
years ago, would continue unabated.

Despite considerable political and
environmental objections, the Israeli
government is reportedly standing by its
obligations to the Voice of America and
will permit the VCA to construct a new
relay station (part of the aforementioned
modernisation project) in the Negev
desert in Isreal. Other VCA relay stations
already in existance, such as those in
Monrovia, Liberia and Tangier, Morocco,

wave

WCSN in Boston and WSHB in
Cypress Creek, South Carolina, both
belong to the World Service of the
Christian Science Monitor organisation.
For the last few months, these two
stations have been joined by a third one
- KHBI, broadcasting from Saipan in the
Western Pacific. KHBI is the new callsign
for the now -defunct KYOI, which used to
broadcast rock music to Japan in a sort
of -Japlish". The station was closed down
for several months to allow staff to make
improvements to double the KYOI broad-
casting schedule and greatly increase
geographical coverage. KHBI now broad-
casts the World Service of the Christian
Science Monitor programmes to Asia,
Australia, New Zealand and the Pacific
area, thus complementing WCSN and
WSHB's coverage of the Americas, Africa
and Europe.
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IN Europe, WCSN and WSHB are
often extermely good signals (the station
announces the relevant callsign just
before the hour, so you can identify which
station you are listening tol. The present
schedule of English programmes is as
follows: 0000-0600 GMT on 9850 and
13760 kHz, 0600-1000 GMT on 9840
kHz, 1400-1600 GMT on 21780 kHz,
1600-2000 GMT on 21640 kHz and
2000 2200 GMT on 13770 and 15610
kHz. Each day there is a two-hour pro-
gramme, the first hour being mainly news
orientated, with Kaleidoscope following
the news bulletin; while in the second
hour, following the news bulletin, are
feature programmes such as Letterbox
and Norway Street, which looks at arts
and moral stories. Interestingly enough,
despite being a US station, most of the
voices heard on the World Service of the

Christian Science Monitor seem to be
either British or Irish in origin.

News From Germany
Anyone interested in the develop-

ments in eastern and western Europe, and
particularly the possible reunification of
Germany, could do no better than listen
to the English programmes of Deutsch-
landfunk. This station, which broadcasts
from Cologne, was set up to broadcast to
the whole of Germany, east and west, in
its home service, and to Europe (but not
the rest of the world) in its international
service.

The English programmes are broad-
cast at 1815-1900 GMT in the summer

and one hour later in the winter on 1269
kHz medium wave. Unfortunately, recep-
tion is poor over most of Britain during the
summer months, unless you have a very
sensitive receiver and a good antenna, as
the timing of the programmes is far too
early for summer time propagation.
However, from autumn until spring it puts
in a strong signal.

From time to time Deutschlandfunk
organise a competition, the prizes of
which are well worth winning. Last year's
competition involved listening to two
programmes called Focus on Regensburg
and then answering three or four
questions about the city (the answers of
which were given in the programmes).
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The Focus on Regensburg programmes
are being repeated this year, for those able
to hear the transmission, on 27th May
and 10th June, although presumably the
competition won't be repeated, since the
correct results were read out last time.
The lucky winners received a holiday for
two - in Regensburg, of course!

Other programmes worth looking out
for include DLF's documentary series on
the Nazi period, The Third Reich at War,
broadcast on Mondays; a Report on East
German Affairs on Tuesdays; Come on
Germany - the DLF holiday programme
on Wednesdays and Political Review on
Saturdays. Every other week on Satur-
days Sounds New looks at the West

German pop music scene, while a

monthly feature on Saturdays is Airmail,
the letterbox programme.

Deutschlandfunk is funded by West
German listeners' licence fees and
government grants. Under its charter, it is
obliged to provide a 'comprehensive
picture' of Germany, tailored to the target
audience (it also broadcasts in many other
European languages) but without
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Deutschlandfunk's
broadcasting
house headquarters
in Cologne.

Print Out, which not only gives details of
forthcoming programmes and has fea-
tures about the English programme staff,
but also has mouth-watering German
recipes to tempt the palate when you
come out of the radio shack! For a free
copy, write to DLF English Service, PO Box
640, 5000 Cologne 51, West Germany.

Deutschlandfunk's
commemorativeQSL card,

commenting on the political situation in
those countries. DLF started broad-
casting in 1962 and employs around 750
people. For those interested in learning
German, Auf Deutsch Gesagt, a German
language course, is broadcast for 15
minutes before the normal English pro-
grammes on Wednesdays and Saturdays.

Deutschlandfunk also offers English
listeners a free quarterly magazine, called

HAM RADIO TODAY JUNE 1990
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New Site in San Marino?
Finally, news of a station which may

permit a new country to be heard on the
shortwave broadcast bands. Adventist
World Radio, which broadcasts from
several sites around the world, including
Guam in the Pacific and Portugal and Italy
in Europe, has recently announced that
the transmissions from the Radio Trans
Europe site in Sines, Portugal and from
Forli in Italy will be closed in the future.
They are to be replaced by new studios in
San Marino and a transmitter site with
100 and 250kW transmitters connected
to curtain and log -periodic antenna
systems. There have been rumours of
shortwave broadcast stations including
commerical operations, opening up from
San Marino in the past, but they have all
come to nought. However, these plans by
AWR sound to be fairly well advanced and
it would well be that a new shortwave
broadcast country is on the air soon. Until
now, San Marino has been impossible to
hear except by way of a low -power VHF
transmitter, so shortwave DXers will be
looking forward to adding another
country to their DXCC totals.
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MM3 Morse Machine

Mike Bedford G4AEE tries a state of the art morse
keyer with training mode, and ponders on its place in

history.

With the 200th anniversary of the birth of
Samuel Morse approaching, we can ex-
pect to hear quite a lot about the develop-
ment of telegraphy. In a nutshell, however,
excluding various weird and wonderful
contraptions of the late 19th century, we
can sum up the development of morse
equipment as the straight key giving way
to first the bug key, then automatic and
latterly the iambic keyer, and we might
well have expected the ultimate in this line
of progression to be the QWERTY key-
board sender.

Although mechanical Morse tape
perforators and printers have been around
all this century, it was only during the
microprocessor revolution of the early
1980s that keyboard senders became
viable for the amateur. They were avial-
able on the amateur market five years ago
but, as far as I can tell, there is not now
a single keyboard sender offered to the UK
radio amateur. This poses the question,
why is it that automation in the form of
the iambic keyer is acceptable to the
#nateur, but not a keyboard sender?

Morse Appeal
I think the answer lies in the appeal

of Morse code. Certainly, there are signal
to noise ratio advantages, but in many
cases attachment to this mode is due to
a pride in a skill not shared by so many.
Although an iambic squeeze keyer is very
different from a straight key, the expertise
is still unique to Morse. Keyboard skills, on
the other hand, belong to a wide range of
lesser beings including secretaries, typ-
ists, vdu operators and writers of reviews
for HRT. So, what type of keyer will be
accepted as the ultimate by the Morse
population? AEA believes they have the
answer in the MM3 keyer, otherwise
known as the Morse Machine, which is
distributed in the UK by ICS Electronics
Ltd. This is a review. ICS is at Unit V,
Rudford Industrial Estate, Ford, Arundel,
West Sussex BN18 OBD, tel. 0903
731101.

This review needs to go into some
detail to describe what this unit can do,
as there really has never been anything
quite like it before.

The user interface to the MM3 is a
squeeze paddle, although the unit also
has a 16 -key keypad which controls the
keyer's modes, memory programming
and the like. However, the MM3 does
break new ground in a number of areas.

First Impressions
The MM3 is a smart looking unit in a

robust metal cabinet with the keypad,
power/volume control, speed control and
various status leds on the top surface, and
all sockets on the rear panel. The top also
has a multi -coloured label indicating the
key combinations for all functions and
mode selections. There is a comprehen-
sive manual which is quite readable and
well presented. A nice touch is a bag of
plugs, one to match each of the rear panel
sockets, so there shouldn't be the frustra-
tion of buying a new piece of equipment
which you can't use for lack of a con-
nector. Having said that, I almost was in
this situation, because the unit does not
include a mains power supply, requiring as
it does an external 12V supply of bat-
teries.

Turning to what lies beneath the
covers, except for a speaker on the base,
all the components are on a medium
density circuit board attached to the lid.
Half the board seems to be made up of
discrete components and I would guess
that this is the sidetone, serial interface
and keying circuitry, while the other half
contains the intelligent stuff. The proces-
sor is an 8031, extra I/O is provided by an
8155, there is a battery backed 8K x 8
cmos static ram, and 32K bytes of
firmware in a 27256 eprom.

Operation
The MM3 is more than just a memory

squeeze keyer with four basic modes of
operation (keyer, memory load, trainer
and beacon). Each of the modes will be
individually dealt with in detail, but first
a few points in common.

Selection of modes and initiation of
functions is via a sequence of up to five
Ibut usually one, two or three) key
presses, in some cases followed by
further keystrokes to specify variable
parameters. For example, turning off the
dot memory is done by pressing *B3,
whereas the sequence * 7100 would
set the beacon cycle time to 100 seconds.
Personally I would have preferred to see
machinery controlled by the keys with
appropriate legends engraved on them,
rather than elaborate sequences, but for
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a repertoire of 74 functions this could
prove tricky. However, on 16 keys with
two levels of shift all the common
facilities could be accommodated, leaving
the more obscure for sequences.

An alternative means of controlling
the keyer is through its serial interface. It
is possible to control all the mode
selections and functions by commands
from a computer. This has a clear applica-
tion in multi -operator stations: each
operator could have a file containing the
necessary commands to configure the
keyer, and program up messages, just
requiring a single command, such as
COPY FRED.MM3 COM1: to be typed on
changing operators. Although the inter-
face input will accept data at RS232
levels, the output is only at OV and + 5V.
This is compatible with a number of home
computers, but it is likely to be unreliable
with an external RS232 interface. I found,
for example, that it could not talk to my
PC, but could communicate with a vdu
terminal with an RS232 interface. An
external converter would be required to
raise the output to RS232 levels, if it was
a problem.

Usefully, the MM3's memory is non-
volatile (when it is switched off, the data
in it will remain valid until the keyer is next
used). This applies to the contents of the
message memories as well as the mode
settings. For example, if the unit was
switched off, in keyer mode with dot
memeory off, dash memory on, iambic
keying enabled with a sidetone frequency
of 1kHz and a sending speed of 24 wpm,
this is exactly how the MM3 would be
configured next time it was switched on.

With the general features out of the
way, let's take a look at each of the four
main modes in turn.

Keyer Mode
Essentially an iambic squeeze keyer,

the facilities of the MM3 may be reduced
by mode selections to operate as an
ordinary single paddle automatic, a bug
key or even a straight key for those who
prefer. On first using the Morse Machine
as an iambic keyer, I had great difficulty
in sending CQ without it coming out as

- - ., as there seemed to be a
tendency for extra dots and to lesser
extent extra dashes to appear at the end
of squeeze operations. The cause of this
was tracked down to the dot and dash
memories, and my sending improved
significantly when they were disabled.

The advantage of dot and dash
memories is much greater with a single
paddle keyer than with a iambic, but it
should nevertheless be possible to have
them enabled in iambic mode without
making the keyer harder to use. Some-
times dot and dash memories can im-
prove sending even on a squeeze keyer,
but to do this it must use edge triggering,

rather than the level triggering approach
used here.

One surprising omission in this mode
is auto character spacing (although this
is provided in Memory Load mode, to-
gether with auto word spacing). With this
facility, if a space longer than of a certain
time (typically two units) is left, no further
dots or dashes may be sent until the time
interval has reached the three units of an
inter character space. This means that so
long as the paddle movements are slightly
ahead of the Morse produced, perfect
character spacing results.

On the other hand, a facility which I
would personally rather not see, but
which is provided, is control over the
dot/space and dash/space ratios. Many
keyers provide this sort of control, and
there are some arguments for deviating
from perfect Morse at high speeds to
improve readability, but I feel that since
Morse specifies these ratios, the user
should not be encouraged to send 'Bad'
Morse.

Sending the contents of a memory is
achieved by a single key press or by a two -
key sequence. This will be explained more
fully in the section on Memory Load
mode. Message 1 can be arranged to
repeat at regular intervals, and this could
be used, for instance, to send CQ calls,
interrupting pressing any key or the
paddle when the call is answered.

By putting the keyer into ascii
converter mode, any data received from
an attached computer via the serial
interface is sent as Morse code. A
communications package on the compu-
ter therefore allows the MM3 to be used
as a keyboard sender. Alternatively, send-
ing ascii files down the serial interface
effectively extends the programmable
memories and provides a means of
practicing receipt of plain language text.

There are a number of character sets
available from the basic one, which
includes letters, figures, and four punc-
tuation marks (any other ascii characters
being ignored) to a full set containing
procedural signals (AR, SK, etc.) and
accented letters. Since the ascii character
set does not include the symbols like AR,
ascii characters which do not have a
morse representation, such as ! and <, are
used. Similarly, accented letters are rep-
resented by their equivalent lower case
letters. Unfortunately, this means that any
true foreign text files would have to be
converted to upper case and then all
accented letters edited to lower case
before the file could be sent to the Morse
Machine.

I would have preferred to see support
for 8 -bit ascii and/or IBM PC 8 -bit code,
both of which include codes for the
accented letters, or alternatively the
various 7 -bit national replacement char-
acter sets. I suppose that in the UK and
the USA this doesn't matter much but, it

will limit its attractiveness to Europe.
Speed is controlled either by the

rotary knob on the top panel or by entering
an exact speed on the keypad. If the knob
is used, its lower and upper limits can be
programmed by key sequences, giving
speeds from 2 to 99 wpm.

Memory Load Mode
Two banks of ten memories are

provided and as in keyer mode, a memory
in the same bank is accessed by pressing
a key 0 to 9, whereas to switch to the
other bank A or B would be pressed first.
The total storage provided is 8,400
average length characters, but this may
be increased by a factor of 4 by sub-
stituting the ram chip with a 62256.
Unlike some units which divide the
available space equally between mem-
ories to give, say, 4 x 256 character
messages, the MM3 is able to partition
memory in any way. For example, this may
be arranged to give one 8,400 character
message or 20 x 420 character mes-
sages.

A novel feature of memory load is
that even when loading from a straight
key or bug key in the appropriate mode,
badly sent characters will be cleaned up,
stored and sent as perfect Morse, a
decision apparently being made at load
time as to whether each is a dot or a dash.

Another interesting feature is the
provision of two different loading modes.
Real time mode will be familiar to most
people who have used a memory keyer.
All gaps between words will be stored in
memory at their true length and so, in
theory, the entire memory could be filled
up by sending one dot and waiting. In the
alternative auto spacing mode, whenever
a gap of more than five units is left, a
seven unit inter word space is put in
memory and then nothing else is stored
until a further paddle movement or key
depression is detected. This mode also
activates automatic inter -character
spacing.

A number of key sequences can be
put into memories. These allow automatic
serial numbering, typically for inclusion in
a message giving a contest report, mak-
ing speed changes and inclusion of
another memory.

Beacon Mode
This mode is similar to memory 1 in

keyer mode with a repeat selected, but
may be used with any of the 20 mes-
sages. The manual suggests that this
would be used for moonbounce, tropos-
pheric and meteor scatter propagaton. It
is therefore surprising that beacon mode
cannot operate at a single, very high
speed in the order of 200 wpm, typical of
requirements for meteor scatter.
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Training Mode
In straight training mode the unit can

send random four letter words, five -
character groups, or random length
groups. The four letter words are made up
of all the letters except Q, X, Y and Z, and
are generated to be pronounceable (just
about) even though many are not real
English words.

The five character and random length
groups may be made up from the easy,
medium or complete character set. The
first of these contains only those required
(in the USA) for amateur Morse test,
namely A -Z, 0-9, comma, full stop,
question mark, slash, double break, AR
and SK. The medium difficulty set addi-
tionally contains SN, AS, AK, left and right
brackets, quote, apostrophe, hyphen,
semi -colon and colon. The full set
contains all of these plus the dollar sign,
underline and various European accented
letters.

I do have some doubts about the
random length groups. It generated a 37
letter word for me, plus many between 10
and 20 characters in length, which is not
very representative of real language.

Clever features are the ability to
program the speed to gradually increase
during a session, and to send Farnsworth
code. This is the familiar technique of
sending individual characters at a reason-
ably high speed, leaving extra large
spaces, and is generally considered to be
the easiest way to learn Morse. Another
useful feature is the fact that all groups
are also sent down the serial interface,
and can be written to a computer screen
for checking.

This would certainly be a great aid to
someone getting to grips with more
advanced Morse. It is a pity that none of
the modes lend themselves to the UK
Morse test, where letter -only and figure -
only groups are sent, with no punctua-
tion.

Turning to the other main feature of
training mode, the QSO simulator must
surely be one of the most impressive
facilities. The MM3 simulates a portion of
an unspecified amateur band at an
unspecified time of day, on which propa-
gation favours communication with the
USA. The user is greeted by silence for a
random interval, after which a station is
heard calling CQ. The C key can be
pressed, tuning the simulator to another
channel. At the end of a CQ, one of two
things may happen, as on the real bands:
nothing at all, or another station may
respond. The user may respond to a CO
call: if he does, as in the real world, he may
get into a QSO or the other station may
get there first. The alternative approach
is to find a clear channel and call CQ.

Once contact has been established
the QSO follows a standard format in
which report, name, QTH, rig and weather

are exchanged. The contacts differ within
the normal variations for runner -stamp
QSOs. The user may place an upper limit
on the speed of Morse, but within this
constraint some stations send faster than
others. The user may ask the simulated
station for a repeat of any information
missed, but on the other hand the user
himself may be asked for such. The user
can ask the other station to ORS or QRQ.
As in other training modes, everything is
echoed to the serial interface.

Summing Up
Overall I was impressed by the MM3

- most of what it claims to do it does
well. A few of the features could, I believe,
be improved. All of these, however, with
the exception of the lack of RS232 levels
on the serial interface, could be changed
by firmware. Judging by an erratum sheet
supplied with the evaluation unit, AEA do
periodically upgrade the firmware and it
could be that the MM3 of 1990 could be
an improvement on the 1989 model,
although we have no news yet.

At £169.95, this could not be called
a cheap keyer. The price may be pushed
up by the programming workload required
to develop features such as the training

CO CO CO CO CQ DE W3IC W3IC W3IC
K

W31C DE W2JM W2JM +
W2JM DE W3IC = GE OM TNX CALL =
UR RST IS 5NN ?5NN = QTH ROCKVILLE
MD ? ROCKVILLE MD = NAME IS BOB
BOB = SO HW NW OM? + W2JM DE
W3IC K W31C DE W2JM R OK GE BOB =
UR SIGS 5NN 5NN ES QTH IS TOMS
RIVER, NJ TOMS RIVER, NJ = NAME IS
JACK JACK = SO HW NW BOB? +
W3IC DE W2JM K W2JM DE W3IC R OK
JACK = RIG HR DRAKE TR7 RUNNING
ABT 250 WTS = ANT IS END FED HERTZ
= WX IS WINDY ES ITS ABT 50 DEG
RITE NW = SO HW NW JACK? + W2JM
DE W3IC K
W3IC DE W2JM = R FB BOB = AM
USING YAESU FT901D RUNNING 170
WTS TO INVERTED V = WX IS PARTLY
CLOUDY ES ITS ABT 55 DEG RITE NW =
SO HW CPY? + W3IC DE W2JM K
W2JM DE W3IC OK JACK FB = QRM
GETTING BAD SO ID BETTER SAY 73
JACK = TNX FER CHAT ES CUL < W2JM
DE W3IC K
W31C DE W2JM OK BOB SOLID CPY =
TNX QSO CUL 73 < W3IC DE W2JM
CQ CO CQ CQ CQ W4IYR W4IYR W41YR
K

W4IYR DE W4LSV W4LSV +
W4LSV DE W4IYR = GM OM ES TNX
FER CALL = UR RST IS 57N ? 57N =
0TH ATHENS GA ? ATHENS GA = NAME
HR IS VINCE VINCE = SO HW? +
W4LSV DE W4IYR K W4IYR DE W4LSV
R OK VINCE GM = UR RST 57N 57N =
0TH GADSDEN ALA GADSDEN ALA =
NAME HR IS PETE PETE = BK TO U
VINCE ) W4IYR DE W4LSV K

Fig.1. Sample of QSO simulator mode -
hardcopy from serial interface.

mode and the QSO simulator, aspects
which once the novelty has worn off will
not be used by the majority of users.
Having said this, one area where it
undoubtedly would prove popular is in a
club station. Not only would the steady
flow of novices mean that the training
features would be well appreciated but
the myriad of user -definable features will
make it easily usable by different opera-
tors with their own preferences.

The MM3 could be described as the
first of a new breed of keyers. History
indicates that its fate will fall into one of
two categories: either it will be an obscure
product which never catches on, or a
legendary name which will continue to
stand out among its competitors for many
years to come. The Morse Machine is a
well thought out and well engineered
piece of kit and my vote is that it deserves
to be the latter.

XRY72 GHN.G J +ZDZ 4EE8/ OH5WX
V =F =E U,W6S BB?N3 1VRU2 GZLW6
KOVEJ X6E8T IDDMG OW = ID 65U/F
RUTNN 9HOOG F1KHA KAF5A /3E09
56K<P 67, + H EK6CF 2G 58A G1=C<
+OGPS S =?0/ 2/,VW BUJEO E?XQL
PB,WZ OYHDZ YAFGX S1DYB C<HDZ
1./D9

T1, 2-ENC JJJ9' 713 ?W;A> 4CZIT
?BNMG R:'UY F '>Y- &K =L3 =S>T/ XI01:
'IMA2 +1ZT, !6AX6 4F;K. Y.9'G SINNG
= /0 +W F<9&& T4CI: CO,V> 6T1,/
N + 'C? &6? 'D -7=X. <=EXQ M6&RT
IT.6? <LZIP GXPF + V+ 6AV 2?OS7
OVR -; =.20P 1"C:S

VR:T; z1,2- ENCJJ J 9'7R
e© ?W 4CZIT ?BNM@ GR:'h
UhYF' Y1- e&lIK $ =L3I =S>T$ h/N X!
01:_' IMA@2 +1ZT, I6A X 64F; K .cY.9
'GSIN zNG = / 0 +WF< 19&&T 4C_!:
ICO,V >6@TI ,/N +e 'C?&6 $ <> ?'D
-7=X. <z =Eh XQM6& NRTIT

FS,XS HHWYOSZORO. ZA E P MQ9K +T
2FY6DZU?P +VLX XIZISO +9K = =IJ 8
3W OP2A 3UHJM7EILXTPZ?,HO?XS
Y4S9A4CQJK,YB + 0 0G6 CF4A60
W071K8<2EHBLXWPV3GZWR9ARZ=
K<SOQS8RLV5+Y5=V1GZ 5 W V77
2JHIKCPSJ.I/GKOTKRHVEIHZPMD2G/
GR 5 GR5L

GARM ROUT WROB LOSK WABS TATS
RUND FUDE RAIL BLET ROLK WIBE FEAL
MONT SNEP DOUM TOLK NIBE GODE
GUGS CURE SNAP GORE FLEW KEPS
LOSP PROD HUSE SIDE SNEN DOCK
TUKE NUD WATE HONS NOBE NOIT
SERR DAVE NACE HIDE GERM GEAD
WOLN FARM

Fig.2. Sample of Training mode: a) 5
character groups - easy character set b)
5 character groups - medium character
set cl 5 character groups - complete
character set dl Random length groups -
easy set el Random four letter words.
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LOUDENBOOMER
400watt o/p, Mains Powered HF Linear
Covers all 9 Bands - 1.8 to 30MHz
Only 14" wide, 10" deep and 5" high. Fits on desk!

Drive with any 50 to 100watt 0/P HF rig

Quick and simple to tune. Dip Cl, Load C2!

Would you like to run the full 'Legal Limit' and:
 Keep that daily sked with VK, even when the band seems dead?

 Work all the DX, even without a beam, tower and rotator? (The 6dB
power gain of LOUDENBOOMER is much more cost effective.)

 Beat the pile ups, get that DX station first call?

 Be 2 'S' points stronger, the strongest signal on the band?

 Conduct 'tests' and QSOs on frequencies being used by illegal
intruders? A great service to amateur radio!

 Be heard via lonosphericBackscatter? No more QRM caused by skip
zone Gs getting into QS0 on the same frequency.

 Present a 50ohm load to your rig, and maintain the full 400watts 0/P
power up to band edges, with no ATU?

Then help yourself . . . ORDER A LOUDENBOOMER!
Introductory offer

only £499
direct from the designers/manufacturers

S. R. W. Communications Ltd.,
Astrid House, The Green, Swinton,
Malton, North Yorkshire Y017 OSY

Tel: Malton (0653) 697513
Please write or phone Steve Bibb. G3T1'14 ,re details and

TX -3 RTTY CW ASCII TRANSCEIVE
High performance, low cost. Unbeatable features. BBC, CBM64 tape £20, disc
£22. SPECTRUM tape £35 +3 disc £37 inc adaptor board. VIC20 RTTY CW
program tape £20. All need our TIFI interface or a terminal unit.

GX-2 FAX SSTV TRANSCEIVE
All modes of FAX and colour/mono SSTV. Review in March 90 Amateur Radio.
BBC only. Complete system only £99 or £119 with FAX direct printing option.

RX-8 MULTIMODE RECEIVE SYSTEM
FAX to screen and printer, colour SSTV, HF and VHF PACKET, RTTY, AMTOR,
CW, ASCII, UoSAT. Every feature. Full disc, printer support. Reviews Oct 89 Ham
Radio Today & March 90 Amateur Radio. BBC only. Complete system only £259.
DISCOUNT for RX-4 users.

RX-4 RTTY CW SSTV AMTOR RECEIVE
Still a best-seller. BBC, CBM64 tape £25, disc £27. VIC20 tape £25. SPECTRUM
tape £40, +3 disc £42 inc adaptor board. All needour TIFI interface. SPECTRUM
software -only version £25.

TIFI INTERFACE for best HF & VHF performance with our software. Kit £20.
ready-made & boxed £40. Only with TX -3 or RX-4 software.

APT -1 WEATHER SATELLITE RECEIVE MODULE
Converts satellite signal for display on any FAX system. £59, For use with RX-8,
all connections included and price only £39 if ordered at same time as RX-8.

Also MORSE TUTOR £6. LOGBOOK £8, RAE MATHS £9 for BBC, CBM64,
VIC20, SPECTRUM, BBC LOCATOR with UK. Europe, World maps £10. All
available on disc £2 extra.
Full information available on everything. Please ask.

Prices include VAT and p&p by return

technical software (HRT)
Fron, Upper Llandwrog, Caernarfon LL54 7RF

Tel: 0286 881886

K. W. COMMUNICATIONS
LIMITED

COMMUNICATIONS CENTRE,
CHATHAM ROAD, SANDLING, NEAR MAIDSTONE,

KENT ME14 3AY

Visit "The Emporium" at Sandling (near M20/A229 turnoff) or fast
delivery by our mail/phone order service.

VisalAccess/MasterCard

ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS UNDER ONE ROOF

We stock:

Tenrec, Kenwood, Icom, Yaesu, Navico - HFNHF/UHF Transceivers

Kenwood, Icom, Yaesu, Lowe - Receivers

TenTec, Kenwood, Amp, Icom, Yaesu - Linear Amplifiers

Butternut, CushCraft, Hy -Gain, Jaybeam, CTC, KW - Antennas
MFJ, TenTec, Kenwood, Icom, Yaesu, KW - Antenna Tuners

Accessories:

Antenna Switches. Dummy Loads, Power Supplies, Wire, Cables,

Hardware, Keys and Keyers, Microphones, KW Trap Dipoles,

G5RV's, Insulators, Test Meters, VSWIRNVatt Meters, Plugs,

Sockets, Baluns, Books (RSGB-BABANI), etc etc.

WRITE OR PHONE STATING YOUR INTEREST AND WE SHALL
BE PLEASED TO SEND PRICE LIST AND BROCHURES.

Phone: (0622) 692773 Fax: (0622) 764614
Telex: 965834

,

D%° 1°14

HoRgER a.10,:,,,eircrati
lereifteatteSIA

COMMUNICATIONS LTD.AMATEUR

---VOICE & DATA COMMUNICATIONS

' 091 410 6969
LARGEST AMATEUR RADIO DISPLAY IN THE NORTH EAST

Visit our new showrooms where
you will find a warm and friendly service

AUTHORISED SUPPLIERS FOR:

STANDARD -0- NAVICO * I.C.S. * JAYBEAM

KENT KEYERS * SISKIN * REVCO * SANDPIPER

DISTRIBUTOR FOR HEDLEYS
HEDLEYS TELESCOPIC STEELBOX TOWERS

Locally manufactured, excellent quality

Courses available throughout the year
ranging from construction to guest
speakers, video presentation etc.

Officiai y appointed OPUS computer supoi,ers

FOR
TECHNICAL

QUERIES
ASK FOR HUGH

G3 JDO

Communications Centre
Units 8a to 8c

Drum Indus -trial Estate
Chester -le -Street

Co. Durham 0H2 1SX

091 410 6969

FOR
PACKET
QUERIES

ASK FOR ALEX
G1 FBY

EASY ACCESS WITH PARKING
OPEN 6 DAYS FROM 9am to 5.3Opm

For further details please send S.A.E.
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On these club contacts and forward diary pages, dates are shown approximately from the week of publication to the end of the cover
month, and further into the year where dates have been supplied. We needdates at least three calendar months in advance to get them
into the nearest issue. For example: the last possible issue for dates from mid-August to mid -September is the September issue. The
September issue normally appears on the first Friday in August, and we need club dates by the second Friday in June. Club dates received
well in advance will normally be run in more than one issue. Please write and let us know if your club changes its name or contact.
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen ARS. Don. 04676 251.
Ayr ARG. Robert Paterson GM4CUB. 0292 262496. 2 Fris,

Community Centre, Wellington Sq., Ayr.
Dunfermline RS. GMODYD. 0383 413440.
Galashiels DARS. GM3DAR. 0896 56027.
Glenrothes DARC. John Hardwick GM4ALA. 0592 742763 (hm)

(0506 410677 (wk).
Helensburgh ARC. Barrie Spink GKOKZK 0309 64401. Thurs, The

Basement, Cairndhu Nursing Home, Lower Rhu Road,
Helensburgh, 7.30. Good facils, newcomers welcome.

Inverness ARC. Brian. 0463 242463.
Lothians RS. P J Dick GM4DTH 21, West Maitland St., Edinburgh

EH12 SEA. Prestel (NOT phone) 314471210. 2,4 Thursdays
7.30pm Orwell Lodge Hotel, Polworth Terrace, Edinburgh. May
23 DF Hunt Jun 13 AGM Jun 27 Social.

Maxwelhown ARK. C Rogers GM4NNC 0387 721070 Rear of
Lincluden Inn, Abbey Lane, Lincluden, Dumfries. 1,3 Weds etc.
Morse, RAE training.

Mid Lanark ARS. David Williams GM1SSA, Holytown 732403.

NORTH EAST ENGLAND
Barnsley ARC. Ernie Bailey G4LUE. Barnsley 716339. Mons St.

Mary's Church Hall, Laithes Lane, Barnsley.
Barton DRC. John Pullen G5TGE 0652 32811. Acc Club, Barton

Upon Humber, Alt. Thurs.
Bishop Auckland ARC. Peter Fawcett GOFBK Bishop Auckland

606819. Most Thurs.
Bourne DARS. Vince Cawthorn G40DG. 0778 422795.
Denby Dale DARC. Darran Chappell GOBWB, 221 Huddersfield

Rd., Shelley, Huddersfield HD8 8LJ.
Derby DARC. Contact: Kevin Jones G4FPY 0332 669157. 119

Green Lane, Derby. 7.30pm. Most Weds.
Doncaster ARC. K McMahon. Doncaster 852938. Mons,

Corporation Brewery Taps, Doncaster.
N. Ferriby ARS. Frank G3YCC 0482 650410 Fris. NFU Football

Club Room, Church Rd., N. Ferriby, Yorks.
Halifax ARS. David Moss GOLDM 0422 202306. The Running

Man, Pellon Lane, Pellon Lane, Halifax, 7.30, 3 Tue. May 15
Bits and pieces Roy G4YDI. 1 Tue "noggin and natter"
informal.

Hornsea RC. Jeff G4IGY. 0964 533331. The Mill, Atwick Rd.,
Hornsea Weds 8pm. May 16 Omega, further revelations
Richard G4YTV May 23 Power factor Rick G1YVL Jun 6 HF
NFD inquest Jun 13 Old E. Yorks contest sites.

Hoyland ARC. M Wardle, 11 Sokell Ave, Wombwell, Nr. Barnsley
747407. Weds West Bank House, opp Hoyland Leisure
Centre.

Keighly ARS. K A Conlon G1IGH. Bradford 496222. Weds, 8pm,
The Clubroom, Victoria Hall, Keighly, Yorkshire, May 15
Foxhunt May 29 Air traffic comms and navigational aids. R.
Evans. June 26 Ambulance Service GOLLL. Other =natter.

Leeds DARS. G1EBS. 0274 665355.
Loughborough ARC. Philip. 0509 412043.
Maltby ARS. Keith Johnson G1PQW. Rotherham 814135. Fris

Hellaby Hall, Clifford Rd., Hellaby.
Mansfield ARS. J M Coates G4GYU. 0623 27257, Polish

Catholic Club, Windmill Lane, Woodhouse Rd., Mansfield 1,3

Thurs 7.30; May 17 Foxhunt equipment.
Mexborough ARS. D Thomas G6FUM. Doncaster 859654. Fris

Harrop Hall, Mexborough.
Northern Heights ARS. Stan Catton GOIYR. 0274 673116. 1,3

Weds 8.15, Bradshaw Tavern, Nr. Queenbury, Bradford. May
16 Junk Sale, June 6 Planning for the VHF field day, Jun 20
Treasure hunt. Thank you, Stan.

Pontefract DARS. Colin Mills GOAAO. 0977 43101. Carleton
Community Centre, Pontefract.

Rotherham ARC. F Moody. Rotherham 552925.
Rugby ATS. Kevin G8TVVH. 0203 441590. Tues Rugby Radio

Station Cricket Pavilion (A5, Hillmordenl, 7.30.
Scarborough ARS. I G Hunter G4UQP, 0723 376847. Jul 29

Rally, Spa, Scarborough, 11am. Trade, Bring and buy, Morse
exams and demo. On seafront, good day out.

Sheffield ARC. M Sables. Sheffield 886083. Mons Firth Park
Pavillion, Sheffield.

Spalding ARS. Dennis Hoult G400 075 750382 (acting). Old Fire
Station, Albion St., Spalding, Linc. 7.30. Mobile Rally,
Springfields Gardens, Spalding June 3. T. Kettlewell G4TWR
0775 722940.

Stockton DARS. G Noble c/o Causeway Community Centre,
Billingham, Stockton on Tees. Weds Causeway Community
Centre 7.30. Regular RAE and morse tuition.

Stoke on Trent ARS. D Wroe 0782 639476, Rose and Crown,
Etruria, Stoke-on-Trent, 7.30 Fris. New venue, schedule TBA.

Tyneside ARS.G Lindsay G4KOT, 12 Augusta Court, Harrian Park,
Wallsend, Tyne & Wear.

UK FM Northern. L. Laughton G4UNA. Wakefield 822579. East
Ardsley Cricket Club, one Sun per month.

Wakefield: North Wakefield RC. John Hoban 0924 825443.
Thurs 8.30 White Horse Inn, Fall Lane, East Ardsley,
Wakefield.

Wigston ARC. G6HAJ. Leicester 403105.
Worksop ARS. John Huggins GODZX. Sheffield 0909 565856.

The Clubhouse, West St., Worksop.
Yorks ARS. Keith Cass G3WVO, 4 Heworth Village, York. Fris

7.30pm, United Service Clubroom, 61 Micklegate, York.

NORTH WEST ENGLAND
Aire Valley RS. G6NPT. 0532 44597.
Bolton ARC. Deane Sports Complex, New York, Junction Rd.,

Bolton. Glenn Bates G6HFF 00204 63459.
Bury RS. C. D. W. Macroft G4JAG, Mosses Community Centre,

Cecil St., Bury.
Carlisle DARS. Roy GOHNQ 0965 44766. Mons 7.30 Morton

Community Centre, Wigton Rd., Carlisle. Weekly morse class.
Cheshire: N. Cheshire RC. C Kirsop G6KSA, Morley Green Club,

Wilmslow.
Fylde ARS. Frank G4CSA. St Annes 720867. South Shore Lawn

Tennis Club, Midgeland Road, Blackpool. 2,4 Thurs.
Isle of Man ARS. J Wrigley 0624 834257.
Kirkby ARS. Paul GOJIB 051 548 0452 Meets Weds, call for

further information.
Lancaster: University of Lancaster ARS, S. Griffin G1OHH 0524

64239. 2,4 Mons Assistant Staff House, University of
Lancaster.
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Liverpool DARC. W H G Metcalfe G6VS, 38 Kempton Rd.,
Wavertree, Liverpool. Tues, Conservative Club, Church Rd.

Morecambe Bay ARS. D H Wood G4ZJL. 0524 52042. Tues 7.30
Trimpell Sports and Social Club, Out Moss Lane, Morecambe,
Lancs.

Preston ARS. George. 0772 718175.
St. Helens DARC. Carol Wainwright GOCXT 0744 813589. Thurs

7.45 Community Resource Centre, Old Central Secondary
School, College St., St. Helens. Regular morse tuition.

Staffs ARS. Bill G4WTP. 0782 514741.
Stockport RS. John Verity G4ECI. 061 439 3831. Dialstone

Community Centre, Lisburne Lane off Dialstone Lane,
Offerton, Stockport. 8pm. 2,4 Weds.

Trafford ARC. Graham 061 748 9804. Thurs 7.30, Sea Cadet
Unit, Bradshaw Lane, Stratford, Manchester.

Todmorden DARC. E. Tyler GOAEC. Halifax 882038. 1,3 Thurs
Queens Hotel, Todmorden.

Warrington ARC. Paul GOCBN. 0925 814005.
Wirral ARS. A Seed G3F00. 051 644 6094. 1,3 Weds 7.45 Ivy

Farm, Arrowe Park Rd., Birkenhead.
Wirral DARC. Gerry Scott G8TRY 051 630 1393. 2,4 Weds Irby

Cricket Club, Mill Hill Rd., Irby, Wirral 8pm. Thurs Morse class
May 23 Project: BSX packet box B8MMM, G4OAR May 30
Practice DF hunt, 8pm Jun 13 SMD construction Bill Mooney
G3VZU Jun 27 Eileen Medley Challenge Cup DF Hunt Jul 4
Mobile treasure hunt.

Wyre ARS. Ian Broadbent GOKMT. 03917 57636. 1,3 Weds
Fleetwood Cricket Club, Broadwaters 8pm.

WALES
Abergavenny and NH ARC. GW4XQH 0873 4655.
Aberporth ARC. GWODPR. 023987 274.
Bridgend DARC D E George GW1OUP. 0656 723508.
Delyn RC. Stephen Studdart GW7AAV. 0244 819618. Daniel

Owen Centre, Mold, Clwyd. Alt Tues.
Holyhead DARS. D Richards, 5 Queens Park Court, Holyhead,

Gwynedd. Forresters Arms, Kingsland Rd, Holyhead 2,4 Suns,
7.30.

Newport ARS. GW7BSC. 0633 62488.
North Wales: Clwb Radio Amtatur Y DDraig GW4TTA. Tony Rees.

0248 600963. Four Crosses, Pentraeth Rd., Menai Bridge.
7.30pm. 1,3 Mons.

Pembrokeshire RS. Martin GW8ZMU, Haverfordwest 764009.
Further Education Centre, Haverfordwest. Mons 7.30. RAE
and Morse tuition.

Porthmadog DARS. Dave GW1EGQ 0766 770298. Harbour Cafe,
Ffestiniog Railway, Porthmadog 7.30, 3 Thurs.

THE MIDLANDS
Atherstone ARC. J. R. Arrowsmith G4IWA 0827 713670. 1 Weds

Bull Inn, Watling St., Witherley, nr. Atherstone 8pm. Phone to
confirm.

Coventry ARC. JR Arrowsmith G4IWA 0827 713670. 1 Weds
Bull Inn, Watling St., Witherley, nr. Atherstone 8pm. Phone to
confirm.

Coventry ARS. Johnathan Ward G4HHT. 0203 610408. Baden
Powell House, 121 St. Nicholas St., Radford, Coventry. Regular
On -air and morse tuition.

Midland ARS. Paul O'Connor G1ZCY. 021 443 5157. 3 Tues.
Thurs natter. Computer night last Mon, mad morse night last
Fri. Unit 16, 60 Regent Place, Hockley (Jewellery Quarter),
Birmingham 7.30 Morse tuition Weds 7pm Raynet 4 Tues.
Drayton Rally, Drayton Manor Park, Tamworth, Staffs. Sunday
May 13. Jun 19 Treasure hunt.

Mid Warwickshire ARS. G4TIL Southam 4765.
North Cheshire RC. G6USA c/o Morley Green Club, Wilmslow,

Cheshire SK9 5NT.
Nuneaton DARC. Paul Bicknell G4JFT. 0203 343412. 4 Tues,

Etone Social Club, Meadow St., Abbey Green.
Redditch RC. RJ Mutton G3EVT 0789 762041. 2 Tues WRVS

Day Centre, Ludlow Rd., Redditch, Hereford.
Rugby ATS. Kevin Marriott G8TWH, 77 Lloyd Crescent, Stoke

Hill, Coventry. Cricket Pavilion, BTI Radio Station, B entrance,
A5 Trunk Rd., Hillmorton, Rugby. Tues 7.30.

Salop ARS. Fred Hall G3NSY 0743 790457. 2,4 Thurs, The Olde
Bucks Head, Frankwell, Shrewsbury, 8pm.

Sandwell ARC. Steve Jackson 021 544 4759. Mons 7.30. The
Broadway, Warley, W. Midlands (doesn't actually state where).
Weds evgs morse and general training.

Stourbridge DARS. C Williamson H4IEB 0384 396800. Robin
Woods Centre, Beauty Bank, Stourbridge, Worcs. 1,3 Mons.

Stratford Upon Avon DARS. A Beasley GOCXJ. 060 882 495.
7.30 Baptist Church, Payton St., Stratford Upon Avon.

Telford DARS. Tom Crosbie. 0952 597506.
West Bromwich Central RC. Bill Oakes G1YQY 021 556 3183.
Willenhall DARC. Dave GOEGG 0902 734475 Weds 8pm Brewers

Droop Inn, Wolverhampton St., Willenhall, W. Mids. CW
tuition, real ale.

Wolverhampton ARS. Keith. 0902 24870.
Worcester DARC. D Batchelor 0905 64173.
Wythall RC. Chris Pettitt GOEYO 021 430 7267.

SOUTH WEST ENGLAND
Axe Vale ARC. Pat Cross GOGHH. Balls Farm Cottage, Musbury

Rd., Axminster.
Bath DARC. Howard G6EIY 0225 428010.
Blackmore Vale ARS. Stuart Brunton GOEX I. 0747 840558. 2,4

Tues 8pm Old Coach House, Bell & Crown, A303, Wilts.
Bristol: North Bristol ARC. Ray G1YRS 04545 2768.
Bristol: South Bristol ARC. Len Baker G4RZY. 0272 834282.

Whitchurch Folk House, East Bundry Rd., Whitchurch, Bristol.
Weds. May 16 Project construction evening May 23
Microwave activity May 30 video activity Jun 6 Film/slide
'bring and show' Jun 13 Bullseye contest with NBARC (see
above) Jun 20 Longleat briefing.

Cornish RAC Rolf Little G7FKR 0872 72554. St. George's Hotel,
St. George's Rd., Truro. Jul 14 Rally, 10am, Richard Lander
School, Truro, Trade, bring and buy, computer and weather
satellite demo, free parking.

Evesham, Vale of, DARS. John G3DEF. Evesham 6407. 1 Thurs
7.30pm, MEB Club, Community Centre, St. David's Hill,
Exeter.

Exeter ARS. R. J. Donno QTHR. Community Centre, St. David's
Hill, Exeter. 7.30pm. 2 Mon.

Plymouth ARC. Bob Slater 0752 361842. Tues. Frederick St
Community Centre, Plymouth (off King St.) 7.30. RAE, morse
classes, library, reg. RAE exam centre. May 27 Radio and
Electronics Fair, Plymstock School. Church Rd., Plymstock,
Devon. 10 am, traders, RSGB zonal meeting, morse test, bring
and buy, car boot sale, bar and refreshments. J. P. Fisher
GOIVZ 0752 340946.

Poole ARS. GOEQV 0202 674802.
Salisbury RES. Neil 0980 22809.
South Dorset RS. G. Gwilliam G4FJO 0305 781164. Wessex

Lounge, Weymouth FC, Radipole Lane. 7.30 1 Tues.
Thornbury DARC. Tom Cromack GOEGI, Rose Cottage, The Naite,

Oldbury on Severn, Bristol. 1,3 Weds, 7.30 United Reform
Church, Chapel St., Thornbury, Evesham.

Torbay ARS. G3NJA, G8HJA. Walt G3HTX. 0803 526762. ECC
Club, Ringslade Rd., Nr. Highweek. Club nights Fris 7.30.

Trowbridge DARC. Ian Carter GOGRA. 0380 830383. 1,3 Weds,
8pm, TA HQ, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge; Jun 6 144MHz DF
Foxhunt.

Yeovil ARC. David Bailey G1MNM, QTHR. The Recreation Centre,
Chilton Grove, Yeovil. 7.30pm, Thurs. 6th QRP Convention,
May 13 1990, Preston Centre, Monks Dale, Yeovil 9am for
10.30, lectures by GM30XX, G3RHI, G3PCJ, G3MYM,
traders, catering, G1MNM, post only. May 10 Z -match atu
May 17 Smith Chart analysis of G5RV antenna May 24
Analysis of a QRP record Jun 7 Product detectors. Talks by
G3MYM. May 31 Natter.

SOUTH EAST ENGLAND
Aylesbury Vale RS. Martyn Baker GOGMB. 1,3 Weds 8pm (July,

Aug 1 Wed only). Hardwick Village Hall Jan 20 AGM.
Basingstoke ARC. Andy Wynn G1JTO 0256 64756. Forest Ring

Community Centre, Sycamore Way, Winklebury, Basingstoke.
7.30pm. 1 Mons.

Bedford DARC. Ray GOEYM. 0234 244506.
Basingstoke ARC. Andy Wynn G1JTO 0256 64756. Forest Ring

Community Centre, Sycamore Way, Winklebury, Basingstoke.
7.30 1 Mons.

Bedford DARC. Ray GOEYM 0234 244506.
Braintree DARS. M Andrews 0376 27431. Braintree Community

Association Centre, Victoria St. 7.30pm. 1,3 Mons.
Bredhurst RTS. GOBRC, G7BRC. Kelvin Fay 0634 376991.
Brighton DARS. Peter. 0273 607737. 1,3 Weds, Roast Beef Bar,

Brighton Racecourse, Elm Grove, 8pm.
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Bromley DARC. (formerly Biggin Hill ARC) Geoff Milne G3UMI 01
462 2689 The Victory Social Club, Kechill Gardens, Hayes,
Middx. 7.30 3 Tues. May 15 Quiz.

Cambridge DARC. Brian Davy G4TRO, 0223 353664.
Audiovisual Aids Room, Coleridge Community College,
Radegund Rd., Cambridge. 7.30 Fris; 5th Annual Rally and Car
boot Sale, Sun 20 May, venue as above, details G4TRO.
10.30, talk in. Jun 9 Display station, Fulbourn Primary School
Jun 29 SES at Hinchingbrooke.

Canterbury: East Kent ARS. Brian Cutt, Herne Bay 366232.
Canterbury High School, Knight Ave. 1,3 Thurs, 7.30pm.

Chesham DARS. L Cabban. 09278 3911. Stable Loft, Bury Farm,
Pednor Rd., Chesham. 8pm Weds.

Cheshunt DARC. Roger Frisby G40AA. 0992 464795. Thurs,
8pm, Church Room, Church Lane, Wormley, Herts.

Chichester DARC. H Kaminski G1NBX Chichester 781785. St.
Pancras Hall, St Pancras, Chichester. 7.30. Club net G8WSX
S11 Mons 7.15. 1,3 Tues. Also Raynet inf.

Chingford: Silverthorn ARC. Andrew Mowbray GOLWS 01-529
4489 5.30-6.30pm wkdays only. Chingford Community and
Adult Education Centre, Friday Hill House, Simmons Lane,
Chingford London E4 6JH 7.30 Fris.

Clifton ARS. Martin Brown GODGC. 01 691 2341.
Coulsdon ATS. Alan. 01 684 0610.
Crawley ARC. Jack. 0293 28612.
Dover: South East Kent YMCA ARC. B. Cutt, Herne Bay 366232.

Dover YMCA, Godwynehurst, Leyburne Rd., Dover Weds.
Dunstable Downs RC. Tony Kelsey -Stead 0582 508259. Room 3,

Chews House, 77 High St. South, Dunstable, Beds. Fris. May
20 7th National AR Car Boot Sale NEW larger venue,
Stockwood Park, Luton (nr M1 J10), all facilities, better
parking. Sellers £7 advance, £9 on day, £20 trade. Clive
G4ENB 0582 27907.

Eastbourne EARC. G1BRC 0323 29913.
Edgware DRS. Ian Cope G41UZ, Hatfield 65707. Watling

Community Centre, 145 Orange Hill Rd., Burnt Oak, Edgware.
2,4 Thurs.

Farnborough DRS. Tim Fitzgerald G4UQE 0276 292312. 4 Weds,
Railway Enthusiasts Club, off Hawley Lane 1M3 bridge),
Farnborough, Hants. May 23 HF Field day planning Jun 13
Silver Jubilee Construction Contest Jun 27 VHF FD planning.

Felixtowe DARS. G4YQC. 0473 642595.
Gosport: Submarine ARC. Open to submariners, ex -submariners.

RNARS. HMS Dolphin, Gosport, Hants. Keith Bricknell GOMII,
1 Walker Place, Gosport, Hants P013 OLU with SAE.

Grafton RS. Rod Harrigan GOJUZ. 01 368 8154. Holy Trinity
Church Hall, Stapleton Hall Rd., London N4. 2,4 Fris.

Hastings ERC. Dave Shirley. 0424 420608. 3 Weds. Westhill
Community Centre, Croft Rd., Hastings. Mar AGM; Apr
Surplus sale G3BDQ. Also Fris (informal) Ashdown Farm
Community Centre, Downey Close, Hastings from 7.30.

Harrow RS. Harrow Arts Centre, Uxbridge Rd., Hatch End 8pm,
Fris.

Horndean DARC. F W Charrett G3C00. 0705 483676. Horndean
Community School, Barton Cross, Catherington Lane,
Horndean, Portsmouth, 7.30 1 Thurs Jun 7 roll your own Jul
5 Junk sale.

Horsham ARC. P Godbold. Steyning 814516. Guide Hall, Denne
Rd., Horsham, Sussex. 8pm. 1 Thurs.

Huntingdonshire ARC. G8LRS. 0480 56772. Packet GB7HXA.
1,3 Thurs The Medway Centre, Coneygeare Road,
Huntingdon, Cambs 7.30.

Itchen Valley RC. G1IPQ. Southampton 736784.
Kettering DARC. Barry Perrin G7CIV. Rockingham 770701. EMEB

Social Club, Eskdale St., Kettering. Tues 8pm.
Kingston DARS: S Walters G31MK 01 397 6924.3 Weds

"Alfriston", Berrylands Rd., Surbiton.
Loughton DARS: J D Ray G8DZH. 01 508 3434 (ev);

01-5083434 Micronet 800 mailbox, TeleGold 74:MIK1824;
packet G8ZDH at GB7ESX. Room 14, Loughton Hall, Rectory
Lane, Loughton 7.45pm. Fris. May 18 Aylmers Farm planning
May 25-27 Aylmers Farm weekend Jun 1 Map reading Jun 15
Top band DF hunt Jun 29 RSGB video night.

Maidstone YMCA ARS. GOBUW. 0622 20544. YMCA Sports
Centre, Melrose Close, Maidstone, Kent. Fris 8pm.

Mid Sussex ARS. GOGMC. 07918 2937.
Milton Keynes DARS. Mike GOERE. 0234 750629.
Norfolk ARC. Steve Sewello G4VCE, 0508 78258 QTHR. Norfolk

Dumpling, Livestock Market, Hall Road, Harford, Norwich.

Weds 7.30. May 16 GB3NB repeater AGM May 23 Radio on a
shoestring Rev. G. Dobbs G3RJV May 30 HF NFD briefing 2/3
June HF NFD, Cart Gap, Happisburgh Jun 6 Real Radio
evening Jun 13 Slow scan tv, Robert Scarfe G4TUK Jun 20
Informal Jun 27 Backyard moonbounce Doug Mallet G3HUL
Jul 4 CQ Stateside on the air.

Northampton RC. D J Linnell G7CMA 19 Beech Av.,
Northampton. Kingsthorpe Community Centre, Thornton Hall
("Kingsthorpe Hall"), Thornton Park, Kingsthorpe, near A508.
Thurs. May 24 Walking DF Jun 14 Mobile DF.

Peterborough RES. Peter G4PNW QTHR.
Petersfield: Royal Navy ARS Annual Mobile Rally HMS Mercury

Jun 10, amateur and family rally; steam engines, Swordfish
fly-past. See Radio Today.

Reading ARC. Mike G4THN. 7434 774042. 2,4 Thurs,
Caversham Conservative Club, Caversham, Reading Berks.

Reigate ATS (RATS). Alan G1LNT 0883 44723, Peter G8ITY
0293 36193 after 7. Conservative Centre, Warwick Rd.,
Redhill, Surrey. 3 Tues, 8pm. Apr 17 AGM May 15 Planning
permission Roy Hill G4HLH.

St. Albans Verulam ARC. Andy Ince GOBZS, Cottage No 1
Rounton, 28 Nascot Wood Rd., Watford WD1 3SD. RAF
Association HQ, New Kent Rd., St. Albans. 7.30. 2,4 Tues.
May 22 AKD amateur radio equipment J. Armstrong.

Sevenoaks DARS. Barry Leggett. 0732 741222 ext. 245 office
hours. Emergency Control Centre, Sevenoaks District Council
Offices, Sevenoaks, Kent. 8pm 3 Mons.

Shefford DARS. Nigel Leaney G1JKF 0763 71149, Brian G4ME0
0767 80043. Church Hall, Ampthill Rd., Shefford, Beds.
Thurs 8pm.

Southend DRS. S. Blinkhorn G1XGP, 102 Lord Roberts Ave., Leigh -
on -Sea, Essex.

Southgate ARC. Brian Shelton. 01-360 2453. Holy Trinity Church
Hall, Winchmore Hill, London N21. 7.45pm. 2,4 Thurs. May 10
History of valves, part 5, historian Stan Wood May 24 Rig
diagnostic evening, G4DFB.

South East Kent (YMCA) ARC. Brian Joyner 0304 852533. Dover
YMCA, Godwynehurst, Leyburne Rd., Dover. Weds 7.30. Apr
11 Cttee Apr 25, 1990 planning May 9 144MHz foxhunt May
23 Waldershare Vintage Weekend planning. Others = natter.

Stevenage DARS. Pete Daly GOGTE. 0438 724991 1,3 Tues.
Ground floor, D block, Ridgemond Training Centre, Telford
Ave., Stevenage, Herts 7.30. Morse training 6.30. May 16
Reading eproms Mo G1Z00 May 23 Cttee.

Sutton & Cheam RS. John Puttock GOBWV 01 644 9945 3 Fris,
natter 1 Mons 7.30 Downs Lawn Tennis Club, Holland Av.,
Cheam. May 12 Annual dinner May 18 AGM.

Welwyn Hatfield ARC. Roger Curtis GOCYC 0707 324958.
Lemsford Village Hall, Brocket Rd., Welwyn Garden City, 1

Mons; Knightsfield Scout HQ, Knightsfield, WGC 3 Mons
8pm. 9th WGC Scout HQ, Knightsfield, WGC. Regular nets.

West Kent ARS. B. Guinnessy 0892 32877.
West Sussex ARS. M. Mundy, 142 Junction Road, Burgess Hill.
Whitton ARC. A Fisher G4VBH 01 572 0465. Whitton

Community Centre, Percy Rd., Whitton, Richmond. 8pm Fris.
Wimbledon DARS. Nick Lawlor G6AJY. 01-330 2703. 2,4 Fris,

St. Andrews Church Hall, Herbert Rd., Wimbledon, London.
7.30. May 11 Construction contest May 25 Wireless before
radio Steve G8CYE Jun 8 Joint with Sutton Library Computer
Club Jun 29 CATS vs WDARS quiz.

IRELAND
Armagh and Dungannon DARC. J Murphy. 0861 522153.
Carrickfergus ARG. Geoff Pike GIOGDP 09603 66109. Downshire

Community Centre, Carrickfergus. Tues 6,70.
Donegal ARC. Patrick McHugh E15AC 075 51349 (code 010 353

75 from UK) Jacksons Hotel, Ballybofey 8.30 last Weds.
Galway Radio Experimenters Club. Ciaran McCarthy 091 53592.

1 Mons Richardsons Bar, Eyre Square, Galway, Classes Tues.
Lough Erne ARC. 9th Mobile Rally, Killyhevlin Hotel, Enniskillen.

12 noon. Alwun Magee G1OBFD 0365 23802.
Mid Ulster ARC. Jim Lappin. 0762 851179. 2 Suns (not July and

Aug), 3pm Guide Hall, Gilford, Co. Down. Parkanaur Rally
Sunday 20 May, Silverwood Hotel, Lurgan, Co. Armagh. 12
noon. Trade, bring and buy, books, QSL bureau. £1, talk -in
S22. Proceeds to Stanley Eakins Memorial Fund, Parkanaur.
Jim Lappin GI1YGS 0762 851179.
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Readers Ads!
Please remember to put your
phone number or address in the
box it you want it in the ad.
Free Ads are for private wants and
sales only. If you are a trader,
please talk to our classified Ad
department.

FOR SALE

CENTURY 22 With built in
Keyer Crystal Calibrator and
circuit breaker P.S.0 MFJ
941D ATU and FRG 7 com-
munications receiver all
mint condition complete
with manuals best offers.
Phone Jeff 0484 645923.
HAMMERLUND HQ170A
RX + spare set valves and
manual. Hickok profes-
sional valve tester. Checks
100's valves + manual.
Heathkit RF.IU signal
generator + manual. 8kw
Dipole traps. Offers all
V.G.C. 243606.
Shepperton Middex.
FT501 £190. FRG 7000,
FRA 7700 £200. Minimit-
ter ATU £25 G. Whip HF
Vertical G8-100 8 band £80
ono unused. VHF Siggen
£8. Hameg HM207 scope
£30, 4 Element quad 2m
£20, HF RX only antenna
Blue Diamond £15. Sinclair
microvision 21 inch T.V. +
PSU, case £50. Wanted
51/2 " discdrive BBC 80T.
Tel: 0286 5468
MEMOREX Digital synthe-
sized stereo receiver 100
watts channel. Model STA
2380 unwanted gift bar
gain £150. Sony FM -AM
stereo tuner model ST -5130
£50. Postage extra. Any
demonstration Phillips C.D.
model 373 £125. Upgrad-
ing. 23A Tanygroes Street
Port Talbot SA13 1ED.
(0639) 894856.
YAESU FT757GX TX /RX
excellent condition with
scanning MIC, manual, D.0
leads, P.S.U. £560. Heathkit
V.V.M. £5. Sinclair Spect-

rum 48K, with RTTY/CW
Amtor SSTV software £42.
Wanted: Alinco ALM203,
or similar 2MTR portable
also VHF scanner. Tel:
0843 294446.
AR40 Rotator new in box
£60. Kenwood antenna
tuner AT200 £60. KDK
144-148 2MTR £100.
Robot SSTV monitor. JVC
b/w camera. Fast/slow
terminal unit £360. VIC20
Tandy TRS80 Commadore
C16 Commadore C16+4.
All good order £25 each.
041-778-5040. Q.T.H.R.
HELIAX Plugs. Genuine
Andrew cable end plugs
and sockets £10 each.
Small discount for quanti-
ties. Paul, G4XTA. Tel:
09313-359.
A .T.V. Transmitter and
receiver for 70CMT 10
watts ouput Wood and
Douglas £60. Hitachi CCTV
camera £25. Phone 0742
651229.
TRISTAR 747 mobile trans-
ceiver £75. Zetagi BS50
mobile all band linear AMP
£155 BBC 8 series 7 com-
puter disc doc and Word -
wise + roms £175. Printer
Mannesmann Tally Spirit 80
£75. Phone John Reading
Berks. 0734 411501.
COLLECTORS Items -
early Radar receiver
R1124/C, selection vintage
Radar and CRO tubes,
transmitting and receiving
values. Also advance RF/AF
signal generator, Cox
Cavendish induction coil.
All V.G.C. and at sensible
prices. Ring 0372 52569
for details.
YAESU FRG -8800 receiver
complete with FRU-8800
converter mint condition
£450. 01-864 6555 after
6PM.
ZETAGI RF power amplifier
300W £60 exchange 50/
100 watt P.A. OXO QRP
TCVR £10. K.W. E -Z match

ATU £40. 0695 32179.
AR -2001 Scanning receiver
25-550 MHz N.F.M. W.F.M.
A.M. first £200. F.R.G.
7000 L.S.B. C.W. U.S.B.
A.M. noise blanker £185.
Both boxed and as new
with manuals. Buyer col-
lects. No offers. Kettering
522007.
REALISTIC PR02004 scan-
ner 400MEMS meter modi-
fication fitted, boxed as
new £250. Wanted
FRG 9600 scanner. FDK
Multi -2000 2 metre base
station 12V or 240V
CW/SSB/FM 144-146 TX
144-149 RX £225.
PRO450E Cept. CB new
Uniden model boxed
£47.50. 4M 100W linear
£45. Dave 0945 880893.
YEASU FT101ZD Mk3
transceiver SSB, CW, an FM
modes. Full W.A.R.C. bands
excellent condition £450
ono. Phone Mark G10XX on
Alton 0420-83029 after
6pm.
FOR Sale black Jaguar Mk3
handheld scanner fre-
quency 26 29.995MHz,
60-88MHz, 115-178MHz,
210-260MHz, 410-520
MHz complete with battery
charger leather case in-
structions £110 or near
offer. Phone 01-692 0944.
AOR 900 UK Scanner
includes military airband
superb performance.
Boxed. Still under guaran-
tee plus RAF en -route
supplement bargain at
£165. Phil 0635-48633.
TRIO R20000 communica-
tion receiver including
manual, SSB, CW, AM and
FM 150KHz-30MHz and
118MHz-180MHz as new
£500. Will deliver up to 100
miles. Tel: 0772 424965
after 5.30 PM.
ZETAGI Model 203
SWR/Watt twin meter
measurement frequency
3-200MHz. Power 500

Watts (26-30 MHz) never
been used £26. P. Paid. Ex -
Naval 46159 radio receiver
with mains electric power
supply. Frequency range
1500-12000kc. Working
needs realigning £25.
Buyer collects. Tel: Mike on
(0704) 892088.
934 MHz Cybernet Delta 1
personal communications
transceiver. Nevada Pre -
Amp switch gear. 13 ele-
ment Yagi beam also Co -
linear aerial. Cables con-
nectors etc., will swop for
scanner with all options or
£350 ono evenings after
8.30PM. Telephone 0223-
424129.
FOR SALE AOR 2001
25-550 MHz scanner with
mains transformer £200
ono. Telephone 0493
664974.
AOR AR -2002 scanner. As
new condition £360. TRIO
R-2000 fitted VC10 VHF
unit, as new, £485. P.

Gillman. Tel: 01-643 5063.
REALISTIC PRO -2004 pro-
grammable AM/FM 300
channel scanner receiver.
10 monitor channels.
Covers 25 to 520 MHz and
760 MHz to 1.3 GHz. Boxed
in mint condition £200 no
offers. Phone Wigan (0942)
56190 after 6pm.
TRIO TS -510D SSB and CW
HF tranceiver. CW crystal
filter fitted. Plus PS -510
mains power supply and
speaker with handbook and
service manual. Price £100
ono or exchange WHY. Tel:
Bognor Regis 869180.
GOKJU QTHR West
Sussex.
YAESU FRG7700 manual
boxed £270. TRIO model
9R-59DS. Spare set of
valves, manual & s/sheet
£80. Ham International
Jumbo multi mode, manual,
cost £260. Never used
S/Mike & DeckMike £150.
Frequency counter for
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International £30. Phone
0902 737054.
FTV9OIR Transverter
70cms 2m and 50 MHz fit-
ted all leads book £375
matches FT901, FT902,
FT101 GWO. Tel: 0246-
452169.
KENWOOD High perform-
ance HF band receiver mod
R820 very little used mint
condition boxed instrutions
£325. Also Ham Inter-
national Jumbo transceiver
with Mike £40. Exchange
for any 400cm scanned
realistic 2004 or 2005
Bradbury 7 Burn View,
Bude, Cornwall 0288
352410.
YAESU 9600 100KCS
950MEGS video board fit-
ted manual GWO £495.
Sony AIR 7 scanner GWO
£145. TRIO 2000 100KCS
30MEGS GWO manual
£395. 0767 80253 even-
ings, weekends Bedford-
shire.
FT902DM Transceiver
WARC FM filter AC/DC
FC902 ATU SP901 speaker
£525. DL600 dummyload
200W £30. ICOM R70 re-
ceiver FM CW filter AT -100
ATU 2mtr converter 5 way
coax antenna switch £390.
Datong FL3 audio Notch
filter £60. G8NT QTHR
0728-830791 (Suffolk).
LABORATORY Electrosta-
tic voltmeter 0 -10KV no
case, offers. Universal
avometer model 8-1 no
case £55. KW108 monitor
scope transformer faulty
offers wanted Collins 'S'
line KWM 2A 312135 516F-2
must be perfect working
condition cash waiting.
Cumbria 0229 89635
anytime.
FT101E Mark 111, CW filter,
fan £325. FRG7700 re-
ceiver £200. BBC -B 32K
computer tape recorder
joystick, 17 games £150.
Brand new 21-28 MHz unit
for FT726 £200. Alinco
ELH730G 70cm amplifier
£50. Brand new FF50DX
L/P filter £20 G31DW 0793
822055.

FOR SALE YAESU FT707
good working order £300.
Datong automatic speech
processor excellent condi-
tion £45. Sony receiver
ICF2001D as new bargain
£200 Hateley Dipoles never
used outside 15M £12. 10M
£10. Stainless steel 2 metre
5/8 WHIP on magmount per-
fect £15 G3UFQ QTHR.
STALKER Transceiver AM
C/W original mike suitable
to convert 10 metres £75
ono. Or will swap for H.F.
reciever or equipment. Tel:
Stewart Aylesbury 0296-
661452 Daytime.
ICOM251E 2m multimode
base station fitted internal
PSU and Mutek front end.
Just serviced by ICOM (UK)
in exceptional condition
boxed all manuals £425.
Multitech MVM12G green
screen high resolution
monitor Commodore lead
new unused £40. John
01-857 8096.
YAESU FRU 7700 RX
converter three band, suit-
able FRG 7700 etc. £45. Or
swop FTV707. Peter Chel-
tenham (0242) 576640
evenings.
YAESU FRG7700, all
modes receiver 150KHz to
29.9MHz. Condition as
new manual and YAESU
FRT7700 ATU £195 makes
this a bargain. Telephone
George on 01-861 2267.
SOLD Thankyou Ham
Radio Today. My computer
Tandy 1000SX was sold for
the price asked. After a few
time wasters it pays to
advertise in Ham Radio
Today. The Amateurs
Magazine. V Lowe G1IND
March 1990. Thanks, V.
FOR Sale Lowe HF125 ERA
Microreader Bearcat +
BX55SLT CTE 1600 with 2
Batts speaker Mike +
charger also Sony AN1
antenna and Pye PF70
xtalled 2mtrs on R3 S21
S22 + 4 Batts call Greg on
01-253 5764 after 5PM.
SALE Swap, FT73R, case,
Nicads, remote, s/manual
£200 + pp. Minolta 5000

SLR a/focus + 70/210mm
telelens, cases, data back,
SP -flash, Power packs
£260 + p. Swap for Marconi
TF2171 Dig/synch unit in
working condition, also
want old Marconi 1977-84
Instrument cats. Ring 0473
85203.
YAESU FRG7700 and
memory board, FRT7700
ATU and FRV7700 VHF
converter. Excellent condi-
tion, boxed £300. Tel:
(0622) 36283.
KENWOOD TS530P new
bands handbook V.G.C.
MC50 Mic £550. TRIO
TS2300 2m transceiver,
power supply lead charger,
rubber duck also extending
aerial carrying case £70.
Tel: Ipswich 0473 49139.
Noel G32LN or exchange
for TS140 or ICOM 735.
EXCHANGE For rotator or
50MHz gear 12 and 5 volt
coutant switch mode
PSUs. 5MHz dual beam
scope. Qume Sprint printer
(faulty). Phillips N1700
Video (faulty). 19 set
(faulty) all with diagrams.
Offers? Buyer collects. Mar-
tin G1SE0 QTHR Reading
875358.
TRIO TR820 amateur
receiver with extended
coverage as new £300, or
swap for best portable
computer or WHY tele-
reader CWR880 decodes
CW Amtor RTTY ASCII
built in monitor £150 mint
condition all + plus p+p.
Tel: 0282 603031 evenings
or weekends.
MFJ949D Versa tuner with
built-in SWR/PWR meter,
dummy load and Balun
£95. Welz SP225 HF/2M
SWR/PWR meter with re-
mote head £75. Maplin
500MHz frequency coun-
ter £75. Phone Norman
01-390 2650 GO1RK
QTHR.
SALE Philips world receiver
D2935 13 xSW bands
memories BFO for CW/SSB
LCD display £80. Sony AN1
antenna 0-30MHz £30.
Kenwood R2000 with

VC10 fitted £400. Tel: Edge
Hill 780 Warks.
WIEN Radio MW VHF/FM
SW aircraft public services
bands portable £20. Pre -
selector Codar £15. 2 metre
Sentinel PreAmp £12
Storno 500 handheld 3
channels battery and spare,
leather case. Crystaled for
RX, convert to 4 metres
£30. All in good condition
phone 0426 22649 after
6PM.
SONY ICF2001D with
airband original packing
and two manuals offered in
exchange for TRIO R1000
or similar 0253 811648.
BC314 Converted 240
VAC, with PSU and output
stage fair offer secures.
Sharp International RX, 3
short 1.6 to 25.5 MHz.
MW&LW BFO AGE £25.
Warfedale Denton receiver,
FM AM stereo, mono in-
puts, 2 or 4 speakers teak
veneer case £30. G8BSK
Southampton 552247.
SONY IFC-2001 PLL
SSBFM/ AM synthesized
receiver 5 memories pre-set
FM 76-108MHz AM 150-
29.999K Hz plus power
adaptor £90 excellent
condition telephone 0249
658025 Chippenham Wilt-
shire after 6pm.
FOR Sale Swan 350 HF
transceiver with mirophone
and spare P.A.'s superb
audio output on SSB £180
12v power supply with
built-in speaker for above
£40. Tel: Jack 0761 34224.
TRIO TR-9000 2mtr
transceiver very good con-
dition, hardly used with
TRIO base PSU/speaker,
slim Jim, mobile micro-
phone 'A Whip and gutter
mount £250 ono Phone
0732 355827 after 6pm.
FOR Sale Bearcat 100XL
hand-held scanner 66-88,
118-136, 136-174, 406-512
MHz, 16 memories, boxed
complete with Nicads and
charger PSU £110. Phone
Roger 0538386947.
BARLOW Wadley HF RX
MKz excellent condition
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£100 onto. Scanner Uniden
100XLT 4 months old £130.
Phone J. Castle Worthing
(0903) 774708.
FOR Sale "WRAASE" SC -1
S.S.T.V. transceiver also
receives fax in good con-
dition with handbook and
leads never been used to
transmit £500 ono. Phone
Medway (0634) 828952.
ICOM IC751A service W/S
manual and Mic £1045.
ICOM ICAT500 £295, both
mint cond; very little used
and boxed. Hi -mound
HK802 de -luxe brass key
£58. Datong D70 morse
tutor £28. ICOM SP3
speaker £32. Mint condi-
tion boxed. Tel: (Swanley)
0322 63968.
DRAKE Receiver matching
speaker original manual 2
AC calibrator Xtals for 10,
15, 20, 40 and 80. Spare
valves £170 ono or ex-
change for BBC B Miro. Tel:
Crediton 4577.
FOR SALE Thandar
frequency meter PFM
200A 8 Digit readout in
KHz 20Hz to 10MHz, 5MHz
to 200MHz VGC £50 or
WHY. Phone Peter 031 558
1809. Plus leather case.
VINTAGE Comms receivers
Phillips PCR circa 1940
with mains PSU Eddystone
S556 circa 1950. Both in
nice original condition and
G.W.O. Offers Woking
71094 after 6pm.
COBRA 148 C-TLDX
converted 28.110 - 29.700
+ RPT shift + UK legal CB
£110. Ham major S88 con-
verted 21.010 21.400 yes
15m £100.00 super TRI-
STAR 747 converted
50.010 50.600 6m £120 all
include p+p. Phone 0305
267526, Kevin, after 6pm.
TRIO TS700G 2 meter
multimode 240/12 volt
Mutek front end 11 xtals
Vox manual box excellent
condition all leads included
£225 or exchange good
10/25 watt mobile multi -
mode 2 meter transceiver.
Peter Cardiff 0222-
554920 after 7pm Mon -Fri.

WANTED
WANTED good hand
scanning receiver with air
band. Also SSB Tx/Rx will
swap Atari 510 MIDI soft-
ware plus cash or will pay
cash, no rubbish please ring
anytime West Midlands
Kingswood 270 680.
WANTED Sommerkamp
FRDX 500 can only afford
£50 to £70. Campbell, 15
Torr gdns, Inverness. 0463
75296.
WANTED practical
wireless, Aero modeller
Eagle book model Aircraft,
simple short wave receiver
Bernards books radio con-
trol model aircraft. Has
anyone built a scanner
receiver or good short wave
one? 7 Weyhill Close,
Swindon SN3 2NN.
WANTED Mizuho MX2 2m
SSB handitalkie or similar.
Also required, spectrum
amateur radio software and
any spectrum hardware.
Tel: 01 695 6651 eves.
WANTED Drake MN2700
ATU, Drake PS7, PSU, AEA
PK 232 TNC, Immediate top
cash price available. Phone
0602 609345 anytime.
WANTED Schematic dia-
gram for President Madison
AM +SSB homebase or will
pay for photocopies. Con-
tact Mr Colin Pye, 27 Law-
rence Grove, Dursley Glos,
GL11 4EZ. Tel: 0453-
544265.
WANTED R1132 Rx with
AC.PU. Also restored
national SW3 Rx and Sky.
Buddy Rx. Early ARRL hand
books. John Scott Taggart
literature. Please send
details and prices to
Richard Marris, 35 Kings -
wood House, Farnham
Road, Slough SL2 1DA.
WANTED YAESU
FR400DX /FL400DX circuit
diagrams or handbooks.
Photo copy acceptable.
And costs willingly paid.
WANTED ZX Spectrum
interface type one. Not the
moderns joy stick one, but
the earlier model for micro

drive ports. Write price
G2DHV QTHR or phone
London outer 300 1649 or
packet at GB7UWS thanks.
WANTED Eddystone EP20
Panoramic display unit and
manual must be in good
working order and with
connect lead. Also Drake
2B. Tel: Fleetwood 3452.
(after 6pm).
WANTED Racal LF
Converter for RA17L or 117
cash or swap for Cresta
Marine MF AM radio tele-
phone, 24V. Ring 0484
549249.
WANTED Pye Westminster.
Must be in G/W order.
Phone Joe on Norwich
(06031 746600 after 6pm.
STUDENT in electronic
servicing requires any
equipment that is repair-
able. Also I am trying to
build up component stock.
If anyone can help, contact,
Jim, The Caravan, Four
Winds, Lower Moor, St
Davids, Haverfordwest,
Wales, SA62 6PR.
WANTED circuit and hand-
book for Trio Communica-
tions receiver model
JR599. Custom special.
Costs paid. Ring Dave, on
Luton 0582 840988.
WANTED Morse keys GPO
ex service types, bugs, also
HW8 SP930 KW109/7 ex-
change metal lathe for why.
G4WJB 0733 43021 even-
ings.
WANTED Carbon mike
press to talk hand held or
desk. EX.WD or profes-
sional/ham. Also 5 inch
field coil energised speaker.
DW Blanchard, 141 Dunes
Rd, Greatstone on Sea,
New Romney, Kent 0679
62775.
DESPERATELY seeking
manual for FT101B or
FT101E photocopy or
original. Tel: Tony 0279
34241 anytime.
WANTED any cheap 2m
hand held transceiver or
any cheap radio amateur
gear. Power supplies,
Aeriels, mobiles, hand helds
etc. For A beginner in

amateur radio. Tel: after
5pm (0209) 715252. Ask
for David.
WANTED software or hard-
ware modification for the
standard C528 dualband
handheld. I have many
software modifications
giving extra functions etc.
Please write for more
information, Nigel Knapton,
67 Long Street, Easing -
wood, York YO6 3HY. Tel:
0347 21476.
WANTED original hand-
books for the following Ex
Army sets. R209 WS62
WS52 WS88 WS81 WS46.
Also wanted home brew
ATU, WHY. Also ex RAF
1082 1083 receiver/trans-
mitter. John the Lizard
(03261 290711.
WANTED urgent FRT7700
ATU. Also FRV7700 con-
verter etc. YAESU 757 in
good condition. 028322/
870.
WANTED HRO-M general
coverage and bandspread
coils 20watt 50mhz. Tran-
sistor linear. G3HDC 0752
403551. QTHR Plymouth.
WANTED 2mtr transceiver.
Good condition base or
mobile 0785 840268.
HELP wanted. I have
inherited an Airmec wave
analyser type 248, which I
would like to restore. Any
circuits or other details
would be gratefully re-
ceived. Please ring 0533
856975 Any reasonable
cost will be returned.
WANTED information on
Minnimitter 200 Mercury
transmitter circuit diagrams
or operating instruction
would copy and return
please ring Ted. 074632
422.
WANTED YAESU FRG7
receiver. Must be in mint
condition preferably with
circuit diagram, or photo-
copy. Will pay around
£80-£100, plus P&P. Please
contact me at 8, Caiach
Terrace, Trelewis, Mid Glam,
S/Wales CF46 6DH or tel:
0443-411954. Anytime.
(Possibly I could collect it if
local to me).
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HRT PCB SERVICE
Ham Radio Today can supply ready-made, pre -drilled printed circuit boards for some of our published
constructional projects. The board reference number contains the essential information for identifying and
ordering a board from our PCB Service. The first two digits give the year of publication, and second two the
month. The extension number gives the number of projects available from that month's issue.
Please send orders to: HRT PCB Service, ASP Readers Services, Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST. Please make cheques out to ASP Ltd. Payment can also be made through Access
and Visa cards by telephone on (0442) 66551 during office hours. Please specify HRT.

HRT 8806-1 Electronic Morse Keyer £5.50
HRT 8901-1 Electronic Morse Memory £5.50

£3.50
HRT 8910-1 Superhet Receiver PCB1 £4.00
HRT 8910-2 Superhet Receiver PCB2 £3.25
HRT 8910-3 Superhet Receiver PCB3 £4.00
HRT 8910-4 Superhet Receiver PCB4 £3.25

£8.80

HRT 8909-1 Europa Tone Burst

HRT 9002-1 3.5MHz Regenerative Receiver

Please send me:
Number of boards Reference number Price code Price Total
Post and packing £0.75
Total enclosed
Block capitals please
Name Address

Postcode
Access and Visa credit card orders can be taken by telephone on (0442) 66551 during normal office hours

iirr,,,,,,,.,--ReadersAds
Name Signature

Address Date

Send this form to:
Free Readers Ads, Ham Radio Today, Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST.

ENTER YOUR ADVERTISEMENT HERE:
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QRP KITS AT QRP PRICES!
Guaranteed complete to the last nut!

COMPACT 80m CW QRP Tx/Rx
DTR3 Kit - £81.00 Ready Built - £130.00

* Stable VFO * Sidetone * Audio Filter
* Requires 12/10 VDC * Very detailed

Instructions * Black steel case
* Printed panel

COMPANION ANTENNA
TUNING UNITS

TU1 Kit - £39.25 Ready Built - £54.50
TU2 Kit - £48.50 Ready Built - £68.50

* Large dia. coil * High grade capacitor * Built in balun * Circuits to match
your antenna * Up to 30 Watts of CW * TU2 has sensitive ORP/SWR meter

Send SAE for brochure or call Alan G4OVW on 0602 382509

LAKE ELECTRONICS my
7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 1BX

(callers by appointment only)

(;6X111-1 G1RAS G8UUS
Visit your Local Emporium

Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show
AGENTS FOR:

YAESU  AZDEN  ICOM  NAVICO  ALINCO
ACCESSORIES:

Welz Range, Microwave Modules, Adonis Mics, Mutek Pre -Amp'..
Barenco Mast Supports, DRAE Products, BNOS Linears &

AERIALS, Tonna. New Diamond Range onNohile Whips, .1.11 NUM
BRING YOUR S/H EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE

JUST GIVE US A RING

Radio Amateur Supplies
3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park, Nottingham NGS 1DU
Off Ring Rd., between 452 (Derby Road) & 4609 (Ilkeston Road)

Monday: CLOSED Tuesday -Saturday: 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m

Tel: 0602 280267
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61?. ElectronicS
Professionally Designed Equipment for Amateurs

Oyr reputation for high quality equipment has spread and
we are now regularly sending 6 metre transverters around

the world. In every case our equipment is individually
tested and aligned to meet these high specifications.

All our transverters meet the same high specification
SECOND HARMONIC: <-70dB INTERMOD: <-32dB

SPURII: <-60dB NOISE FIGURE <2.5dB
TRANSVERTERS

Our 2m I F. transverters require a drive level of 0.5-3.0 watts, or up to 12 watts
with our 7dB switched attenuator. The 10m I F. models can be supplied for drives
between 0.25mW and 20W with a separate receive output if required.

 144/50MHz 25W p.e.p. £199 + £4 p&p
 28/50MHz 25W p.e.p. £209 + £4 p&p
 145/70MHz 25W p.e.p. £249 + £4 p&p
 145/70MHz 10W p.e.p. £199 + £4 p&p
 28/70MHz 10W p.e.p. £209 + £4 p&p
 144/28MHz 25W p.e.p. £209 + £4 p&p
 7dB switched Attenuator £25 + £2 p&p

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Low noise (<1dB) GaAs FET Pre -amplifiers for 6m, 4m and 2 metres.
RF or DC through switching (Max 100W p.e.p).
 Indoor boxed unit £38 + £2 p&p
 Masthead (line powered) with indoor DC feed unit £75 + £4 p&p
 LOW NOISE GaAs FET MASTHEAD PRE AMPS for 50MHz. 70MHz,

144MHz. 432Mhz and 934MHz
200W POWER HANDLING £99 + £4 p&p

RECEIVE CONVERTERS
10M receive, 2M IF. With thru switching on transmit use with 6m transverter
and work 10m/6m Crossband £45 + £2 p&p
RECEIVE ONLY CONVERTERS
2m IF for 4m, 6m or 10m, receive £39 each + £2 p&p each
10m IF for 2m. 4m or 6m receive £39 each + £2 p&p each
MET. ANTENNAS
50MHz 3 el £42.95, 5 el £64.40, 70MHz 3 el £37.30 p&p £4.50
SEMI CONDUCTORS
 BGY41B 450MHz 15W Module £20 + £1 p&p

37 Long Ridings Ave. Hutton. Brentwood.
Essex CM13 lEE. Tel: 0277 214406 OSA

BINDERS
/ £6.80 \

I Inc 1

B *10P QUALITY

* SMART

* EASY TO USE

FOR YOUR VALUABLE
COLLECTION OF

HAM RADIO TODAY
MAGAZINES

ASP

READER SERVICES

ARGUS HOUSE

BOUNDARY WAY

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
HERTS HP2 7ST

Telephone your order
(0442) 66551

Please supply HAM RADIO TODAY BINDERS @ £6 80 each in p&p

Total £ (Please make cheques/postal orders payable to A.S.P)

NAME

ADDRESS

Or debit my
ACCESS/VISA
Please allow 28 days for delivery

Expiry
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ACCESSORIES

Tel: 061-445-8918 061-434.5701 061-446-2437
Fax: 061-445-0978 Tlx: 666762 PAMACO G

WHOLESALE
DISTRIBUTORS OF
AMATEUR RADIO
EQUIPMENT

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE

Giant range of CBs and accessories.
Contact us today for very fast,
friendly service, competitive prices,
widest range and latest products.

OPEN EVERY DAY SUNDAY 10-2
Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF

Order Line
0800 262 963

Lineage: 50p per word + VAT (minimum 15 words) Semi Display: (minimum 2cms) £9.00
+ VAT per single column centimetre. Ring for information on series
bookings/discounts. All advertisements in this section must be prepaid. Advertisements
are accepted subject to the terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rate card
(available on request).

TOD

CLASSIFIED
0442 66551
Send your requirements to:
Ham Radio Today.
Classified Department,
Argus House. Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST

CALL SIGNS

Fre ties
CALL SIGNS REPRODUCED

IN SOLID MAHOGANY

Only £7.50 Post Free

The Sanctuary
Whitestone, Hereford HR1 3RX

Phone (0432)850274

CALLSIGN JUMPERS and pull-
overs, all machine knitted. Prices
from £17 +pp. Send SAE for col-
ours and designs to Mrs Jan Payne,
5 Wellington Crescent, Blenhiem
Park. Sculthorpe, Norfolk NR21
7PU.

MISCELLANEOUS

HEATHKIT U.K. Spares and service
centre. Cedar Electronics, Unit 12.
Station Drive, Bredon, Tewkesbury.
Glos. Tel: 0684-73127.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
TERMS & CONDITIONS

Our terms for new advertisers (semi -display
and lineage) are strictly pro -forma payments
until satisfactory reference cart be taken up
(excluding recognised advertising agencies)
Cheques and PO's should be crossed and
made payable to ARGUS SPECIALIST
PUBLICATIONS and sent together with the
advertisements to

The Classified Dept.,
Argus House. Boundary Way.
Hamel Hampstead HP2 7ST

There are no reimbursements for cancellations
Advertisements amyl ng too late for a particular
issue will be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the
contrary It rsthe responsibility of the advertiser
to ensure that the first insertion of every series
is published correctly, and corrections must be
notified in time for the second insertion.
otherwise the publishers will not accept liability

or offer any reduction in charges
Ail advertising sales are subrect to Government
Regulations concerning VAT Advertisers are
responsible for complying with the various legal
requirements in force eg Inc Trade Description
Act. Sex Discrimination Act & the Business

Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977
Full Terms & Conditions of Advertising

avaitable on request

KITS

KANGA PRODUCTS
KITS FOR THE AMATEUR,

BUDDING AMATEUR OR THE LISTENER
-NEW-NEW-NEW-NEW--

PROJECT ONE
A direct conversion receiver ces.Cr?C '2' 5'

time builder - ideal for children (10yrS.i too'
Complete @ £19.95 (+CI p&p)

Send large SAE (20p stamp) for tree catalogue

KANGA PRODUCTS.3LIMES ROAD

En FOLKESTONE. KENT CT194ALI

FOR SALE

Aerials & Lashing Equipment

T.AR,
FRESCO.,

.;EvD SAE 9-,.6

TAR COMMUNICATIONS
King Wdham Street. Stood,' age

W Midlands OV8 4EY

00384 390944

KENWOOD RZ-1 wide band
receiver. 500KHz-905MHz. as new,
£395 ono. Tel: 042873 7202.

UK BAND PLANS 25-1300MHz.
Detailed listings. £3. 275 Corpora-
tion Road. Newport, Gwent, South
Wales. Cheques/POs payable to
C. Holpin.

COURSES

COURSE FOR CITY & GUILDS
RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION
Pass this important examination and .:vain your
licence. with an ARC Home Study Course
For details of this and other courses (GCSE, Career
and professional examinations. etc) write or phone
THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE
Dept JN100, Tuition House. London SW19 4DS

Tel: 081-947 7272 (9am-Spm) or use our 24hr
Recordacall service 08t-946 1102 quoting JN100

SOFTWARE

* PC SOFTWARE by G4BMK *
RTTY: £15 AMTOR: £30 AMTOR + RTTY: £40

Split screen, screen colours selectable, screen clock, fast
synchronizing, superb auto -print, disk logging, file send mode,

printing, CW ident, PTT control, etc.

Use with any T.U. such as ST5, or our own:
Grosvenor Multimode Model, built, boxed: £68

AM7911 Modem Chip - special price -

GROSVENOR SOFTWARE (HRT)

2 Beacon Close, Seaford, E. Sussex BN25 2JZ
Telephone: (0323) 893378

TO ADVERTISE YOUR SERVICES
IN HAM RADIO TODAY

Call
JOHN BRASIER on 0442 66551

RADIO AMATEUR LICENCE
Start training now for the following courses. Send for

our brochure - without obligation
or Telephone us on 0626 779398

HP- 6 9C

 TelecommsName Tech C&G 271
E Radio Amateur

Licence C&G
0 Micro-

processor
n Introduction to

Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School,
12, Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TO14 9UN
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ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE Giant range of CBs and accessories,

DISTRIBUTORS OF contact us today for very fast,
friendly service, competitive prices,

AMATEUR RADIO widest range and latest CB
EQUIPMENT products.

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE - OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY 10-2.Tel: 061-445-8918 061-434-5701 061-446-2437 Order Line:

Fax: 061-445-0978 Tlx. 666762 PAMACO G Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF 0800 262 963

RETAIL NETWORK
BIRMINGHAM

HEWARD'S HOME
STORES LTD.

(Est. 1963)
822/4 Kingstanding Rd., Birmingham B44 9RT.

Tel: 021-354 2083
G4RJM with over 40 years in The Radio Trade

Ham Equipment urgently wanted,
Open: Mon -Sat 9-6

BIRMINGHAM
RAYCOM COMMUNICATION

SYSTEMS
International House,

963 Wolverhampton Road, Oldbury,
Worley, West Midlands B69 4RT.

Tel: 021 544 6767
Opening hours 9-5 30pm Late nights Thurs. -Fri
Send rust f 1 00 (refundable against purchase)

for latest catalogue  our exclusive products & used list.

BIRMINGHAM
B&C ELECTRONICS

51 SIR HILTONS RD
WEST HEATH, BIRMINGHAM B31 3NH

New and Used
Amateur Radio and Computer Sales

Elete antenna main dealer and commission
sale items always required

BRUM'S PREMIER JUNK SHOP
Tel: (021) 4752426

ADVERTISERS
Call

JOHN BRASIER
on

0442 66551
to ADVERTISE

DEVON
AGRIMOTORS

Merton CB & Radio Centre
Merton Garage & Post Office. Merton.

Nr. Oakhampton EX20 3DZ. Tel: (08053) 200
Open 6 days 9-6 Lunch 1 -2 15 Closed Thurs 1 pm

(Sundays by appointment)
Specialists in 934MHz

Supplies of all 27MHz and 934MHz equipment
Amateur Radio Stocked

DURHAM
LOWE ELECTRONICS

DARLINGTON
Sole U.K. Distributor for KENWOOD

56 North Road. Darlington
County Durham DL1 2EQ

Tel: 0325 486121

DURHAM

HORDE
Communications Centre
Units 8a to 8c
Drum Industrial Estate
Chester -le -Street

COMMUNICATIONS LTD Co. Durham 0142 1SX
VOICE  DMA COMMUIOCATIOMS TEL: 091 4106969
 Largest Display in the North East
 Opens 6 days a week - Ample Parking
 Mail Order - Large Secondhand Display

HAMPSHIRE
E D

Ham Radio - CB Radio - Scanning Receivers
Fast Mail Order Service.

Send £2 for our bumper catalogues
(includes £2 voucher)

HOTLINE (0705) 662145
189 London Road, North End, Portsmouth P02 9AE

KENT

?com (UK) Ltd.
Unit 8, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD.

Tel: 0227 369464 Telex: 965179 ICOM G.

Fax: 0227 360155
Open. Mon -Sat. 9-5.30pm ot

Lunch 1-2

LANCASHIRE
G4 DXX VIDEO ELECTRONICS

For ICON , DRAY, WELLS, DAIWA
DATONG, Logbooks, Rotators,

Cable etc.
Open 9-5pm. Closed Wednesdays

141 LANCASTER ROAD, MORECAMBE,
LANCASHIRE LA4 50J
PHONE (0524) 418873

LANCASHIRE
AMATEUR ELECTRONICS/HOLDINGS G3LLL.

YAESU. JAYBEAM. DRAE. DATONG. BLACK STAR COUNTERS.
ETC FT 101 EXPERTS
6JS6C 6KD61213Y7A On inal type approved
valves & our own Double Balanced Miser and
new band WARC Kits for original FT101 MK1-E
S A E List. Full Yaesu range 15 minsJunction
31 M6 Free parking Call and consult G3LLL
without obligation Hotidays'> Phone check we
are open before calling
45 JOHNSTON STREET. BLACKBURN B82 IEF
(0254)59595. CLOSED THURSDAY.

LEICESTERSHIRE
ELLIOTT ELECTRONICS

for the Radio Enthusiast

26-28 BRAUNSTONE GATE,
LEICESTER.
TEL: 553293
Open: Mon -Sat 9.00am to 5.30pm

LONDON
LOWE ELECTRONICS

LONDON
Sole U.K. Distributor for KENWOOD

223/225 Field End Road
Eastcote, Middlesex HAS 1QZ

Tel: 081 429 3256

MANCHESTER
ST COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS LTD
TWO WAY RA1310 FOR YOUR BUSINESS TEL 061-736 1705

35 CLAREMONT ROAD, SALFORD, MANCHESTER M6 7RS
AT LAST! Professional repairs service to your amateur radio
equipment Any make of radio or scanner

Please telephone Steve. Andy or Neil to book in your radio

061-736 1705 061-745 7389
After Hours 083-627 5005

a

Communication House. Staveley Way
Bosworth Northampton NN6 9EU

For all those bits and pieces

Tel: (0604)882133/882067
Fax: (0604)880805
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ACCESSORIES

Tel: 061-445-8918 061-434-5701 061-446-2437
Fax: 061-445-0978 Tlx: 666762 PAMACO G

WHOLESALE
DISTRIBUTORS OF
AMATEUR RADIO
EQUIPMENT

Giant range of CBs and accessories,
contact us today for very fast,
friendly service, competitive prices,
widest range and latest CB

products.
WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE - OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY 10-2.
Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF

Order Line
0800 262 963

RETAIL NETWORK
NORTHAMPTON

VANNER'S
Scanner and C.B. Centre

Sales, Service and Repairs of Scanners. C Bs. Phones.
Answer Machines, Rados etc.

Agents for Garex. Revco. Bearcat. Uniden, Panasonic
Part Exchange All items welcome

34 Gloucester Avenue, Northampton
Telephone 0604 766704

SURREY
GUILDFORD COMMUNICATIONS

34 Aldershot Rd., Guildford
Open Mon Fn Barn -6 300m
Sat Sam -5 30Prn\/ ICOM

Secondhand wanted

PISA

0483 505756

WEST SUSSEX
BREDHURST ELECTRONICS LTD

HIGH ST., HANDCROSS,

1E3 WEST SUSSEX.
TEL: (0444) 400786

Situated at the Southern end of M23 Easy access to M25
and South London. Open Mon -Fri 9am-5pm except Wed

IC OM
gam -12 30pm Sat 10am-4pm YAESU

1C

MAIL ORDER KENWOOD RETAIL

11111.

TYNE & WEAR
RLY 1:FTO NICS

For an amateur communications equipment and
accessories authorised dealers for

0
and

129 Chillingham Road, Heaton, Newcastle Upon
Tyne, NE6 5XL. Tel: 091 276 1002.

Opel 10am-6pm Tires -Fr, 10am-5pm Sat
Access 8 V,sa accepted

YORKSHIRE
ALAN HOOKER

RADIOCOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
42 Netherhall Road, Doncaster

Tel - 0302 325690

KENWOOD YAM COMRETAIL

0
I

WEST YORKSHIRE
AMATEUR RADIO SHOP

G4MH
GOHRT
G 3WAH

4 CROSS CHURCH STREET 4,
HUDDERSFIELD HD1 3PT
Telephone 0484 420774

Good range of
YAESU & KENWOOD
plus quality second-

hand equipment

N. WALES
NORTH WALES AMATEUR

RADIO MART
AMATEUR RADIO -- CB RADIO - MARINE

RADIO - P
25 ABBEY STREET, RHYL

Open Monday -Saturday: 1 lam-5.30pm
All repairs and accessories available ex

stock. Mail order welcome.
Tel: 0745-51579

SCOTLAND
LOWE ELECTRONICS

GLASGOW
Sole U.K. Distributor for KENWOOD

4/5 Queen Margaret Road,
Glasgow, Scotland G20 6DP

Tel: 041 945 2626

SCOTLAND
JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD

Woodside Way Glenrothes
Fife KY7 5DF

Tel: 0592 756962 (Day or Night) PI
Open: Tues-Fri 9-5; Sat 9-4; Sunday by appointment
Good range Kenwood & Yaesu etc, plus

?cam Quality Secondhand Equipment

r- - - ........ - - ........ - - - - -
CLASSIFIED COUPON
HAM RADIO TODAY, CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD NO.
EXPIRY
DATE --

n FOR SALE 11] SOFTWARE L WANTED

VISA

Rates: Lineage 50p per word +VAT, minimum £8.10. Semi -display £9.00
+VAT persinglecolumn, min. Size 2cm x 1 column. No reimbursements
for cancellations. All advertisements must be pre -paid.
Name

Address
Daytime Tel. No:

Signature Date

El EQUIPMENT II] AERIALS OTHERWISE STATE

L...... IMO MI MI= =IN NMI OM NMI IMO
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gir

introduce the world's FIRST
1000 CHANNEL

PROGRAMMABLE

SCANNER

the

Fairmate HP100E

 8 - 600MHz and 830 - 1300 MHz frequency
coverage

 An incredible 1000 channel memory
capacity

 10 independent search bands
 A fast 40 channel per second search

speed

 User -selectable search steps from
5KHz to 995KHz

 Modes - AM, FM and new
Wideband FM for commercial
reception

 Selectable 10dB attenuator
 Keypad and rotary tune controls

Each Fairmate 100E comes complete with:

Full set of high capacity Ni-Cads

 Two antennas (one VHF, one UHF)
Carry case

Shoulder strap

Belt clip

DC cable
Earpiece for private listening
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THE NEW

FT -1000 FOR DYNAMIC DX

The FT -1000 is a new top of the range all mode h.f.
transceiver that is the result of more than 25,000
hours of intensive research by Yaesu's top design
engineers. They have adopted a completely new
approach to the application of digital and RF
technology. The extensive use of surface
mounted components has allowed six
microprocessors and five Direct Digital
Synthesisers to be integrated with a simple to
use operator interface to give a highly reliable
full featured transceiver that has been
optimised for serious h.f. applications.
Please write or call SMC or your local
authorised Yaesu dealer for the full
specifications of this dynamic new
transceiver and discover how you can
open up the bands.
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1,k Sole Distributor
South Midlands Communications Ltd

S.M. House, S..hool Close,
Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate,

Eastleigh, Hants S05 3BY
Tel: (0703) 255111
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Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice


